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Abstract
Fluoride salt-cooled high-temperature reactors (FHRs) face a number of challenges
similar to those faced by other Generation IV advanced reactor concepts. Predicting
heat transfer in these systems accurately and reliably is one major challenge. Another
is ensuring the safety of these systems during challenging operating conditions across
the design basis envelope. Finally, achieving good economics to compete in a modern
power generation portfolio is necessary for moving any nuclear power plant concept
past the pre-conceptual stage. This dissertation attempts to support, from a thermalhydraulics research standpoint, the case that the FHR can attain these goals. The
dissertation focuses on several aspects of the design. The common thread through
the different studies is ultimately rooted in improving plant safety and economics.
This dissertation has four major contributions in support of the FHR: experimental investigation of a directional direct reactor auxiliary cooling system (DRACS)
heat exchanger (DHX), experimental investigation of twisted versus plain tube heat

vi

transfer for molten salt heat exchangers, and two computational studies, one on
DRACS reliability and one on heat exchanger optimization. The results for the
four studies are presented and discussed. The directional DHX study was performed
using a hydrodynamic experimental setup with water as a working fluid and heat
transfer performance inferred. The experimental heat transfer work was performed
using a simulant fluid, Dowtherm A, to match the important non-dimensional heat
transfer parameters. The computational DRACS reliability study was performed
using MATLAB and RELAP5-3D, and the computational heat exchanger optimization study was performed using Python and available metaheuristic algorithms. The
implications of the various studies are tied together in the conclusions section, with
suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This chapter serves as a brief introduction to fluoride salt-cooled high-temperature
reactors (FHRs) and some of the specific technical challenges that currently exist in
their development towards commercial energy production. In particular, some of the
characteristics of the molten salts as working fluids are summarized with implications
for heat transfer systems and components along with potential mitigating technologies. The chapter concludes with the motivation and scope of this dissertation in
furthering the development of several of these technologies.

1.1

Brief History

Reactor designs utilizing molten salt as the primary working fluid were first designed
and built in the United States in the 1940’s and 1950’s. Shortly following the end
of World War II and with rising Cold War tensions, there was a perceived need
for developing a nuclear reactor that could power a long range bomber operating
for long periods of time without refueling (this was prior to the eventual advent
of intercontinental ballistic missiles for nuclear deterrence). The US initiated two
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programs in short succession: the Nuclear Energy for Propulsion of Aircraft (NEPA)
in 1946 and the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion (ANP) program in 1951. Between 1946
and 1961, a large monetary investment was poured into the effort [1]. Early on
in the effort, the decision to pursue liquid fueled reactors was made, following the
introduction of the concept by Ed Bettis and Ray Briant [2]. A fascinating paper
by Briant and Weinberg [3] in 1957 summarizes the design dilemma between solid
fueled and liquid fueled designs, opening with:
“Two very different schools of reactor design have emerged since the first
reactors were built. One approach, exemplified by solid fuel reactors,
holds that a reactor is basically a mechanical plant; the ultimate rationalization is to be sought in simplifying the heat transfer machinery. The
other approach, exemplified by liquid fuel reactors, holds that a reactor
is basically a chemical plant; the ultimate rationalization is to be sought
in simplifying the handling and reprocessing of fuel.”
Fluoride salts in particular were understood as having good properties for fluid
fuel designs. Good solubility of uranium, good heat transfer properties (albeit with
high viscosities), low vapor pressures at high temperatures, high chemical stability
even in a radiation field, and lack of an energetic chemical reaction with air or water
were some of the excellent properties of the fluoride salts [4]. The ANP led to the
construction of the 2.5 M Wth Aircraft Reactor Experiment (ARE) as a fluid-fueled
test reactor using NaF-ZrF6 -UF4 as a carrier salt for the fuel. The fuel salt was
cooled via a finned salt-to-helium heat exchanger, while the reflector (responsible for
decreasing the number of neutrons leaking from the reactor) and moderator (responsible for slowing the speed of the neutrons to increase their rate of capture in the
fuel) were cooled by liquid sodium, which rejected heat via a sodium-to-helium heat
exchanger [5]. The ARE operated for a short period of nine days in 1954 and saw
no major problems in its operation. Shortly following this test, the ANP program
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sought to construct a higher powered test reactor, named the Aircraft Reactor TEST
(ART) or “Fireball,” with a much higher 50 M Wth of power (and a tremendous specific power of 1.3 M Wth /liter); however, the ANP program was canceled in 1961 just
before construction was completed [1].
In parallel with the successful ANP tests, interest in the use of molten salt reactors for civilian power production increased, and the civilian Molten Salt Reactor
Program was started in 1958. Also in parallel, a Fluid Fuel Reactor Task Force
down-selected to molten salts as their primary candidate for a fluid fueled reactor in
1959, lending further support to the use of salts in reactors. Work on designing the
“Molten Salt Reactor Experiment” (MSRE) began the next year [1] (see Figure 1.1).
The MSRE had a power of ∼ 8 M Wth , and operated at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) from 1965 to 1969. The MSRE was also designed as a fluid
fueled reactor, utilizing LiF-BeF4 -ZrF4 -UF4 as the carrier salt, and was cooled via a
salt-to-air heat exchanger (which ultimately limited the experiment’s thermal power
[6]). The MSRE was quite successful and provided a huge amount of experience to
the community. Design studies for molten salt reactors continued into the 1970’s;
however, the molten salt program was shut down in 1973, restarted the next year
to focus on tritium management and alloy development, and fully shutdown in early
1976. The conclusion of the effort has been attributed to several reasons, including
budgetary constraints and greater interest by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
(now the Department of Energy) in fast spectrum sodium-cooled reactors [1, 5].

1.1.1

Recent Interest

For a long period of time since the conclusion of the molten salt program, little governmental support was provided for molten salt reactors. With the development of
the Generation IV international forum (see [7] for a good description of the Gen IV
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Figure 1.1: The primary system of the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment, reproduced
from [5].

forum) and the introduction of what was to become the FHR class of reactor concepts
[8], governmental interest again began to build. Notably, three U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) Integrated Research Projects (IRPs) [9, 10, 11] and a number of
smaller Nuclear Energy University Program (NEUP) grants were awarded to various
groups in recent years to support FHR development. In particular, the University of New Mexico (UNM) has contributed to an IRP entitled “High-Temperature
Salt-Cooled Reactor for Power and Process Heat,” led by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [9], is a formal collaborator in a second IRP, also led
by MIT, entitled, “Integrated FHR Technology Development: Tritium Management,
Materials Testing, Salt Chemistry Control, Thermal-Hydraulics and Neutronics with
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Associated Benchmarking” [11], and was awarded an NEUP to investigate tritium
management and heat exchanger technology concepts for the FHR (“Experimental
Validation of a Compact Double-walled Twisted-tube Heat Exchanger Concept”),
from which parts of the work presented in this dissertation were funded [12].

1.2

Characteristics of the Technology

At a high level, the FHR can be described as an amalgamation of technological features from several different advanced reactor design concepts, as illustrated in Figure
1.2. While different system designs exist, the FHR generally features a pool or hybrid pool-type layout, a passive decay heat removal system similar to those used
in sodium fast cooled reactors (SFRs), a tristructural isotropic (TRISO) fuel form
embedded in an inert graphite matrix similar to those utilized in high-temperature
gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs), a high operating temperature capable of driving advanced thermal-to-electric power cycles such as open-air Brayton or supercritical CO2
cycles, and the fluoride salt working fluid for which the reactor technology is named
[13]. The low pressure coolant, passive safety strategy, and high robustness of the
fuel form mean that the safety and reliability of the FHR are anticipated to be very
high, while the high operating temperature improves plant economics by increasing
thermodynamic efficiency for conversion of heat to electricity. This section serves
as an introductory description of the reactor concept. For further information, the
interested reader can be referred to a number of references, but the University of
California, Berkeley’s descriptive report on the Mark-1 pebble-bed FHR (PB-FHR)
is an excellent starting point [14].
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Figure 1.2: The four defining characteristics of the FHR (reproduced from [13]).

1.2.1

Technology Description

The basic notional layout of a PB-FHR is shown schematically in Figure 1.3. It is
important to note that while the FHR utilizes TRISO fuel particles embedded in
graphite, the pebble-bed design concept is only one of a variety of designs that exist.
Examples of other FHR concepts include the 3400 M Wth Advanced High Temperature Reactor, which utilizes plate fuel [15] and the scaled down 125 M Wth Small
Modular AHTR (SmAHTR), for which plate fuel, solid cylindrical compact stringers
and annular cylindrical compact stringers were all fuel forms under consideration
[16]. On the other end of the spectrum, the Mk1 PB-FHR utilizes a bed of fuel
pebbles arranged in an annular configuration, as illustrated in Figure 1.3, with an
on-line fuel handling system capable of slowly removing, adding, and recirculating
the pebbles during operation [14]. In either case, the TRISO particle fuel form provides a good initial barrier to the release of radiological inventory to the environment.
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Figure 1.3: Notional diagram of the FHR, adopted from [18].

Experience in the HTGR community has shown that TRISO fuel tends to maintain
good integrity without radiological release up to temperatures of ∼ 1600◦ C [17].
Figure 1.3 shows a number of fluid circuits and heat transfer pathways that make
up the plant. The primary loop is shown in blue, with the annular core shown in
orange. During normal operation, the primary pump draws fluid from the core outlet
manifold, pumping it to the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) inlet (or other heat
exchanger if no intermediate loop is used). The primary coolant rejects its heat and
flows through the downcomer back to the core inlet. Near the core inlet, a small
amount of the flow bypasses the core and flows through the shell side of the direct
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reactor auxiliary cooling system (DRACS) heat exchanger (DHX), where it rejects
heat and subsequently mixes with the core discharge. This results in somewhat lowering the effective core outlet temperature, depending on the quantity of parasitic
heat losses through the DRACS. Typically, a fluidic diode or manifold and check
valve assembly is used to reduce the flow through the DHX during normal operation to minimize these parasitic heat losses [14, 15, 19]. The DRACS loop (shown
in pink) exists to provide emergency passive decay heat removal during accidents
where normal active heat removal capability is lost. As heat is added to the bottom
of the DRACS loop through the DHX, an elevated heat sink (heat rejection to air,
thermosyphon, etc.) causes natural circulation to occur in the DRACS, passively
removing heat from the primary loop. During accident scenarios where other heat
rejection mechanisms are lost, the DRACS is critical for maintaining safe temperatures and preventing overheating of the system, which could result in damage to the
metallic components located inside the primary loop [20]. Heat can be rejected from
the DRACS a number of ways. The Mk1 PB-FHR utilizes a thermosyphon system
to remove heat to the air [14], while some other designs utilize a natural draft heat
exchanger (NDHX) located at the bottom of a chimney (see [19], among others, for
additional description). The chimney acts as a tertiary natural circulation loop, with
the elevation of the chimney being a design variable that determines, in part, the
mass flow rate of the air through the NDHX.
Some designs such as the AHTR utilize an intermediate loop for isolation of the
primary system from the power conversion cycle [21], while others, including the Mk1
PB-FHR, opt to eliminate the intermediate loop in favor of improved plant economics
and simplicity [14]. In Figure 1.3, an intermediate loop is shown in red leading to a
salt-to-gas secondary heat exchanger (SHX). Here, the intermediate loop serves as a
barrier to direct coupling between the primary system and the power conversion cycle.
This setup has several advantages, as it could be designed to help reduce the chance
of pressurizing the primary system with high-pressure gas from the power conversion
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system should tube rupture occur. If such pressurization were to occur, it could
provide energy sufficient to eject radiological material out of the primary system.
With an intermediate loop, the pressurization problem from the power conversion
system to the primary system is no longer direct, and it may be easier to reduce risk
associated with these types of accident scenarios [8]. In addition, the inclusion of
an intermediate loop could reduce the primary salt inventory required, which may
provide substantial cost savings on salt purchasing. Finally, the intermediate loop
provides another barrier to tritium release, and may be a natural place to implement
tritium control technologies such as inert gas sparging [22] On the other hand, as will
be shown in Chapter 5, a not insignificant economic penalty is required by such a
loop, which includes the capital and operating costs of the IHXs with their associated
intermediate piping, valves, fittings, pump and salt. In addition, the temperature
that the gas can practically be heated to is necessarily lowered by the requirement
that reasonable temperature differences must exist in the heat exchangers to provide
the driving force necessary to transfer the heat.

The power plant and site layouts of the Mk1 PB-FHR are illustrated in Figure
1.4. In the typical design of the plant, up to 12 PB-FHR modules would be co-located
on a single site, producing up to 1200 M We of base load nuclear power or 2832 M We
of peaking power with the co-firing of natural gas. In this plant design, each module
includes its own nuclear island (the nuclear reactor and associated safety systems)
and power conversion system, and a common utility tunnel and access road encircles
the modules. Each module includes three DRACS and thermosyphon cooled heat
exchangers (TCHXs), ultimately cooled by air circulating through three hardened
chimneys constructed on the outside of the reactor containment. The overall footprint of the plant is anticipated to be similar to the Turkey Point Generating Station
(Units 1-4) in Florida [14].
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Figure 1.4: Design and layout of the Mk1 PB-FHR power plant, reproduced from
[14].

1.2.2

Thermophysical Properties of the Coolant

The baseline coolant, flibe, is a eutectic mixture of beryllium fluoride (BeF2 ) and
lithium fluoride (LiF) with a high volumetric heat capacity, low vapor pressure, and
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good neutronic properties. Other salts under consideration for various working fluids
in the FHR include flinak (LiF-NaF-KF), NaF-BeF2 , LiF-NaF-BeF2 , LiF-ZrF4 , NaFZrF4 , KF-ZrF4 , KF-ZrF4 , Rb-ZrF4 , LiF-NaF-ZrF4 , and LiF-NaF-RbF [23]. Table
1.1 shows a summary of thermophysical properties of some of the various candidate
eutectic mixtures, based on data provided in [23]. Generally speaking, the salts
mixtures tend to be relatively high density and high viscosity compared to water at
300◦ C, with comparable or slightly higher thermal conductivities, but with lower heat
capacities and higher Prandtl numbers. For water at 300◦ C, the Prandtl number is
nearly unity, while for the salts listed in Table 1.1, the Prandtl number varies between
∼ 6 − 18 [23].
The Prandtl number is a non-dimensional number which characterizes the momentum and thermal boundary layers, being defined as ν/α, where ν is the kinematic
viscosity (momentum diffusivity) and α is the thermal diffusivity. The effect of the
Prandtl number on heat transfer is well known and is illustrated in Figure 1.5, which
plots numerical solutions to the Blasius equation and dimensionless temperature for
flow over a flat plate and negligible friction heating. The momentum and thermal
boundary layers at different Prandtl numbers were solved for the boundary value
problem provided in [24]. When the Prandtl number is unity, the momentum and
thermal boundary layers are the same width. As the Prandtl number increases,
the width of the thermal boundary layer decreases approximately as P r1/3 . For the
Prandtl numbers associated with the molten salt candidates, the thermal boundary
layers are typically ∼ 2 − 3 thinner than their momentum layers. As the width of
the thermal boundary layer decreases, the steep portion of the temperature gradient gets pushed further towards the wall and into the laminar sublayer, where fluid
mixing with the bulk flow is poor. This effect can lead to degraded heat transfer
performance, as the mixing of bulk fluid with near-wall fluid is reduced [25].
Although the Prandtl number is elevated in comparison with other traditional
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Figure 1.5: Effect of the Prandtl number on the thermal boundary layer as compared
to the momentum boundary layer. The plot is for flow over a flat plate at zero
instance. The plate is heated and the effect due to friction heating is ignored. This
plot was based on information provided in [24].

Table 1.1: Candidate salts for the FHR, based on several tables in [23]. Thermophysical properties were evaluated at 700 ◦ C except for vapor pressure, which was
evaluated at 900 ◦ C.
Salt

LiF-BeF2
LiF-NaF-KF
NaF-BeF2
NaF-ZrF4
RbF-ZrF4

Tmelt
◦C

Tboil
◦C

Pvapor
Pa

ρ

Cp

ρ × Cp

kg
m3

J
kg−K

MJ
m3 −K

458
454
340
500
410

∼ 1400
1570
∼ 1400
∼ 1350
∼ 1450

160
∼ 90
190
670
170

1940
2020
2010
3140
3220

2420
1880
2180
1170
837

4.69
3.81
4.38
3.68
2.70

12

µ
Pa − s

λ

0.0056
0.0029
0.007
0.0051
0.0051

1.0
0.92
0.87
0.49
0.37

W
m−K
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reactor coolants, the volumetric heat capacity is quite good, being on the order
of ∼ 2.7 − 4.7 M J/(m3 − K). For water at 300◦ C, the volumetric heat capacity

is 4.13 M J/(m3 − K) and for sodium at 550◦ C, the volumetric heat capacity is

only 1.04 M J/(m3 − K). With volumetric heat capacities roughly equivalent to
water and vapor pressures of often < 200 P a at 900◦ C [23], the molten salts have

strong advantages as a coolant for high temperature reactors, as the system will
be able to operate near atmospheric pressure. High volumetric heat capacity in a
coolant has the advantage of moving large quantities of heat with reduced flowrates
(and correspondingly pumping powers). However, lower flowrates lead to smaller
Reynolds numbers and lower levels of turbulent mixing. In combination with the
moderate Prandtl numbers discussed above, this has the potential to further reduce
heat transfer coefficients in the system. In summary, the salts have properties making
them excellent agents for transporting large amounts of heat at high temperatures,
while at the same time making it an engineering challenge to achieve high heat
transfer coefficients (and the reduced heat transfer equipment size that goes along
with these).

1.2.3

Power Conversion

A number of thermodynamic cycles are available for power production but in reality
only a few are used in large scale power plants, with the two major cycles being the
Rankine cycle and the Brayton cycle. The Rankine cycle is inherently two phase:
in a simple cycle the working fluid is boiled by the heat source, expanded through a
turbine to produce electricity, condensed by a heat exchanger, and returned to high
pressure by a pump circulating the fluid back to the heat source. In commercial
electricity production the working fluid is usually water. The Brayton cycle is a
single phase system utilizing gas as the working fluid. In the simple cycle the gas is
compressed to high pressures and temperatures, the temperature is further increased
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by the addition of heat from the energy source (often from the combustion of fossil
fuels, but could be from a nuclear heat supply), the gas is expanded in a turbine
to produce electricity and returned to the compressor (or atmosphere in an open-air
once through cycle) [26].
Conventional LWR commercial power plants utilize Rankine cycles to convert
heat to electricity, but the efficiencies are typically low and turbo-machinery large
compared to Brayton cycles [27, 28]. Because these reactors operate with core outlet
temperatures near 320 ◦ C [28], which is significantly lower than the outlet temperature of the FHR (∼ 700◦ C), the high operating temperature of the FHR opens
additional opportunities for thermal-to-electric conversion, including Brayton cycles
and combined cycle options. As one example, the Mk 1 PB-FHR utilizes a nuclear air-Brayton combined cycle (NACC) for improved efficiency. In the proposed
configuration, the FHR provides heat for base-load electricity generation running a
gas turbine with 236 M Wth of nuclear supplied heat with a net electrical output of
100 M We for a base-load efficiency of 42.5%. Co-fired natural gas can be added to
heat the turbine inlet temperature to a much higher temperature of 1065◦ C. Because
the natural gas is adding heat at an average temperature of ∼ 883◦ C compared to
the nuclear heat supply at 650◦ C, the Mk 1 PB-FHR is able to achieve an exceptional
66.4% efficiency for converting natural gas to electricity [14]. Two sister articles describing the concept and predicted performance of the power conversion system for
steady-state and transient operation are [28] and [29].
The general economic strategy of the combined cycle FHR concept is to provide
base-load electricity from the nuclear heat supply and to provide peak electricity with
the co-fired natural gas heat supply. Figure 1.6 shows the electricity demand for base
versus peak power for New England for a single day, with the peak power reaching
over 1.5 times that of the base-load power [30]. The demand curve is anticipated to
evolve as additional renewable energy sources are added to the grid, creating further
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Figure 1.6: Electricity demand as a function of time for New England, reproduced
from [30].

opportunities for flexible power systems such as the use of heat storage systems in
combination with the Mk1 PB-FHR combined cycle plant [31].

1.3

Challenges and Opportunities

The particular characteristics of the coolant and safety strategy of the FHR imply
some engineering challenges in the design of the reactor and power plant. Degraded
heat transfer regimes and the desire for passive safety in the system demands a
thorough understanding of the effects of buoyancy on the integrated system behavior
as well as its effects on heat transfer coefficients seen in the reactor core and the heat
exchangers. These challenges and several potential technologies for addressing them
are briefly discussed in rest of this chapter.
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Heat transfer involving viscous working fluids with high Prandtl numbers and low
Reynolds numbers encompasses a very large field of industrial application. Many organic fluids used in industrial processing plants in the oil and gas and other industries
have greater challenges in regards to heat transfer performance, considering their significantly higher viscosities and Prandtl numbers, than the molten salts considered
for use in the FHR [32]. As such, a wide body of research exists into enhancing heat
transfer, including applications to high Prandtl and low Reynolds flow [33, 34].
The particular challenges in this case are therefore in the specifics of the application: high temperatures with corrosive liquid salts with high freezing points
(requiring extensive trace heating of the system to guarantee the molten state of
the salt), presence of radioactive isotopes, and the stringent reliability and licensing
aspects required for nuclear applications. The chemical aspects of the salts have
been for the most part considered beyond the scope of the work in this dissertation,
except where construction materials are discussed and cost estimates are made (see
Section 5.2). The presence of radioactive elements has likewise not been considered
here with the exception being the tritium leak mitigation technologies described in
Section 2.3.3. The reliability of passive systems has been considered in regards to
freezing (see Section 5.1), but has otherwise been ignored.
While reactor licensing is not discussed in great detail, it is worth pointing out
that historically the process has involved a large amount of experimental effort. With
the rise in computing power over the last several decades, there has been a shift in interest towards using computational simulations to augment and in some cases replace
some of this effort. For these simulations to be relevant in the licensing space, there
must be a process involves demanding verification and validation (V&V), including
rigorous uncertainty quantification (UQ) for both experimental data and simulation
predictions, of the programs to ensure their predictive accuracy. This licensing approach has been called the best estimate plus uncertainty (BEPU) approach [35]. In
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the experimental work presented here, and in particular the heat transfer work, effort
was made towards quantifying uncertainties and assessing predictive accuracy of existing heat transfer correlations under the conditions expected in the FHR. From this
aspect, the heat transfer experimental data presented here serves a twofold purpose:
exploring the phenomenology space; and providing a benchmark case for validation
of predictive computer programs.
One of the major motivations of the Generation IV reactor concepts is improved
safety in the reactor designs. In contrast to existing LWR technology, multiple
Gen IV concepts make use of passive safety technology features to provide adequate
cooling to the reactor during accident scenarios involving total loss of offsite and
onsite power (station blackout) [7]. The FHR borrows its passive safety strategy
from SFRs, and includes a dedicated safety-grade heat removal system for accident
scenarios such as station blackouts. The system can be designed to perform in a
completely passive manner without operator input or moving parts [36]. Several
challenges result from a fully passive system: predictive accuracy in design, unusual
system states, and economic penalties (such as wasted heat during normal operation).
In general, without proper validation, experience has shown that a large level of
uncertainty is associated with predictions for natural circulation system performance
[37]. Unusual cases such as unanticipated system states, instabilities, or long-term
outages scenarios can all pose challenges to fully passive system design. For example,
while elevated temperatures may be reduced acceptably during accidents utilizing
passive engineered safety systems, a longer than anticipated outage could result
in freezing of the salt and ironically a loss of heat removal capability [38]. Finally,
parasitic heat losses associated with the passive system can be significant if mitigating
measures are not taken. As an example, a passive system might use magnetically
constrained dampers to restrict heat removal during normal operation and open when
electrical current is lost to increase the heat removal rate for safety. Many alternative
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designs are available from the SFR community, including motor and pneumatically
operated dampers as well as a more exotic concept utilizing shape memory alloys for
opening the dampers after an increase in temperature [39]. In contrast, insisting that
there are no moving parts with the assumption that reliability is improved might call
for a different type of design. Some FHR designs utilize a “fluidic diode” as a nomoving parts one-way valve for reducing parasitic heat losses to the environment [40].
An extension of this concept, termed a “directional” heat exchanger, is presented in
Chapter 3. Additional discussion of passive systems is included in Section 5.1 and
scattered throughout the dissertation.

1.4

Motivation and Scope of this Dissertation

The motivation for this dissertation is to identify and develop potential concepts for
addressing some of the specific heat transfer challenges in the FHR. While predicting
radiation heat transfer and salt freezing in the FHR are important challenges, they
have for the most part been considered beyond the scope of the work presented here.
Several concepts and analyses addressing various aspects of passive heat removal,
parasitic heat losses, and degraded heat transfer regimes are summarized in this
dissertation. The overall strategy was a multiple length scale approach, studying heat
transfer at the plant (system) scale, component scale, and local scale, as illustrated
in Figure 1.7. In this categorization, two experimental studies were performed at the
local and component scales and two numerical studies were performed at the plant
and component scales.
Chapters 3 and 4 present the results of two experiments. The first presents the
concept of a “directional” DHX with the goal of reducing the economic penalty associated with fully passive emergency decay heat removal systems and the results of
a reduced-scale hydrodynamic experiment. This experiment used water as a simu-
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Figure 1.7: Three length scale approach employed in this work.

lant fluid for the hydrodynamic forces at the component level. The second presents
the results of a reduced-scale heat transfer experiment comparing twisted-tube heat
exchanger performance with an un-enhanced plain tube heat exchanger. This experiment used Dowtherm A as a simulant fluid for the heat transfer forces at the local and
component levels of the DHX, and provided much needed data for buoyancy-affected
flow and for validating existing correlations for low Reynolds forced convection in
twisted-tube bundles.
Chapter 5 covers two simulation efforts. The first was motivated by unanswered
questions concerning the failure modes of passively operating DRACS. This study
utilized RELAP5-3D to simulate a simplified model of the Mk1 PB-FHR under a
loss-of-heat-sink and loss-of-forced circulation accident. The second study focused
on the heat exchanger design aspect for a salt-to-salt twisted-tube IHX, seeking to
minimize the total present cost of constructing and operating the equipment, and
using metaheuristic search algorithms for the optimization routine. The four examples provided in this dissertation are far from solving every heat transfer challenge
in the FHR; however, they provide important data and additional design concepts
of value to the FHR research community.
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Chapter 2
Basic Heat Transfer and Heat
Exchanger Background
This chapter provides a brief overview of some of the mechanisms and analysis methods commonly employed in determining and predicting heat transfer in engineered
systems. The overview covers the basic equations for heat transfer and the two main
methodologies for heat exchanger analysis. It then discusses two important system
or subsystem types for FHRs: enhanced heat exchangers and passive heat removal
systems.

2.1

Conservation Equations and Heat Transfer

Basic fluid mechanics and heat transfer theory is covered in a wide range of literature
and it is stressed that this theory is covered only in the most basic sense here, as
the interested reader can be referred to many resources. Such resources include
[41, 42, 33, 34, 43, 24, 44, 45], which the author consulted, among others, in the
preparation of this dissertation. For systems involving fluid flow and heat transfer,
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the physics are best understood to follow a set of conservation equations: continuity
(conservation of mass), conservation of momentum (also referred to as the NavierStokes equations), and the conservation of energy. The conservation equations can
be posed in various equivalent forms, but for illustrative purposes we can provide
them for a fixed, infinitesimal control volume in space (differential, conservation form
[46]). The equation for conservation of mass is then [45, 43]:
∂
(ρ) = − (∇ · ρu)
∂t

(2.1)

where t is time and u is the velocity vector with components in three dimensions. In
this equation, the left hand side represents the time rate of change of the density in
the control volume and the right hand side represents the movement of mass through
the control volume on a per volume basis. The momentum equation is more complex
[45, 43]:
∂
(ρu) = − (∇ · ρuu) − ∇P − ∇ · τ + ρg
∂t

(2.2)

where P is the fluid pressure, τ is the nine-component stress tensor, and g is the
gravitational vector (or other body force). Here the left hand side represents the rate
of change of momentum divided by volume and the right hand side has four terms.
The first term represents the change in momentum due to convection, the second
term represents the pressure force, the third term represents the change in momentum
due to the stress tensor (viscous contribution), and the last term represents the net
body force (typically due to gravity). Each term on the right hand side is on a per
volume basis. For systems where temperature changes and energy (heat) transfer is
important, the energy equation must also be considered [45, 43]:
1
1
∂
ρ e + ρu2 = − ∇ · ρu e + u2 − ∇ · qcond + ρ (u · g)
∂t
2
2








− ∇ · P u + ∇ · (τ · u) + qgen

(2.3)

where e represents the internal energy and (1/2)ρu2 represents the mechanical energy
of the fluid per unit volume [43, 45], qcond represents the heat transfer rate into the
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fluid by conduction and qgen represents the heat produced volumetrically within the
fluid by an internal source. In this equation, the left hand side represents the rate of
change, per unit volume, of the total (internal and mechanical) energy of the fluid.
The right hand side has six terms: the first term represents the change in energy of
the fluid due to convection, the second term represents the change in energy due to
conduction to the fluid from outside the control volume, the third term represents
the change in energy due to work performed on the control volume by the body
force, the fourth term represents that of the work by the pressure force, the fifth
term represents that of the work by the viscous forces on the volume of fluid (not
viscous dissipation or viscous heating - this term drops out because it simply converts
mechanical energy into internal energy, which stays within the volume of fluid [45]),
and the last term represents the change in energy due to internal generation (such
as due to nuclear or chemical reactions, thermal radiation absorption, etc.).
The above momentum equation can be simplified in an approximate manner for
natural convection problems where the fluid velocities and temperature differences
are small [43]:
∇P − ρg ≈ ρβg (T − Tf )
ρ

(2.4)

Du
= ∇ · τ − ρβg (T − Tf )
Dt

(2.5)

where D/Dt is the substantial derivative with respect to time and β is the fluid
volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, shown below in Equation 2.6 [43].
1
β=−
ρ

∂ρ
∂T

!

(2.6)
P

Equations 2.1-2.5 can be posed in non-dimensional form to reveal important nondimensional quantities governing the behavior of the equations. Rohsenow, Hartnett,
and Cho [43] provides the conservation equations in non-dimensional form with some
significant simplifications: incompressible flow, constant fluid viscosity and density,
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low flow velocity, body forces and heat generation are negligible. With these simplifications, Equations 2.1-2.3 can be written in (differential, non-conservation [46])
non-dimensional form [43]:
∇∗ · u ∗ = 0

(2.7)

∗

Du
1 ∗2 ∗
∇ u
= −∇∗ P ∗ +
∗
Dt
Re
DT ∗
1
2Ec ∗
=
∇∗2 T ∗ +
Φ
∗
Dt
ReP r
Re

(2.8)
(2.9)

where the superscript ∗ designates non-dimensional versions of the various parameters
and D/Dt represents the substantial derivative with respect to time (D/Dt = ∂/∂t+
(u · ∇)). Here, each of the spatial coordinates has been related to a characteristic
length scale L:
x∗ =

x
L

(2.10)

Similarly, the velocity vector has been related to a characteristic velocity u:
u∗ =

u
u

(2.11)

The time t, pressure P , and temperature T were also scaled to the dimensionless
parameters t∗ , P ∗ , and T ∗ , respectively:
t
L/u
P
P∗ = 2
ρu
T − Tw
T∗ =
Tf − Tw
t∗ =

(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

where Tw represents the wall temperature.
From the perspective of modeling heat transfer, the conservation of energy can
be expressed through three rate equations, each corresponding to a different mode
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of heat transfer [42, 43]:
q = Q/S = −λ∇T

(2.15)

q = Q/S = h (Tw − Tf )


q = Q/S = σS1 F1−2 T14 − T24

(2.16)


(2.17)

where Equation 2.15 is Fourier’s law, governing heat conduction, Equation 2.16 is
referred to as Newton’s law of cooling and governs convection, and Equation 2.17 is
the Stefan-Boltzmann law for heat transfer by thermal radiation from blackbody 1
to blackbody 2. In these equations q is the heat transfer rate per unit area, Q is the
total heat transfer rate, S is the heat transfer area, λ is thermal conductivity, T is
temperature (with subscripts w and f indicating wall and bulk fluid, respectively),
h is the heat transfer coefficient, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and F1−2 is
the view factor from blackbody 1 to blackbody 2.

2.1.1

Forced and Natural Convection

Convection heat transfer can be subdivided into two major categories: forced and
free convection (free convection is also called “natural circulation” when considering
a loop system where the fluid recirculates back to its starting point) [45]. A third
mode exists when both forced and free convection forces significantly impact the heat
transfer: mixed convection [47, 44]. Forced convective heat transfer results when a
fluid is flowing past a hotter or colder boundary at a sufficient rate that the effect
of body forces on the density change in the fluid near the wall are negligible and the
velocity profile is consistent with that expected of flow due to an externally applied
pressure gradient. In free convection or natural circulation, the fluid flows due to the
pressure gradients set up by the density change in the fluid near the heated or cooled
boundaries. In these systems, the velocity profile in the fluid is significantly different
from that of forced convection [45], as illustrated in Figure 2.1 for natural convection
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Figure 2.1: Effect of the Prandtl number on the thermal boundary layer as compared
to the momentum boundary layer for natural convection. The plot is for flow along
a vertical plate. This plot was based on information provided in [24, 48].

and Figure 1.5 for forced convection. In mixed convection, both the imposed pressure
velocity profile as well as the impact of density change on this profile affect the heat
transfer, and neither contribution can be neglected [44].
In forced circulation systems, the non-dimensional version of the heat transfer
coefficient, the Nusselt number N u, can be correlated for various geometries. For
laminar flow, analytical solutions for simple duct geometries and simplified boundary
conditions can be derived. For turbulent flows, the problem becomes much more
challenging, and empirical correlations are usually employed to estimate N u. In
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general, the important non-dimensional quantities for estimating the Nusselt number
are the Reynolds number, the Prandtl number, the Grashof number, and the Eckert
number, defined in Equations 2.18-2.22 [24]:
Nu =
Re =
Pr =
Gr =
Ec =

hL
λ
ρuL
uL
=
µ
ν
Cp µ
ν
=
λ
α
gβL3 ∆T
ν2
u2
∆Tad
=2
Cp ∆T
∆T

(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)

where L is the important length scale of interest, ρ is the fluid density, u is the average
fluid velocity, µ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, Cp is the fluid heat capacity, λ is the
fluid thermal conductivity, ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity, α is the fluid thermal
diffusivity, g is the gravitational constant, β is the thermal expansion coefficient at
the free stream temperature, ∆T is the temperature difference between the wall and
the free stream, and ∆Tad is the temperature increase due to adiabatic compression
of the fluid for compressible fluids [24].
Typically, the Reynolds number is described as a ratio of inertial forces to viscous
forces, and provides a measure of the turbulence of a flow. Transition between
laminar and turbulent flow in a smooth pipe takes place around 2300, but this number
is unique to each geometry that is not physically similar (i.e., the transition from
laminar to turbulent occurs at different points for rod bundles compare to single pipes
[49], etc.). The Prandtl number can be described as the ratio of momentum diffusivity
to thermal diffusivity, and provides a measure indicating the relative thicknesses
of the velocity and thermal boundary layers (as illustrated in Figure 1.5). The
Grashof number can be described as a ratio of the buoyancy forces to the viscous
forces and is important to natural convection flows. The Eckert number can be
interpreted as comparing the importance of either frictional heating or heating due
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to compression (such as might occur at very large flow velocities) with the importance
of the temperature difference between the wall and the free stream [24].
For heat exchanger analysis, the Eckert number can typically be neglected with
the Nusselt number being correlated to the other three parameters. For strongly
forced convection, the contribution due to buoyancy can be neglected and the Nusselt number becomes a function of the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. For very
low flowrates or natural convection, it is more suitable to neglect the the inertial
forces (characterized by Reynolds number) and the Nusselt number can be instead
correlated to the Grashof and Prandtl numbers (ignoring for now any geometric
parameters and correction factors for viscosity change near the wall) [24]:
N uF = f (Re, P r)

(2.23)

N uN = f (Gr, P r)

(2.24)

where N uF and N uN are the Nusselt numbers for forced and natural convection,
respectively. It is worth noting that N uN is also sometimes correlated simply to the
Rayleigh number Ra, where Ra = GrP r. Mixed convection presents a special case
where both inertial forces imposed on the fluid and buoyancy forces are important
to the heat transfer and velocity distributions, and neither contribution can be neglected. In mixed convection, it is sometimes possible to blend the Nusselt number
predictions for forced and natural convection according to [50, 43]:
N unM = N unF + N unN

(2.25)

where the exponent n has seen different values by different authors, but n = 3 has
been used successfully for laminar boundary layers [50].
The question then arises how to determine which regime is dominant. Complexity increases further considering that it is possible for forced, natural, and mixed
convection to be in a state of either laminar, turbulent, or transitional flow. The
problem is quite complex, with regime maps having been generated historically for
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flow through vertical and horizontal tubes based on plots of Re on the ordinate versus
GrP r(D/L) = Ra(D/L) on the abscissa [47].

2.1.2

Radiative Heat Transfer

In addition to conduction and convection, thermal radiation acts as a third mode of
heat transfer. Mathematically, it is modeled via the radiative heat transfer equation,
which is itself a simplification of the Maxwell equations ignoring polarization and
the effect of nearby particles on scattering and absorption by other particles [43].
Thermal radiation is often negligible for lower temperature applications; however,
its contribution rapidly increases with the fourth power of temperature (Equation
2.17). When the FHR was initially proposed, it was postulated that the molten salts
could act as a participating medium in the heat transfer [8], with recent theoretical
work investigating this potential [51].
As an example of a participating medium, photons passing through a gas can be
absorbed by molecules when the energy of the photon corresponds to the energy required to transfer the molecule from one electronic, vibrational, or rotational state to
another. While these energies are discrete due to their quantum mechanical origins,
in practice they are observed as distributions due to a variety of broadening phenomena. In the same way neutron interactions are affected by Doppler broadening,
the distribution of molecule velocities means that the effective transition energies the
photon sees are spread over a distribution of finite width depending on the medium
temperature. In addition, natural broadening (the effect of the uncertainty in the
transition energies), collision broadening (the effect of increased pressure/collisions
on the molecule energy states), collision narrowing (the effect of increased collisions
on the motion of the molecules), and Stark broadening (the effect of strong electric
fields on the molecule energy levels) all have an effect on the participating properties
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of the gas [52]. The effect of gas as a participating medium could be important
for high temperature heat exchangers when air, supercritical CO2 , or another fluid
is used in the power conversion cycle (or intermediate annulus of double-wall heat
exchanger).
In the case of molten halide salts such as flibe and flinak, photon absorption can be
described via three categories: the Urbach tail, the impurity-dominated plateau, and
the intrinsic lattice tail. Work by Chaleff, Blue, and Sabharwall [51] indicated that
for flinak in FHRs, the impurity-dominated plateau and intrinsic lattice tail could
be important for heat transfer to the salts. They performed numerical experiments
investigating the effect on heat transfer to laminar flow of flinak in a pipe using
a differential approach to solving for radiative heat flux. Their results indicated
that the absorption of thermal radiation in the salt increases heat transfer, with
the degree of enhancement increasing with pipe diameter and absorption coefficient.
They concluded that the effect of thermal radiation on heat transfer is modest if not
negligible for laminar flow, and will decrease in importance with increasing turbulence
in the flow.

2.2

Heat Exchanger Theory

Heat exchangers comprise a vast variety of equipment used to transfer heat from one
medium to another, with various methods for categorizing them. Classification categories can include by heat transfer process (i.e. direct contact or indirect contact), by
number of working fluids (e.g. two fluids for a “two-stream” heat exchanger), as well
as by geometry type (e.g. tubular, such as shell-and-tube, or plate-type for certain
compact heat exchangers), whether extended surface (e.g. fins), and whether regenerative. They can be classified by flow arrangement (e.g. counterflow, co-current
flow, or crossflow) as well as by mechanism of heat transfer (such as single-phase, two
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phase, etc.), or additionally by process function (e.g. heaters, coolers, condensers)
[43]. As an example, the DHX located in the FHR is nominally a two-stream shelland-tube heat exchanger (tubular type) with single-phase fluid on both shell side
and tube side (no condensing or boiling). It is indirect because the fluids are separated by a tube wall, and is primarily co-current flow during normal operation and
primarily counterflow during accidents where the primary flow direction through the
DHX reverses. The DHX is a cooler from the perspective of the primary working
fluid but a heater from the perspective of the DRACS working fluid.

2.2.1

LMTD Method versus NTU Method

While a great variety of heat exchanger designs exist, there are two basic methods of
analysis taught in most heat transfer textbooks for determining their size or performance: the effectiveness-number of transfer units (-NTU) method and the log-mean
temperature difference (LMTD) method. Both have advantages and disadvantages
for various analyses of interest, but are equivalent in their predictions provided adequate convergence is achieved. They can both be used to determine the necessary
exchanger dimensions for a given process requirement (termed the “sizing” problem)
or predict the performance of an exchanger with pre-determined dimensions (termed
the “rating” problem) [34].
The LMTD method calculates the total thermal duty (heat transferred) Q in a
heat exchanger according to the equation [43, 41]:
Q = U S∆Tm = U S (F ∆Tlm ) =

F ∆Tlm
Ro

(2.26)

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, S is the total heat transfer surface
area, ∆Tm is the true mean temperature difference, ∆Tlm is the logarithmic mean
temperature difference, and F is the logarithmic mean temperature difference correction factor for determining the true mean temperature difference from the coun-
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terflow definition of the logarithmic mean temperature difference. For tubular heat
exchangers, the heat transfer area S can be determined either on the tube inside
surface, the tube outside surface, or an average of the two, provided that the overall
heat transfer coefficient is defined appropriately. The overall heat transfer coefficient
is determined from the thermal resistances of the system, which, for a tubular heat
exchanger [43]:
Ro = Rt + Rf oul,t + Rw + Rf oul,s + Rs

(2.27)

where each R corresponds to a different thermal resistance (in this case added in
series). The subscripts o, t, f oul[t, s], w, and s correspond to the overall, tube-side
film, tube and shell-side fouling, tube wall, and shell-side film resistances, respectively. Then the overall heat transfer coefficient can be defined:
US =

1
Ro

(2.28)

where the log-mean temperature difference is defined according to [34, 44]:
∆Tlm =

∆T1 − ∆T2
ln



∆T1
∆T2

(2.29)



where ∆T1 and ∆T2 are temperature differences defined according to either counterflow or co-current flow. In the case of counterflow [34, 44]:
∆T1 = Th,in − Tc,out

(2.30)

∆T2 = Th,out − Tc,in

(2.31)

where the subscripts h and c refer to the hot and cold fluids, respectively, and the
subscripts in and out refer to the inlet and outlet, respectively. In the case of cocurrent flow [34, 44]:
∆T1 = Th,in − Tc,in

(2.32)

∆T2 = Th,out − Tc,out

(2.33)
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Finally, F corrects the counterflow definition of ∆Tlm to the “true” mean temperature difference in the exchanger ∆Tm = F ∆Tlm . For heat exchangers where
the flow is pure counterflow or co-current flow, no correction is necessary and the
appropriate definition of ∆Tlm can be used without modification. For other types of
heat exchangers, which may include multiple tube passes, cross flow, or variations
between cross flow and parallel flow (such as baffled shell-and-tube heat exchangers),
the counterflow definition of ∆Tlm is used and F is a function of the thermal effectiveness, heat capacity ratio, and the geometry of the exchanger. Typically, F should
be kept above a value of 0.80 for a particular design to be considered acceptable [34].
The -NTU method has a slightly different approach. Here, the thermal duty Q
is defined by Equation 2.34 [34]:
Q = Cmin (Th,in − Tc,in )

(2.34)

where  is the thermal efficiency or effectiveness and Cmin is the minimum heat
capacity flow rate through the heat exchanger. The effectiveness of a given exchanger
is defined by [41, 34]:
=

Q
Qmax

(2.35)

where Qmax is the maximum thermal duty that could be achieved for a counterflow
exchanger of infinite surface area with Th,in , Tc,in , and Cmin [41, 34]:
Qmax = Cmin (Th,in − Tc,in )

(2.36)

For the above equations, Cmin is the minimum of heat capacity flows through the
exchanger for the cold fluid Cc or the hot fluid Ch [42, chap. 11]:
Cc = Gc Cp,c

(2.37)

Ch = Gh Cp,h

(2.38)
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where G is the mass flow rate and Cp is the specific heat of the fluid.
The effectiveness  can also be related to the true mean temperature difference
and the overall heat transfer coefficient by Equation 2.39 [34]:
US
=
Cmin

∆Tm
Th,in − Tc,in

!

= NT U

∆Tm
Th,in − Tc,in

!

(2.39)

where N T U is the referred to as the number of transfer units and U S is defined the
same as in Equation 2.28. N T U can be described as a non-dimensional quantity for
the “thermal size” of the exchanger, analogous to the heat transfer area as representing its physical size [34]. Typically, tabulated formulas for the heat capacity rate
ratio C ∗ are used to determine the size or performance for a given heat exchanger
geometry. The ratio is defined in Equation 2.40 [34, 42]:
C∗ =




 Tc,out −Tc,in ,

Cmin = Ch

,

Cmin = Cc

Cmin
Th,in −Th,out
=

Cmax 
 Th,in −Th,out
Tc,out −Tc,in

(2.40)

As examples, the formulas relating  to N T U for counterflow and co-current flow
exchangers are [34, 42]:
=


−N T U (1−C ∗ )


 1−e
∗
1−C ∗ e−N T U (1−C



 1−e

−N T U (1+C ∗ )

1+C ∗

,

)

,

counterflow

(2.41)

co-current flow

It is worth noting again that the -NTU and LMTD methods provide equivalent
answers provided that convergence criteria are met. The advantages and disadvantages of each method are primarily related to their straightforwardness of use for a
particular problem, the necessity of numerical iteration to obtain an accurate answer,
and the intuition each approach provides for a particular problem. For example, the
LMTD method is very straightforward for determining the size of a given type of
heat exchanger for a given thermal duty and flow conditions, as in this case ∆Tlm
and Q are defined and U and F are readily estimated. However, in a rating problem, ∆Tlm and Q are unknown, and it is necessary to solve the problem iteratively,
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while for the -NTU method the rating problem is readily solved as only the inlet
temperatures are required [34]. In either case it is helpful to have all relationships
formulated explicitly (rather than in graphical form) to allow quick solutions using
computational techniques.

2.3

Opportunities for FHR Heat Transfer

Some of the specific challenges for heat transfer were discussed in the introduction and include low Reynolds flow, moderately high-Prandtl working fluids, tritium
transport, and the potential for freezing. This section describes some of the opportunities for heat transfer systems in the FHR to overcome or mitigate some of
the effects of these challenges, including enhanced heat exchangers, double-wall heat
exchangers, and passive decay heat removal systems.

2.3.1

Enhanced Heat Exchangers Overview

Enhanced heat exchangers fall into a number of categories, but can be described
as exchangers that seek to improve the heat transfer rate beyond what is typically
possible using just plain tubes and surfaces. Generally, they seek to increase heat
transfer coefficients to reduce either the heat exchanger size, capital cost, or operating
cost. Broadly speaking, there are two categories of enhancement in heat exchangers:
passive enhancement and active enhancement.
Passive enhancement comprise mostly those techniques that do not require additional power input to employ. They include modifications to the surface geometries
as well as modifications to the working fluids. Geometrical enhancements include
modifications to the surface roughness, surface coatings, use of extended surfaces
such as fins, addition of different types of displacement inserts, increasing the swirl
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component of the flow in the system (i.e. through twisted-tape inserts or twisted
tubes), and increasing secondary flow strength through coiled tubes. Surface tension
can be utilized in certain instances involving condensing flow to improve performance. Finally, different additives can be mixed with the working fluid to improve
heat transfer coefficients [33, 43].
Active enhancement of heat transfer includes techniques that require power outside of the natural fluid forces inside the heat exchanger to employ. These techniques
include mechanical aids such as stirrers or mixers, vibration techniques applied to
either the heat transfer surface or the working fluid, strong electrostatic fields applied to dielectric fluids, which can in some cases greatly increase heat transfer, and
injection, suction, or jet impingement applied to the working fluid [33, 43]. In addition, there also exists a category of doubly-enhanced heat exchangers, where the
enhancement is applied to both the inner and the outer surfaces, as opposed to only
a single side of the exchanger [33].

2.3.2

Twisted-tube Heat Exchanger

An important example of passively and doubly-enhanced exchangers is the twistedtube heat exchanger, which is similar to shell-and-tube heat exchangers but utilizes
tubes that have been twisted along their axial length with an elliptical cross sectional
profile. A small section of this type of heat exchanger is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
As shown, the twisted-tube bundle has an interesting property: it is self-supporting
due to regular tube-to-tube contact between each tube and its immediate neighbors
along the axial length of the bundle. This is a significant advantage over traditional
shell-and-tube heat exchangers, as it allows the bundle to be constructed without
the use of baffles and tube support plates. This, along with the integral tube-to-tube
contact for much higher bundle stiffness, and the parallel flow along the axial length
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Figure 2.2: Rendering of a twisted-tube section.

of the bundle mean that this design is inherently superior to traditional shell-andtube bundle with regards to flow vibration [53]. In the context of the FHR this is a
very important aspect, as previous experience with the shell-and-tube primary heat
exchanger in the MSRE indicated that flow-induced vibrations problems will be very
important to design against in future concepts [54].
The flow field within a twisted-tube exchanger is more uniform than a shelland-tube exchanger due to lack of baffles and cross-flow. A uniform flow field has
the advantage of improving temperature uniformity between the tubes, helping to
protect against tube-to-tube sheet failures and tube buckling (a challenge also for
SFRs, see Ichimiya, Mizuno, and Kotake [55]). It additionally reduces the hot spots
that occur at localized stagnation points near baffles, which in turn reduces (although it does not eliminate) the potential for fouling within the exchanger [56].
Different methods for restoring (removing the scale/fouling) for twisted-tubes have
been developed, with chemical cleaning-in-place (CIP) being one option with good
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effectiveness [57]. Finally, the heat transfer performance of twisted-tube bundles is
significantly improved over shell-and-tube exchangers, although the manufacturing
cost is generally greater [58].
A swirl velocity component is introduced on both the tube side and the shell side,
increasing heat transfer coefficients for both working fluids. This is advantageous for
designs where enhancement is desired for both streams, with one example being
a salt-to-salt IHX in the FHR. Cost and performance data published by [58] has
shown for various process applications that the heat transfer surface area in twistedtube exchanger can be reduced on average by ∼ 43% compared to shell-and-tube
exchangers and that the per unit area costs of the twisted-tube exchangers are ∼ 31%
higher. This results in a net capital cost reduction of ∼ 26%. The lower required
surface area is an additional advantage for space-restricted applications. Should the
FHR incorporate heat exchangers within the reactor vessel, size restrictions will play
an important role in their design.

2.3.3

Double-wall Heat Exchangers

One interesting application of twisted-tube technology for the FHR could help address the problems of degraded heat transfer and tritium diffusion simultaneously.
The concept of a double-wall twisted-tube heat exchanger for application in the FHR
was introduced by the author and his advisor in 2014 [59]. Double-wall heat exchangers utilize an extra metallic barrier in their construction, typically to ensure that the
primary and secondary working fluids have minimal chances of mixture.
Historically, this technology has seen use in nuclear applications in the SFR and
fusion communities. One important example would be the double-wall steam generators that were used in the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) [60]. In
SFRs, it is critical to ensure that the sodium does not come into physical contact
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with water or steam, as the resulting chemical reaction is very energetic. Doublewall heat exchangers have also been considered for use in certain fusion applications
where tritium is generated, where the double-wall designs could help to prevent or
mitigate the release of tritium into the environment [61].
Similar to certain fusion applications, the primary working fluid in the FHR,
flibe, produces large amounts of tritium when exposed to neutrons, according to the
nuclear reactions in Equations 2.42-2.45 (see [62, 63], among others, for more detailed discussion of tritium in the FHR). Even with flibe highly enriched in 7 Li, the
rate of tritium production is expected to greatly exceed that of LWRs. As tritium
chemically behaves nearly identically with hydrogen, its release into the environment
poses a special hazard to human health as it can easily contaminate water supplies.
In addition, the high operating temperature of the FHR coupled with its large surface
area heat exchangers means that tritium will have an easy escape route to the atmosphere, especially considering that tritiated gases readily transport through most
metals at high temperature [64]. The problem is particularly acute for the Mk1
PB-FHR design concept, as the CTAH assumes the responsibility of the major solid
barrier to tritium release to the environment. Tritium control and management will
be an important factor in the economic performance of the FHR as the design concepts progress, as 7 Li enrichment adds to the cost of flibe [22] and the use of various
barriers to tritium permeation will add to the capital, operation, and maintenance
costs of the equipment used in the plant [65, 64].
6
3 Li

+10 n →42 He +31 H

(2.42)

7
3 Li

+10 n →42 He +10 n +31 H

(2.43)

+10 n →42 He +62 He

(2.44)

9
4 Be

6
2 He

→63 Li + β − + γ

(2.45)

To address these challenges, the double-wall twisted-tube heat exchanger was
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Figure 2.3: Section of a double-wall twisted-tube heat exchanger.

proposed for study. A cross section of the tubes is illustrated in Figure 2.3. The
design utilizes plain circular inner tubes and twisted outer tubes. In the annulus, a
solid or fluid filler is possible. Different gap designs are discussed in [65] and include
the use of sweep gases such as helium (inert but high thermal conductivity), oxygen
(corrosive, but will react and bind with the tritium), and fluids with high affinity to
tritium such as molten lithium. Additionally, tritium permeation barriers could be
applied to the inside or outside of the plain inner tube. Several coatings are under
consideration, including aluminide, titanium ceramic, Er2 O3 , Cr2 O3 /SiO2 , and Al2 O3
[65, 66]. The design assumes that the molten salt will flow on the shell side to take
advantage of the augmented heat transfer coefficients, while the power conversion
fluid (e.g., air or S-CO2 ) would flow through the plain inner tubes. This design has
the advantage of providing an additional tube wall pressure boundary between the
power conversion fluid, operating at high pressure, and the reactor primary working
fluid, operating at near atmospheric pressure. The circular inner tube would have
uniform stresses allowing it to take the majority of the pressure differential, while
the twisted tubes would take a smaller fraction of the overall differential.
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The use of a second tube in the heat exchanger is anticipated to have a major
impact on its heat transfer performance. Expanding our equation for the overall
thermal resistance Ro of a heat exchanger [43] to account for an additional tube
wall, fluid, and fouling results in Equation 2.46. At first glance it is apparent that
the thermal performance of the exchanger will be significantly reduced, perhaps to
the order of ∼ 50% that of a single-wall design. If twisted outer tubes are used, this
performance penalty would be expected to decrease, as three heat transfer coefficients
will be increased: the shell side of the twisted tube, the tube side of the twisted
tube, and likely the shell side of the plain tube. When examining Figure 2.3 it seems
probable that the shell-side heat transfer coefficient of the plain tube will be increased
substantially due to the close proximity of the twisted tube, resulting in significant
secondary flow effects from the induced swirl. The overall thermal resistance is:
Ro =Rt,1 + Rf oul,t,1 + Rw,1 + Rf oul,s,1 + Rs,1 +
Rt,2 + Rf oul,t,2 + Rw,2 + Rf oul,s,2 + Rs,2

(2.46)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the inner and outer tubes, respectively.
Finally, it is worth noting a couple final aspects to such a design that might make
it attractive for use in the FHR. First, if a flowing intermediate liquid is used, it
could provide an additional mechanism for controlling heat loss through the heat
exchanger. In long outage scenarios, it will be important to prevent the primary salt
from freezing. Typically, trace heating is used to prevent freezing [18], but this could
be difficult to install in such a large and complex heat exchanger. Instead, heat could
be supplied to the intermediate fluid and the temperature adjusted accordingly to
prevent any salt freezing in the heat exchanger. Secondly, the use of a double-wall
heat exchanger has advantages with regard to contamination of the primary salt.
This is especially the case if an intermediate loop with salt coolant were to be used,
as a tube rupture leading to mixing of the intermediate salt with the highly 7 Li
enriched primary salt could require costly de-contamination and purification, which
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is one of the reasons that the Mk1 PB-FHR selected flibe as its working fluid for the
DRACS loops [14, 67].
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Hydrodynamic Testing of a
Directional Heat Exchanger
Concept

The following chapter details the hydrodynamic experimental setup and results of
a “directional” DHX concept. The experimental loop was constructed primarily of
PVC and acrylic and utilized water as a simulant fluid. Flow rate and pressure
drop were the primary measured variables, with flow visualization of the test section
using dye injection. It was determined that the concept held promise for reducing
parasitic heat losses from the DRACS, but that some modifications to the design
may further improve its performance. The results of this study were published in
the paper, “Experimental investigation of a directionally enhanced DHX concept for
high temperature Direct Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Systems” [68].
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3.1

Motivation and General Philosophy

Direct reactor auxiliary coolings systems (DRACS) are emergency passive decay heat
removal systems generally designed to safely cool a reactor without (or with minimal)
operator input, so that the reactor can fail to a safe status. The first DRACS was
used in EBR-II [69] and has been implemented in a large number of SFR designs and
design concepts since. Some of the sodium cooled reactor designs utilizing DRACS
are summarized in Table 3.1. The designs include contributions from many different
countries, and include the prototype fast reactor at Dounreay (PFR Dounreay) in
the United Kingdom [70], the European fast reactor (EFR) design concept [39],
the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) KALIMER-600 design [39],
the Indian prototype fast breeder reactor (PFBR) [71], the advanced burner test
reactor concept [72], the Japan sodium-cooled fast reactor (JSFR) [73], the China
experimental fast reactor [39], and the small modular fast reactor (SMFR) concept
[74].
The DRACS is an always-on system, removing heat from the reactor at any given
time and rejecting this heat to the environment. The passive nature of the system fits
well with the safety philosophies of Gen IV advanced reactor designs, however, it does
come with drawbacks. Beyond the difficulties of characterizing the risk associated
with passive systems (some additional discussion can be found in Section 5.1), the
inherent design of the DRACS reduces the thermodynamic efficiency of the plant by
lowering the effecting core outlet temperature. In essence, the DRACS send heat to
the environment that could be used to produce electricity [21].
A number of options are available to the plant designer for reducing these parasitic
heat losses. Throttling flow rate in any of the involved loops (DHX primary branch,
DRACS loop, or air chimney) is one method. For example, the experimental breeder
reactor II (EBR-II) was designed with electromagnetically held thermal shutters to
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Table 3.1: A sample of some of the sodium fast reactor experience with DRACS.
Reactor

Power
(M We /M Wth )

Working
fluids (primary/secondary)

DRACS duty

Number of DRACS
loops

DHX layout

EBR-II [69]
PFR Dounreay [70]

20.62.5
250/630

Na/NaK
Na/NaK

2 DRACS
6 DHXs coupled to
3 DRACS loops

DHX in cold pool
DHX coils placed
inside IHXs

EFR [39]

1500/3600

Na/Na

KALIMER600 [39]

600/1523

Na/Na

0.180 M Wth each
Reactor
decay
heat is nominally
5 M Wth
All 6 rated for
15 M Wth
8.25 M Wth each

3×DRC 1 (NC)
3×DRC 2 (FC)
2 DRACS

Indian
PFBR [71]
ABTR [72]

500/1250

Na/Na

8 M Wth each

4 DRACS

92/250

Na/NaK

0.625 M Wth each

JSFR [73]

1500/3570

Na/Na

CEFR [39]

20/65

Na/Na

23
M Wth ×1
DRACS
22
M Wth ×2
PRACS
0.525 M Wth each

3 DRACS + spare
DRACS
1
DRACS
2
PRACS

DHX placed in hot
pool
DHX placed above
cold pool free surface
DHX placed in hot
pool
DHX placed in cold
pool
DHX placed in hot
plenum

SMFR [74]

50/125

Na/NaK

0.625 M Wth each

2 DRACS
2 DRACS

DHX placed in hot
pool
DHX placed in cold
pool

limit the air side flow rate. During accidents where the electrical signal is cut, the
shutters are released, allowing air to flow freely to cool the system [69]. This design
has the advantage of being fail-safe, because a loss of onsite electrical power should
still lead to the safe removal of decay heat from the reactor. In some sense, however,
this design could be considered semi-passive or semi-active, because it still requires
moving components and the manipulation of an electrical signal to activate.
In the FHR, most of the initial design focus was in utilizing a “fluidic diode” to
throttle the primary coolant flow rate in the DHX branch, limiting the heat transfer
through the DHX [19]. This system has the advantage of being fully passive in the
sense that there are no moving parts, and takes advantage of a unique feature of
the FHR: the primary coolant flow direction reversal in the DHX branch that occurs
during accidents involving the loss of the pump. Fluidic diodes are analogous to
electronic diodes, which allow electrical current to only flow in one direction. In
a fluidic diode, the flow is severely restricted in one direction due to a very high
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pressure drop (high-resistance direction) and is allowed to flow much more freely in
the other direction due to a much lower pressure drop (low-resistance direction). It
is similar in function to a check valve but still allows some flow in the high-resistance
direction while also not requiring any moving parts. Some more recent designs of
the FHR do not utilize fluidic diodes, instead utilizing a combination of check valves
and manifold, where larger diameter outlets on the manifold include check valves
and smaller diameter outlets do not [14]. This design produces effectively the same
effect, but requires functioning check valves to work. It is important to note that
full blockage of flow in the DHX branch during normal operation is not desired, as
it could lead to freezing of the salt in the DRACS loop. This work assumes a third
strategy for parasitic heat loss reduction: integration of fluidic diode concepts within
the design of the DHX itself, where a synergistic result is desired.

3.2

Theory Development

The motivation and general strategy for a directional DHX has been described, but
the theory behind its workings has not. Similar to enhanced heat exchangers, whose
analysis and theory often involves Performance Enhancement Criteria (PECs) [33]
as a metric for comparing the value of various designs, some metric for comparing
directional concepts is also desired. In looking to the literature, there are a number
of examples of “thermal diodes” and “thermal rectifiers,” which allow heat to flow
more freely in one direction than the opposite direction, adjusting the heat transfer
rate when the direction of the temperature gradient is reversed. This is analogous to
fluidic and electronic diodes, which adjust fluid or electron flows when the pressure
or voltage gradient directions are reversed. One definition of the effectiveness of
a thermal diode is presented in Equation 3.1, where example values may fall in the
range of 44−70% [75]. Another example of a thermal diode could be a thermosyphon,
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where heat flow is dramatically reduced in one direction [76].
η=

Qf − Qr
max(Qf , Qr )

(3.1)

For the DHX, there is no reversal in the direction of temperature gradient, so
any concept must take advantage of the reversal in pressure gradient direction that
occurs with loss-of-forced-circulation (LOFC) accidents. Standard fluidic diodicity
is defined in Equation 3.2 and a similar form for “thermal diodicity” has also been
assumed (Equation 3.3). A thermal diodicity defined as the heat transfer through the
DHX with primary coolant flowing in the forward (low-resistance) direction divided
by the heat transfer with coolant flowing in the reverse (high-resistance) direction
was chosen as the performance metric for the purposes of this work. For the thermal
diodicity, the heat transfer rates are for equivalent driving pressures (or pressure
losses) in each direction. It is worth noting that in the FHR, the driving pressure
of the primary coolant through the DHX during normal forced circulation will be
higher than for natural circulation operation, meaning that the metric adopted here
does not fully address the system complexity. However, the metric defined here is
simple and provides a natural method for comparing performance of various concepts.
Additionally, reactor designs evolve over time, while the metric adopted here is more
general than one that could be defined for a specific reactor point design. Because
the concepts presented here do not take advantage of temperature gradient direction
changes, they are termed “directional heat exchangers” rather than thermal diodes.
∆Pr
∆Pf
!
Qf
Dth ≡
Qr ∆P
D≡

(3.2)
(3.3)

It is now possible to examine further some of the implications from the definition
in Equation 3.3. Using the log-mean temperature difference (LMTD) formulation
for heat exchangers: Q = U S (F ∆Tlm ) and inserting into the definition for thermal
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diodicity yields Equation 3.4:
Uf Sf (Ff ∆Tlm,f )
Ur Sr (Fr ∆Tlm,r )

Dth =

!

(3.4)
∆P

The heat transfer areas do not change with coolant flow direction, so Sf = Sr .
Equation 3.4 can therefore be reduced to a product of three fractions, each evaluated
at the same driving pressure ∆P :
Uf
Dth =
Ur





∆P

Ff
Fr


∆P

∆Tlm,f
∆Tlm,r

!

(3.5)
∆P

Each of the ratios in Equation 3.5 can be interpreted in the context of this
concept. The first, a ratio of the overall heat transfer coefficients U in the forward
and reverse directions, represents the contribution to the thermal diodicity from the
change in heat transfer coefficients when the flow direction is changed. The overall
heat transfer coefficient in the forward direction, Uf , is expected to be larger than
the corresponding coefficient in the reverse direction, Ur , due to higher Reynolds
numbers in the forward direction for a specified driving pressure. Increases in the
fluidic diodicity D will tend to increase (Uf /Ur )∆P and thereby increase the thermal
diodicity Dth . The second ratio, (Ff /Fr )∆P , represents the effect that the change
in flow direction might have flow patterns that occur in the heat exchanger. The
correction factor F is defined as the true mean temperature difference to counterflow
definition of LMTD (∆Tlm ) ratio in the exchanger. The mean temperature difference
is lower than the idealized LMTD, which is valid for purely parallel co-current flow
or counter-current flow [43]. F is therefore used to adjust the counterflow definition
of LMTD for complex geometry exchangers, accounting for effects such as crossflow and multiple passes at various temperatures. For this discussion, a simplified
definition of F is used where it is assumed to be the correction factor for either
counterflow or cocurrentflow definitions of LMTD, so that the ratio (Ff /Fr )∆P can
be used as a measure of bulk flow re-direction.
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For a directional heat exchanger, improving the (Ff /Fr )∆P ratio is an important
aspect of improving the thermal diodicity of the design. Typically, values of F
below 0.75 are considered extremely poor [77] with most charts not even listing
values below 0.50 [42, 41]. If values as low as 0.50 are achieved for Fr and values
approaching 1.0 are achieved for Ff , then the ratio (Ff /Fr )∆P could potentially
double the thermal diodicity of the heat exchanger. Methods for accomplishing
this could include diverting the majority of the flow away from the heat transfer
surface during normal operation, leading to smaller values of Fr while forcing the
flow through the heat exchanger bundle during accidents, greatly increasing Ff .
More details on the methods employed for maximizing this ratio are described in the
following sections. The final term, (∆Tlm,f /∆Tlm,r )∆P is a ratio of the LMTDs for
the two flow directions. Without additional information concerning the behavior of
the system, it was considered difficult to deal with this term on its own. Moving
forward, (∆Tlm,f /∆Tlm,r )∆P is generally considered to be a value of unity to simplify
the analysis, though the reader should note that its actual value depends on inlet
temperatures and the heat transfer that occurs in the exchanger.
Some additional theoretical consideration of the (Uf /Ur )∆P term can be performed by making use of the definition of U , shown below in Equation 3.6. In this
equation, the overall heat transfer coefficient is defined by a simple series thermal
circuit, where the different terms on the right-hand side represent the thermal resistances in the system: resistance of the tube-side film, resistance due to tube-side
fouling, tube wall resistance, resistance of the shell-side fouling, and the resistance
of the shell-side film [42].
1
Ff oul,t ln (dout /din ) Ff oul,s
1
1
=
+
+
+
+
Us Ss
ht St
St
2πλw LN
Ss
hs Ss

(3.6)

Subtracting Equation 3.6 in the forward direction from that defined in the reverse
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direction and canceling like terms, we are left with:
1
Us,r

!
∆P

1
−
Us,f

!

=
∆P

1
hs,r

!
∆P

1
−
hs,f

!

(3.7)
∆P

Multiplying each side by (Us,f )∆P :
Us,f
Us,r

!

= 1 + (Us,f )∆P
∆P

1
hs,r

!

1
−
hs,f

∆P

!

!

(3.8)
∆P

By substituting the definition of (Us,f )∆P back into the right-hand side (and
ignoring the thermal resistances due to fouling and the tube wall), we obtain an
expression for the ratio of overall heat transfer coefficients:
Us,f
Us,r

!



= 1+
∆P

1
ht




∆P

1
Ss
+
St
hs,f


!

!−1

∆P

1
hs,r

!
∆P

1
−
hs,f

!

!

(3.9)
∆P

This expression can be further simplified by noting that Ss /St ≈ dout /din when
the effect of the central downcomer tube is small. This leaves us with Equation
3.10, which can be posed in terms of the non-dimensional Nusselt number rather
than heat transfer coefficients, shown in Equation 3.11, where de is the shell-side
hydraulic diameter:
Us,f
Us,r

!

Us,f
Us,r

!

∆P


h



−

s,r

= 1 +  1  ∆P
d
out

=1+
∆P

1

ht ∆P
din


1
N ue,s,r ∆P





1
hs,f

+



1

∆P


(3.10)

hs,f

∆P

1
− N ue,s,f
∆P



 

1
dout
1
+
N ut ∆P
de
N ue,s,f ∆P



(3.11)

Equation 3.11 requires some discussion. The second term on the right-hand side is
the one that increases (Us,f /Us,r )∆P above unity and is the term we wish to maximize
to improve the thermal diodicity. First, it is observed that decreases in N ue,s,r will
result result in increases in the value of this term. Correspondingly, increases in
N ue,s,r will also increase (Us,f /Us,r )∆P . The effect of N ut is generally to decrease the
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value of (Us,f /Us,r )∆P . Because the overall heat transfer coefficient is a summation
of the various thermal resistances, the (Us,f /Us,r )∆P ratio becomes less as additional
thermal resistances are added which do not change between forward and reverse
directions. That is, the change in outer film resistance becomes a smaller fraction
of (and has less effect on) the total thermal resistance as other resistances begin
to dominate. In the ideal case, the fouling, tube-wall, and tube-side film thermal
resistances would all be negligible, allowing the shell-side film resistance to determine
(Us,f /Us,r )∆P . In the analyses presented in this chapter, only fouling and tube-wall
resistances are treated as negligible, while N ut is treated as a variable quantity. Next,
we can note that from Equation 3.11 it is possible to estimate from hydrodynamic
tests the effect of pressure drop and flow rate on the ratio (Us,f /Us,r )∆P , provided
heat transfer correlations are available. Given pressure drop and flowrate data, the
pressure drop can be correlated to Reynolds number inside the bundle, which can
then be inverted to yield an equation for the Reynolds number as a function of the
driving pressure:
∆P = a (Re)b → Re = c (∆P )d

(3.12)

Using an appropriate correlation, it is possible to estimate N ue,s,f and N ue,s,r
and, assuming values for N ut and dout /de , obtain estimates for (Us,f /Us,r )∆P . For
the following analyses, a simple correlation for N ue was used from Donohue’s paper
“Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop in Heat Exchangers,” published in 1949 [78]. The
correlation for un-baffled bundles was used and is shown in Equation 3.13. It has
a simple form, valid for both laminar and turbulent regimes, and incorporates both
tube outer diameter and hydraulic equivalent diameter. The correlation’s form was
modified for convenience to define the Nusselt number and Reynolds numbers based
on hydraulic diameter and utilizing SI units (see Equation 3.14):
hdout
N us =
λ

= 0.128

0.6
in−0.6 de,imp
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dout Gu
µ

!0.6 

Cp µ
λ

0.33

(3.13)
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hde
N ue =
λ

!

−0.6

= 1.16 m

de
Re0.6 P r0.33
d0.4
out

(3.14)

At this time it is worth noting that there are a number of phenomenological
complexities that are not considered in the above theoretical work beyond the simplifications and assumptions already noted. One of the bigger simplifications made
is that the heat transfer coefficient has been treated as forced circulation in both
forward and reverse flow. Strictly speaking, during normal operation the DHX primary side sees upflow with forced circulation. During accidents involving a pump
trip, the flow mode changes (in addition to direction) and the primary coolant flows
downward through the DHX by means of natural circulation. Under this buoyantlydriven flow mode, the velocity profile of the fluid near the wall is determined by
local buoyancy effects. This is quite different from forced circulation, where the flow
profile is determined by the pressure boundary conditions at the entrance and exit
of the DHX and by the no-slip boundary condition at the tube wall surface. The
heat transfer coefficients between the two flow modes are often not equivalent, as the
local mixing is not equivalent.
While Nusselt numbers are correlated to Reynolds number under forced circulation, they are typically correlated to Grashof or Rayleigh number for natural circulation, which takes into account the effects of buoyancy not considered in the Reynolds
number [41]. It is also worth pointing out that the effect of buoyancy can increase
or decrease (enhance or degrade) the heat transfer coefficient depending on the flow
direction with respect to the body force, which is in this case follows the gravitational
vector and the flow regime (laminar or turbulent). In the case of the DHX, the tube
wall is colder than the primary coolant and will thus cause the velocity profile near
the wall to be distorted downward. This will tend to have the effect of increasing near
wall mixing (and increasing the heat transfer coefficient) during upflow and decreasing mixing (and heat transfer coefficient) during downflow for moderate buoyancy
contributions but increasing mixing for downflow for high buoyancy contributions,
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assuming turbulent flow [79]. Further complicating matters, if buoyancy effects are
strong enough, they can also affect heat transfer even in nominally forced circulation
flow modes. This regime is called mixed convection. Finally, the effects of buoyant
forces are usually opposite for laminar and turbulent regimes [41].

3.3

Experimental Design and Setup

In the pre-conceptual design process for the experimental work summarized here, a
number of strategies were considered for a directional DHX, with the focus being on
integration options for fluidic diodes and heat exchanger shells. The options chosen
for this study included integration of cusp-type diodes into the headers at the top
inlets to the DHX bundle, integration of vortex-type fluidic diodes into the outlet
sitting below the DHX bundle, and use of a corkscrew baffle for directing flow around
the bundle during upflow and through the bundle during downflow (redirecting the
majority of the flow to achieve the desired effect on heat transfer). The cusp type
diodes are simple devices that can sit inside a straight length of piping. They work
by acting as a smoothed flow contraction in the low-resistance direction and a sharp
contraction with “cusps” for redirecting flow near the wall against flow in the core in
the high-resistance direction. Vortex diodes require a 90◦ bend in the flow direction
and create a vortical flow field inside a cylindrical chamber when fluid flows in the
high-resistance direction. Other concepts that were considered but not investigated
in this work were the use of enhanced “directional” tube surfaces to additionally
increase heat transfer during accident conditions (for one tube surface modification
that might be a good starting point, see the high-efficiency vortex static mixers in
[80]). An interesting concept relying on the increase in radiative heat transfer that
occurs when the bulk fluid temperature rises during the initial time period following
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the transition to natural circulation [81]. The reader is referred to [19] for some
additional discussion on directional concepts in the context of the FHR.
The directional DRACS heat exchanger experiment (DirEX2 ) was a reduced scale,
hydrodynamic test facility designed and constructed at UNM to quickly iterate on
different directional DHX design concepts. The facility used water and sugar water
as hydrodynamic simulant fluids for flibe. This allow inexpensive and rapid testing
and direct flow visualization, all of which would have been difficult or impossible
to do using molten salts directly. For the hydrodynamic pressure drop tests, the
important non-dimensional numbers for scaling are the Reynolds number and Euler
number, while it is also possible to mimic some of the effects of buoyancy-driven
flow by using water and sugar water to match the specific gravity ratio between hot
and cold flibe [40]. The Reynolds scaling, Euler scaling, and specific gravity ratio
scaling conditions are shown in Equations 3.15-3.17 below. Note that in the results
presented in subsequent sections, it was more convenient to perform the analysis and
present results in terms of pressure drop rather than Euler number.
Remod = Reprot
Eumod = Euprot
SGRmod = SGRprot

=
=
=

ρude
µ

!

∆P
1
ρu2
2

!

ρcold
ρhot

=
mod

=
mod

!

=
mod

ρude
µ

!

∆P
1
ρu2
2

!

ρcold
ρhot

!

(3.15)
prot

(3.16)
prot

(3.17)
prot

For an assumed ratio of length scales Lmod /Lprot , the Reynolds and Euler numbers
can be simultaneously matched by the following criterion [40]:
umod
uprot

!

=

(ρmod /ρprot )2 Lmod
×
µmod /µprot
Lprot

!−1/3

(3.18)

One of the challenges of integrating two traditionally discrete components is that
it can sometimes complicate theoretical treatments. In the case of integrating fluidic
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Figure 3.1: Labeled photograph of the experimental setup.

diodes with heat exchangers, it becomes immediately necessary to consider multiple
characteristic length scales. In the fluidic diode, simple length scales that can be
used include the diameters of the tangential and axial ports [40], while for a heat
exchanger, the length scale of interest could be the outer tube diameter, equivalent
hydraulic diameter [78], or equivalent heated diameter [49]. For the work presented
here, the characteristic length scale for the fluidic diode was taken as the pipe diameter leading to the tangential port. For the bundle, it was taken as the hydraulic
equivalent diameter for determining Reynolds and Nusselt number, although the
reader should note that Equation 3.14 includes both the equivalent hydraulic diameter and the outer tube diameter.
The basic setup of the experiment is shown in Figure 3.1 and a brief description
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is provided here. The facility consists of several major components: the test section,
primary reservoir, pump with associated throttling valve and additional valves for
switching flow direction, flowmeter, upper reservoir with injection point, manometer board, and chiller, as well as the additional connecting piping. The loop was
filled via the primary reservoir with the upper reservoir only being used for injecting
plain water for the buoyancy-mimicking tests described later. Flow rates were measured either with a GPI turbine flowmeter or its replacement, a Krohne ultrasonic
flowmeter. In both cases the volumetric flow rate was measured.
Temperature control was via a coiled copper tube heat exchanger located in
the primary reservoir, with fine control via the temperature set point located on
the chiller front panel. At the beginning of a test, viscous heating raised the temperature of the loop to 25 ◦ C, the nominal temperature at which the experiments
were performed. At this point heat addition to and from the loop was balanced to
maintain this temperature (typically within ∼ 1 ◦ C) throughout the course of the
test. Pressure drop determination was by static pressure measurements taken with
manometers or pressure gauges at various points on either side of the test section.
Total pressures at each point were estimated using the calculated fluid velocity at
each point, and the difference between the estimated total pressures before and after
the test section determined the pressure drop across the section.
For this experiment, three vortex diode designs were investigated: the “simplified”
diode was a simple cylindrical chamber, designed with a focus on ease of construction, the “optimized” diode was similar but featured a concave wall, more optimal
chamber aspect ratio, and diverging axial and tangential ports, and the “modified”
diode built off the optimized diode by have a similar aspect ratio, concave wall, and
diverging tangential port, but incorporated novel axial port concepts designed to
maintain vortical flow around the outside of the bundle during upflow and minimizing pressure drop across the diode during downflow. In addition to the vortex diode
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Photographs of two different test section geometries used.

designs tested, six types of cusp diode geometries were tested in a parametric study
with the diodes installed in a straight section of pipe. These diode concepts had previously been investigated for use in backflow-limiting heart valve replacements [82].
The heart valve application requires diode performance in a pulsating flow, and so
recirculation fraction as the optimization variable was measured. It did not investigate performance during constant flow rates for fluidic diodicity, so it was necessary
to perform the parametric study in this context. The designs were 3D printed and
checked for their performance over a range of Reynolds numbers, and a single design
was selected for installation in the upper bundle inlet headers.
Figure 3.2 shows photographs of the model heat exchanger bundle, the hexagonal
test section (for simplified and optimized diodes) and the cylindrical test section (for
modified diode tests with helical baffles). The material of construction for the test
sections was primarily acrylic for ease of visualization, though for some components
PVC, 3D printed plastic, or Acetal resin was used. The model bundle was designed
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around simplified assumptions about what a small FHR DHX might look like. It
was made to be “bayonet”-style, inserted and supported from the top, used 74 rods
of 3/8 in diameter with a 2 in diameter “downcomer,” and included dome-shaped
lower and upper plena. The rods represent the tubes in a heat exchanger bundle
and were placed on a pitch-to-diameter ratio of 1.33 in a triangular layout. From a
scaling perspective, the rods would be 50% length scale in terms of outer tube diameter assuming that standard 3/4 in outer diameter tubes are used in an FHR DHX.
The actual value for tube diameter could be significantly smaller and depends on
the design of the reactor and additional heat exchanger development. The IHX optimization study described in Chapter 5 indicated that the optimal tube size tended
to depend on the impact of fouling and the type of heat exchanger used, although
it is worth noting that the tube diameters for the DHX and IHX might be different due to different performance constraints and baffle designs. The model bundle
was not scaled directly for heat transfer area, however its surface area was over half
that of the heat exchanger bundles tested in Chapter 4, which were scaled for use
with Dowtherm A. The small bundle length-to-diameter ratio allowed for decreased
pressure drop and was better able to take advantage of helical baffle designs.
Two different test section shell designs were constructed: a hexagonal shell where
the simplified and optimized diodes were tested and a revised cylindrical shell where
the modified diodes were tested. The first shell was constructed as an acrylic hexagonal cylinder with a 7.5 in inner flat-to-flat distance to aid in visualization with
dye injection. This design was extended with a cylindrical section of 7.5 in inner
diameter to accommodate liquid surface swelling when higher pressure drops were
experienced in the test section. The simplified diode was a simple cylindrical chamber with a tangential port of 1.75 in diameter and an axial port of 2 in diameter.
The optimized diode was constructed from the same chamber but with 3D printed
inserts and a new top plate to improve the geometric parameters (which were based
on a study of different vortex diode designs [83]), and increased the chamber aspect
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Diagrams indicating the desired flow patterns in upflow and downflow
modes for the revised test section.

ratio (chamber diameter divided by chamber height) to a value of 7, made the walls
of the chamber concave, and made the axial and tangential ports diverging at 5◦ . It
also smoothed the transition from the axial port to the bundle region by adding a fillet with a 16 mm radius to the expansion (at the point where the axial port reaches
the upper bundle region). Experience with this test section design revealed some
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.4: Photographs of different diode geometries used: (a) simplified diode, (b)
optimized diode, and (c) modified diode.

disadvantages of a hexagonal cylinder built from separate plates, as it was difficult
to seal leaks and the apparatus was structurally weaker than a monolithic design.
This experience, along with a desire to test vortical flow patterns around the bundle,
led to the construction of the second shell design, which featured a larger 11.5 in
inner diameter and was a right circular cylinder in shape.
Figure 3.3 shows a diagram illustrating the design concept behind the second
revision with modified diodes. This design was intended to test both a novel type
of vortex diode and its ability to set up a vortical flow pattern in the bundle region
guided by helical baffles surrounding the bundle during upflow. The flow pattern
concept being to reduce the heat transfer from the bulk fluid to the bundle during
normal operation and to guide the flow through the bundle during accidents (increase
the Ff /Fr ratio). At the same time, the concept was intended to maintain high fluidic
diodicity (maximizing the Uf /Ur ratio). Not shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 is an acrylic
box that was installed around the outside of the cylindrical shell and filled with water
to remove the visual distortions that appear when viewing objects inside a waterfilled cylinder from the outside in an air environment (a transition involving a large
change in the index of refraction). The helical or “corkscrew” baffles were constructed
from 1/16 in thick acrylic plates that were machined in a manner allowing them to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Sectioned drawings of the three modified diode plates.

stretch in the axial direction to form a helical shape. Several helix sections were
machined and then positioned around the bundle in the test section using threaded
rods. The helix pitch was kept to an average of ∼ 3.2 in with two superimposed
helices, so that the surface-to-surface distance (half pitch) was ∼ 1.6 in.
Both test sections utilized flanges on the bottom for modular connection to the
vortex diode top plate and/or chamber. Each test section also included four inlet
headers located near the top of the bundle, in an effort to provide approximately even
flow distribution near the top of the bundle. In the second revision, these headers
were threaded for installation of the best performing cusp diodes as mentioned above.
Figure 3.4 shows the three vortex diodes tested, with increasing design complexity
towards the right. The modified diode is shown here with a single Acetal resin plate,
but three different plate designs were tested. Engineered drawings for these plates
are shown in Figure 3.5. Plate #1, shown in Figure 3.5(a), featured six pairs of
holes angled at 30◦ from the horizontal and arranged in a radial pattern around the
chamber center. For each pair, the inner hole was drilled to a larger diameter than
the outer hole. Plate #2, shown in Figure 3.5(b), was the same except it featured a
diverging axial port with a smoothed exit to the top surface of the plate (entrance
to the bundle region). Plate #3, shown in Figure 3.5(c), was the same as the second
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Figure 3.6: Sectioned diagrams and flow directions of the cusp diode designs, where
(a) is the open design and (b) is the backchannel design.

except the the pairs of angled holes were of all the same diameter and the axial port
was smoothed on the vortex chamber side as well as the bundle region side. For all
three plate designs in the modified diode, the chamber aspect ratio was 6.
The six cusp diodes tested were based on two basic designs: the “open” design
and the “backchannel” design. These two concepts are illustrated in Figure 3.6,
where 3.6(a) shows the open design and 3.6(b) shows the backchannel design. Both
concepts increase pressure loss in the high-resistance direction by redirecting flow
near the walls against the core flow. In the low-resistance direction, they act more
like reducers, with a smoother contraction. The different cusp diodes were installed
in a straight section of pipe located away from the test section to determine the
design with best performance, which was subsequently installed in the revised test
section. A summary of the geometric parameters for the different vortex and cusp
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Table 3.2: Geometric dimensions of the diode designs.
Vortex diodes

Chamber height

Chamber diameter

Aspect ratio

Diverging angle

Simplified
Optimized
Modified

2.625 in
1.0 in
1.0 in

7.5 in
7.0 in
6.0 in

2.86
7
6

—
5◦
5◦ (Plate #2 only)

Cusp diodes

Outer radius

Inner radius

β

Backchannel

Cusp
Cusp
Cusp
Cusp
Cusp
Cusp

1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57

0.94
0.78
0.63
0.94
0.78
0.63

60%
50%
40%
60%
50%
40%

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

diode
diode
diode
diode
diode
diode

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

in
in
in
in
in
in

diode designs is provided in Table 3.2, where β represents the ratio of the cusp diode
inner to outer diameters.

3.4

Pressure Drop and Fluidic Diodicity Results

The results are organized in the following order: pressure drop and fluidic diodicity
results, inferred thermal diodicity results, dye injection visualization, and buoyancymimicking flow visualization. In the pressure drop tests, pressure measurements were
taken using open-ended manometers at the locations indicated on Figure 3.7 for the
original hexagonal and revised cylindrical test sections. The pressure readings in the
four inlet headers were averaged appropriately to obtain a value for the upper inlet
side. In all cases, the flowrate and geometry were used to estimate the total pressure
at each measurement point according to Equation 3.19, with α being a correction
factor for kinetic energy according to [84]. Correcting to total pressure was necessary
as the velocity in the headers was roughly 1/4 the velocity leading up to the vortex
diode tangential port. The pressure taps were located upstream and downstream of
the cusp diodes when performing the parametric study.
Ptot = Pstat +

α 2
ρu
2

(3.19)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Diagrams indicating the locations of the pressure taps in the simplified
and optimized diodes (a) and the modified diode (b) (figures are not on the same
scale).

The uncertainty for each measurement point was estimated both for the calculated pressure drop and the Reynolds number. For the flowmeters, the stated
equipment uncertainty was 1% of the reading for the turbine flowmeter and 0.5%
of the reading for the ultrasonic flowmeter. In both cases the display could be read
to ∼ 0.1 GP M . For uncertainty propagation, the maximum of the read resolution
or the manufacturer’s listed accuracy was used. For the manometers, the resolution
that they were read at was used as the uncertainty value. In some early tests, they
were read to the nearest 1/4 in, while in later tests they were read to the nearest
1/16 in. The read resolution was recorded during data collection and the appropriate
value used in the propagation of uncertainties for each specific test. For tests with
large pressure drops, it was not possible to measure pressure near the vortex diode
tangential port using manometers. In these cases, pressure gauges were used to read
the value: one for moderate pressures and one for high pressures. The uncertainty
in these measurements was taken as the maximum of 2 in of water column read
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resolution or 1.5% of the measurement value for the lower pressure gauge, and the
maximum of 0.5 psi read resolution or 2% of the measurement value for the higher
pressure gauge. Temperature was measured in the primary reservoir before each data
point was collected and the uncertainty was assumed to be 1◦ C. To estimate the
effect of the uncertainty in temperature on the thermophysical properties, Equations
3.20-3.21 were used to calculate the uncertainty in density and viscosity. The temperature dependent values of water at 1 atm or pressure were downloaded from the
National Institute of Standards and Technology online database for thermophysical
properties of fluids [85]. Finally, the uncertainties in the input measurements were
propagated through to the quantities of interest, pressure drop and Reynolds number, by using basic uncertainty propagation equations that can be found in [86]. For
a given test configuration, a minimum of two runs were performed to help ensure the
repeatability of the results.
ρ(T ) − ρ(T + σT ) ρ(T − σT ) − ρ(T )
+
2
2
µ(T ) − µ(T + σT ) µ(T − σT ) − µ(T )
+
σµ =
2
2
σρ =

(3.20)
(3.21)

The Reynolds and pressure drop ranges covered by the experimental runs were
generally as wide as possible. The limitation on maximum flow rate in the lowresistance direction was either due to reaching the maximum flow rate of the pump
or by the available free surface height above the bundle. In the high-resistance
direction, the maximum flow rate was generally limited in the original hexagonal test
section by the low structural strength of the vortex diode construction. Additionally,
those tests that utilized the turbine flowmeter required a high minimum flowrate
of 10 GP M , while the ultrasonic flowmeter had a much lower measurement floor.
In low-flowrate measurements using the ultrasonic flowmeter, the limitation tended
to be in the extremely small pressure drops that occurred, which were no longer
reasonably measurable by manometers.
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Figure 3.8: Pressure drop and fluidic diodicity results of the simplified diode with
and without the bundle installed.

The pressure drop and fluidic diodicity results for the simplified diode are presented in Figure 3.8. For fluidic diodicity results, the Reynolds numbers used were
based on the inner diameter of the loop piping as simple basis of comparison. Fluidic
diodicity results are plotted on the secondary axis and are only plotted on the most
restrictive range of Reynolds numbers available (only on the Reynolds number range
available to both forward and reverse data sets for that diode test). A secondary
horizontal axis is provided which shows the values of the Reynolds number based on
the bundle rather than the pipe. The tests were performed with and without the
bundle installed to gauge the effect of the bundle on the results. Without the bundle,
the diodicity was determined to be in the range of ∼ 7.5 − 8.5. After installing the
bundle, the diodicity was reduced to ∼ 5 − 6. The vortex diode tested by Zobel was
similar to the simplified diode tested here and achieved fluidic diodicities of ∼ 11
[83], which is slightly higher than the values achieved here. One possible explanation
for the lower performance is that the axial and tangential ports in this work were of
slightly different diameters. It would also generally be expected that the additional
pressure drop associated with the inclusion of the bundle would lower the effective
fluidic diodicity. Finally, previous work has indicated that the geometry outside
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Table 3.3: Fitting parameters for pressure drop and fluidic diodicity of the different
diodes.
Setup
Simplified diode without bundle
Simplified diode with bundle
Open cusp diode (Design #1)
Open cusp diode (Design #2)
Open cusp diode (Design #3)
Backchannel cusp diode (Design #4)
Backchannel cusp diode (Design #5)
Backchannel cusp diode (Design #6)
Optimized diode without bundle
Optimized diode with bundle
Modified diode (Plate #1)
Modified diode (Plate #1 + cusp)
Modified diode (Plate #2)
Modified diode (Plate #3)

∆P = a × Rebp
ar
1.614 × 10−6
1.573 × 10−7
3.858 × 10−5
1.255 × 10−5
1.307 × 10−5
6.409 × 10−5
2.731 × 10−5
3.520 × 10−6
1.073 × 10−5
5.003 × 10−5
7.979 × 10−5
9.588 × 10−5
1.113 × 10−4
2.202 × 10−4

0

br

af

bf

2.076
2.273
1.988
1.930
1.877
1.937
1.889
2.002
2.267
2.101
1.915
1.902
1.894
1.894

4.437 × 10−8
7.212 × 10−8
3.618 × 10−5
1.925 × 10−5
2.459 × 10−5
2.096 × 10−5
6.536 × 10−6
2.435 × 10−5
8.656 × 10−6
1.948 × 10−5
2.668 × 10−5
3.725 × 10−5
1.627 × 10−5
1.956 × 10−5

2.219
2.186
1.955
1.839
1.733
1.996
1.948
1.751
1.891
1.811
1.935
1.903
1.873
1.947

D = a0 × Rebp
a0
36.376
2.181
1.066
0.652
0.532
3.058
4.178
0.539
1.240
2.568
2.990
2.574
6.841
11.258

b0

−0.143
0.087
0.033
0.091
0.144
−0.059
−0.059
0.251
0.376
0.290
−0.020
−0.001
0.021
−0.053

the axial port (in this work, near the expansion to the bundle region) can have a
significant effect on the pressure drop, and by extension the diodicity [87]. It can
also be observed that the fluidic diodicity, plotted on the secondary y-axis, decreases
with Reynolds number when the bundle is not installed, but increases with Reynolds
number with the bundle. Because the trend with Reynolds number depends on the
fitted exponents in the power functions (see Equation 3.12), small variations can lead
to negative or positive exponents in the fluidic diodicity equation as a function of
Reynolds number. The fitted constants for pressure drop and diodicity for each of
the designs in provided in Table 3.3.
Figure 3.9 shows the results of the cusp diode parametric study. The open diode
designs showed a steady increase in diodicity with Reynolds number, and a steady
increase in diodicity with decreasing values of β (that is, smaller inner diameters
increased the effectiveness of the diode). For β = 60%, the fluidic diodicities achieved
were ∼ 1.5, for β = 50%, the diodicity increased to ∼ 1.6 − 1.8, and for β = 60%,
the diodicity increased further to ∼ 2.2 − 2.7. For the backchannel diodes, the upper
two values of β resulted in diodicity trends that decreased with Reynolds number,
while the diodicity increased with Reynolds number for β = 40%. For β = 60%,
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the diodicities achieved were ∼ 1.6 − 1.7, for β = 50%, the diodicities increased to
∼ 2.2−2.3, and for β = 60%, the diodicities spanned nearly the range of the first two:
∼ 1.7 − 2.4. While Designs #3 and #6 achieved the highest diodicities, Design #5
achieved the highest diodicity at the lowest Reynolds range. Because the velocities
in the headers were lower by a factor of four than the velocity at the tangential port,
Design #5 was selected for installation in the headers for one of the modified diode
tests.
The optimized diode achieved by far the highest fluidic diodicity results in the
study. Figure 3.10 plots the data, showing an extremely steep rise in pressure drop in
the high-resistance direction with increasing Reynolds number. Without the bundle
installed, the diodicities were observed to be in the range of ∼ 20−45. Because of the
steep rise in pressure drop, it was only possible to measure Reynolds numbers (based
on the pipe inner diameter) up to ∼ 15, 000 in the high-resistance direction. After
the bundle was installed, the observed diodicities decreased slightly, to ∼ 25 − 40.
Three plate designs were tested with the modified diode and revised test section,
and the pressure drop and fluidic diodicity results are plotted in Figure 3.11, both
with and without the cusp diodes (Design #5) installed. The diodicity results were
expected to be lower with this design, particularly given the higher pressure drop
in the low-resistance direction (due to the lack of a central axial port). The results
showed that the diodicities were dramatically lower than the both the optimized and
simplified diodes: without the cusp diodes, they were ∼ 2.4 − 2.5 and with the cusp
diodes, they increased slightly to a nearly constant ∼ 2.5.
A comparison of the plate designs is plotted in Figure 3.12. The results indicated
that Plates #1 and #3 produced roughly the same low-resistance pressure drop, and
Plates #1 and #2 produced roughly the same high-resistance pressure drop. Plate
#2 achieved the highest fluidic diodicity by a significant margin: ∼ 8.5 compared
to ∼ 7 for Plate #3 and ∼ 2.5 for Plate #1. Plate #2 achieved the best balance in
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Figure 3.9: Pressure drop and fluidic diodicity results of the various cusp diode
designs.

terms of high-resistance and low-resistance pressure drops, but was still quite inferior
compared to the optimized diode.
The fluidic diodicity results are shown in Figure 3.13 as a summary plot of the
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Figure 3.10: Pressure drop and fluidic diodicity results of the optimized diode with
and without the bundle installed.

Figure 3.11: Pressure drop and fluidic diodicity results of the modified diode (Plate
#1) with and without the cusp diodes installed.

different designs investigated in this study. The optimized diode achieved the best
performance by a very wide margin, with the simplified and modified diode with
Plates #2 and #3 achieving the next best results, a factor of ∼ 2 − 4 lower than
those for the optimized diode. The cusp diodes on the whole performed poorly in
comparison to the vortex diode designs (with the modified diode Plate #1 being the
exception). When the cusp diode Design #5 was combined with the modified diode
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Figure 3.12: Pressure drop and fluidic diodicity results of the modified diode with
the three different plate designs.

Plate #1, the overall fluidic diodicity changed only slightly. Finally, the presence of
the model heat exchanger bundle tended to result in lower fluidic diodicities, as was
expected prior to the tests.

3.5

Thermal Diodicity Results

Thermal diodicities were estimated from the pressure drop data collected in the
previous section. For each run, the Reynolds number in the bundle Reb was estimated
from the flowrate and thermophysical properties as a function of the measured driving
pressure according to the equation Reb = c × ∆P d . The fitted constants are provided
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Figure 3.13: Fluidic diodicity results compared between the various designs tested
in the study.

in Table 3.4. With these fits, it was then possible to estimate the ratio of overall
heat transfer coefficients Uf /Ur (recall that the forward direction corresponds to
the low-resistance flow direction and the reverse direction corresponds to the highresistance flow direction). For the analysis, some assumptions were made about
the two other ratios is the thermal diodicity equation: Ff /Fr and ∆Tlm,f /∆Tlm,r .
The ratio of LMTD correction factors Ff /Fr was assumed to have potential values
between 1.0 − 2.0, corresponding to no difference in correction factors (no redirection
of bulk flow and Ff /Fr = 1.0) and a factor of two difference, which corresponds
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to effective redirection of bulk flow away from the bundle in normal operation while
maintaining good heat transfer performance during accidents. For each plot, families
of curves were generated for the different values of Ff /Fr . The ratio of LMTDs,
∆Tlm,f /∆Tlm,r , was assumed to be a value of one to simplify this analysis, as the
actual value depends closely on the heat transfer performance and flowrates. It
was also necessary to make an assumption about the internal tube heat transfer
coefficient N ut . Three sets of plots were generated for three different values of N ut :
laminar tube-side flow (N ut = 4.364), low tube-side turbulence (N ut = 50), and full
tube-side turbulence (N ut = 100).
Table 3.4: Fitting parameters for power functions derived from the Reynolds number
versus pressure drop data.
Setup
Simplified diode without bundle
Simplified diode with bundle
Optimized diode without bundle
Optimized diode with bundle
Modified diode (Plate #1)
Modified diode (Plate #1 + cusp)
Modified diode (Plate #2)
Modified diode (Plate #3)

Reb = c × ∆P d
cf
84.40
74.27
19.55
14.46
10.21
9.129
16.80
13.01

df

cr

dr

0.4531
0.4628
0.5310
0.5701
0.5178
0.5295
0.5288
0.5011

25.72
40.43
4.733
4.101
6.546
6.372
5.757
3.771

0.4820
0.4421
0.4738
0.4893
0.5163
0.5168
0.5231
0.5287

It is worth noting that the equivalent hydraulic diameters calculated for the
bundle varied significantly between the hexagonal and the revised cylindrical test
sections. In the hexagonal test section, a large bypass area was present due to
the geometry. This resulted in a large difference between the rod diameter (dout =
0.00953 m) and the hydraulic diameter (de = 0.0318 m), with dout /de = 0.300.
In the revised test section, the helical baffles were installed with a much smaller
tolerance to the outside of the tube bundle. In this case, the hydraulic diameter was
calculated assuming the flow area based on the inside diameter of the helical baffles
(with de = 0.0153 m). Here, the ratio of the rod diameter to hydraulic diameter was
dout /de = 0.623. The difference in hydraulic diameters means that the calculated
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Figure 3.14: Uf /Ur and thermal diodicity results of several diode designs and values
of Ff /Fr between 1.00 − 2.00 assuming N ui = 4.364.

Nusselt numbers are quite different between the two test sections, which in turn
affects the calculated Uf /Ur and thermal diodicities.
Assuming laminar tube-side flow, the estimated ratios of overall heat transfer
coefficients and thermal diodicities are plotted in Figure 3.14. The upper plot shows
estimated Uf /Ur values for the optimized diode (with bundle installed), and modified
diode with the three different plate designs as a function of the driving pressure.
The thermal diodicities are estimated in the two lower plots: the lower left corner
shows estimated Dth for the optimized diode with bundle, and the lower right corner
shows estimated Dth for the modified diode with Plate #3. Plate #3 was chosen
because it tended to have the best performance for both fluidic diodicity and flow
distribution (as will be shown in the dye injection tests described later). For N ut =
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Figure 3.15: Uf /Ur and thermal diodicity results of several diode designs and values
of Ff /Fr between 1.00 − 2.00 assuming N ut = 50.

4.364, the thermal diodicity as well as Uf /Ur all tended to decrease with increasing
Reynolds number. The maximum value of Uf /Ur was ∼ 1.8 and occurred for the
optimized diode. Over a wider range of Reynolds numbers, the optimized diode
managed Uf /Ur ≈ 1.6. For the modified diode, Uf /Ur was in the range of ∼ 1.1 −
1.4, depending on the plate design and Reynolds number. The estimated thermal
diodicities for the optimized diode were in the range of ∼ 1.5 − 3.5, depending on
the value of Ff /Fr . For the modified diode with Plate #3, the estimated thermal
diodicities were ∼ 1.2 − 3.0.
The estimated Uf /Ur and Dth results assuming N ut = 50 and N ut = 100 are
plotted in Figures 3.15 and 3.16, respectively. Notably, Uf /Ur increases significantly
when the tube-side Nusselt number increases, up to a maximum of ∼ 2.7 for the
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Figure 3.16: Uf /Ur and thermal diodicity results of several diode designs and values
of Ff /Fr between 1.00 − 2.00 assuming N ut = 100.

optimized diode when N ut = 50 and up to ∼ 3.0 when N ut = 100. When the tubeside Nusselt number is large, the tube-side film resistance becomes a smaller fraction
of the total thermal resistance, and the effect that changes in the shell-side Nusselt
number has becomes larger. In the ideal case, the total thermal resistance would be
dominated by the shell-side film resistance, resulting in maximal thermal diodicity
with changes in the shell-side Reynolds number. The estimated thermal diodicities
were correspondingly higher, approaching ∼ 5.5 − 6 for the optimized diode when
Ff /Fr = 2.0 and N ut = 50 − 100. Additionally, it was observed that in cases with
the high fluidic diodicity and low tube-side film resistance, the thermal diodicity can
actually increase with driving pressure.
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3.6

Dye Injection Results

Visualization of the flow fields inside the test section and vortex diode was accomplished using a compressed air source to inject dye into the loop from one of two
points: before the vortex diode tangential port or into one of upper inlet headers.
Because the plates used in the modified diode were machined from an opaque Acetal
resin material, it was easy to visually separate the flow fields occurring inside the
diode chamber from the bundle region.
Results from the modified diode with the three different plates are presented
in Figure 3.17, where each column represents one of the plate designs and each
row represents a different time or flowrate. Plate #1 is shown in the first column,
Plate #2 in the second, and Plate #3 in the third. The first row shows the initial
flooding of the chamber with dye at a low flowrate of 1 GP M , with subtle differences
visible in the flow fields due to the different hole patterns. The second row shows
an intermediate time after the dye source had been closed, and at a higher flowrate
of 10 GP M . In these photographs, dye “rings” are visible near each of the cents
of holes. In addition, dye is also visible in the center section of Plate #1, where
there is no central axial hole. These rings indicate some recirculation or stagnation
of the flow, where the dye is not being effectively flushed from the chamber. In the
third row, the photographs show the chamber at a further point in time (also at
10 GP M ). Here, the dye rings have mostly disappeared but some dye remains in
the center where the fluid volume tends to take a long time to be renewed.
Visualization of dye injection from the upper header is shown in Figure 3.18. In
this figure, the first two columns show high-resistance flow (upflow) in the modified
test section for flow rates of 1 GP M for the first column, and 10 GP M for the second
column. The third and fourth columns visualize the low-resistance flow direction
(downflow) at 1 GP M and 10 GP M , respectively. Each row represents a different
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.17: Photographs of dye injected into the modified diode, qualitatively illustrating the flow fields produced with each plate design.

plate design (the first row corresponds to Plate #1 and so on). This figure intends
to show the level of vortical flow occurring in the bundle region and gauge the
effectiveness of the helical baffles. In the high-resistance flow direction, dye inside
the bundle is undesired as it represents mixing in the bundle, which was instead
desired for the low-resistance flow direction. The results show that Plate #1 had
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qualitatively the best performance for both upflow and downflow in achieving the
desired flow patterns. Plates #2 and #3 appeared to perform mostly equivalently,
with perhaps a slight advantage going to Plate #3. As shown earlier, Plate #1, while
having the best flow field performance, had the poorest fluidic diodicity performance
by a significant margin. It appeared that Plate #3 had approximately the best
ability to simultaneously maintain a reasonable fluidic diodicity and flow pattern.
The final experiment performed on the facility was a buoyancy-mimicking mode
where the specific gravity ratio between hot and cold flibe was matched using water
and sugar water, in an effort to investigate the initial mixing behavior of the salts in
the upper DHX bundle region during transition to natural circulation in the primary
loop. Two runs were performed with the hexagonal test section: a control run, where
dyed water of the same density as that in the facility’s primary loop was injected
into the loop at the injection point shown in Figure 3.1, and a buoyancy-mimicking
run, where the primary loop was filled with well-mixed sugar water and dyed water
of normal density was injected from the upper reservoir into the primary loop. To
match the specific gravity ratio according to Equation 3.17, it was necessary to weigh
the mass of water in the primary loop (the water was weighed as it was added to the
primary reservoir) and calculate the amount of sugar necessary to reach the desired
density. Next, this amount of sugar was slowly added to the primary reservoir, where
it was pulled into the pump inlet and mixed thoroughly with the water in the loop.
To verify that the desired density was achieved, small aliquots were taken for volume
and weight determination after the sugar had been mixed.
For this experiment, the pump was only used to mix the sugar with the water
and to fill the test section to the desired water level. After this, the pump was shut
off and the ball valve located below the test section was closed to maintain the water
level without drainage. Next, the drain valve was opened simultaneously with the
separation valve at the injection point. A gate valve located on the test section drain
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(a)
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(f)

(g)
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(l)

Figure 3.18: Photographs of dye injected into the modified diode test section, qualitatively illustrating the flow fields produced with each plate design and flow direction,
as well as the effect of flow rate.

line was used to maintain the test section water level at the desired point for as long
as possible (to keep the runs repeatable). Two photos of the test section are provided
in Figure 3.19, which shows the control run on the left-hand side and the buoyancymimicking run on the right-hand side. The major difference between the two runs
was the amount of time that it took for the dye “front” to reach approximately the
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Figure 3.19: Buoyancy-mimicking flow results. The left-hand photograph was a
control run (no buoyancy effects) and was taken ∼ 5 s after the dye first entered the
test section. The right-hand photograph included buoyancy effects and was taken
∼ 14 s after the dye first entered the test section.

halfway point on the bundle. For the control run, this period took only ∼ 5 s from
the time when the dye initially reached the test section. For the buoyancy run, this
period was substantially longer at ∼ 14 s (a difference of 9 s). In the buoyancy run,
following the introduction of the lower density dyed water into the test section, there
was a period of initial displacement of the water column above the bundle while
the less dense dyed water floated to the top. The other observation was that there
appeared, qualitatively, to be slightly less mixing occurring between the two fluids
in the buoyancy run compared to the control run. The effect was only slight, but
it appeared that the buoyancy run indicated a sharper dye front as the fluid flowed
through the test section.
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Table 3.5: Distortions in the scaling parameters for the buoyancy-mimicking results.
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= 0.699
prot
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While the specific gravity ratio between hot and cold flibe was matched using
water and sugar water, some of the potential distortions that might exist are shown
in Table 3.5. For flibe, the ratio of the cold to hot viscosities was calculated to
be 1.18. However, this ratio increased 26% to 1.49 when calculated for the water
experiment. Because these numbers are not matched, it also follows that there is a
distortion in the ratio of Reynolds numbers between the model and the prototype.
For the prototype, the ratio of cold flibe Reynolds number to hot flibe Reynolds
number was estimated as 0.699. For the model, the ratio of sugar water Reynolds
number to plain water Reynolds number was calculated as 0.878, a reduction of 25%.
In conclusion, hydrodynamic tests of a novel directional heat exchanger concept
were performed using a reduced-scale experimental apparatus with water and sugar
water utilized as simulant fluids. Pressure drop and flowrate were measured and used
to determine fluidic diodicity as a function of Reynolds number and to infer thermal
diodicity as a function of driving pressure. The results indicated that the concept
shows promise provided that bulk flow redirection and fluidic diodicity constraints
can be balanced. The possibility of isolating the functions of the fluidic diode and
bulk flow re-direction in the bundle (rather than the integrated approach taken here)
should be considered for future concepts, as it may be possible to better achieve the
different functions simultaneously. A full test as to the feasibility of the directional
heat exchanger concept would require using a heat transfer apparatus to measure the
ratios of LMTD correction factors Ff /Fr and LMTDs ∆Tlm,f /∆Tlm,r to determine
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more accurately the thermal diodicity. However, even some of the low estimates for
thermal diodicity indicated that the heat transfer in the high-resistance direction
could potentially be 2-3 times lower than the low-resistance direction. In a commercial power plant, this could potentially improve the plant efficiency enough to justify
the additional cost required to develop and construct directional DHXs.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Performance of a
Twisted-tube Heat Exchanger
A reduced-scale heat transfer facility (HTF) was constructed at UNM, beginning
with light frame construction and design in fall 2012 and continuing to its current
design iteration in 2017. The facility began as a simple natural circulation water
loop with a concentric tube heat exchanger and a single electrically heated tube,
operating for ∼ 40 hours in fall 2014. Over the next two and a half years, the facility
was substantially upgraded: the heater was revised to a multi-tube design to achieve
∼ 5 − 6 kW heat deposition to laminar flow of Dowtherm A (with its substantially
lower heat transfer coefficients than water), the concentric tube heat exchanger was
replaced with a modular test section designed for comparing twisted and plain tube
heat exchanger designs, a secondary loop was added as an intermediary between the
chiller and the primary loop to test tube-side performance at varying temperatures
and flowrates, and a nitrogen cover gas system was added to prevent oxidation of
the Dowtherm A in a heated environment. The loop was filled with Dowtherm A in
fall 2016 and insulation was completed in early spring 2017. Since then, the facility
has operated for ∼ 300 hours collecting heat transfer data for twisted tubes.
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The design and motivation for the HTF is multifaceted, but with two main objectives: the exploration of enhanced heat exchanger performance for conditions relevant to the FHR and the collection of data to validate predictive thermal-hydraulics
tools used in the FHR development community. In particular, evaluation of the
performance of twisted tube heat exchangers under buoyant conditions, for both
assisting and opposing flow directions, was an important goal for the facility. The
instrumentation chosen for the facility was to provide validation data for system type
programs (such as RELAP5-3D) as well as supporting validation data for other types
of programs (including component level, such as Primex and derived codes [88, 89]
and potentially CFD). The data was intended to produce or aid in the creation of
appropriate Nusselt number correlations for twisted tubes under low Reynolds and
buoyant conditions. Finally, attempts were made to keep the HTF design modular
so that other types of heat transfer problems, such as the double-wall twisted tube
concept described earlier, could be easily tested using the same facility with minimal
modifications.

4.1

Scaling for Heat Transfer

In the mid 2000’s, it was discovered by Bardet and Peterson [90] that the important non-dimensional numbers used for predicting heat transfer in the FHR could be
quite accurately scaled by using simulant fluids of a similar composition to mineral
oil. This was an important insight, as it allowed the construction of a number of
heat transfer loops at greatly reduced temperatures, heating powers, and pumping
powers, and at reduced length scales and temperature scales, while at the same time
simultaneously matching Reynolds, Prandtl, and Grashof numbers. The University
of California, Berkeley has since constructed several successful heat transfer loops,
notably including the Pebble Scaled High Temperature Heat Transfer (PS-HT2 ) fa-
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cility [91, 92] and the Compact Integral Effects Test (CIET) facility [93, 92], both
operating with Dowtherm A. To better understand heat transfer performance in the
DHX and IHX and to research the performance of various enhanced heat exchanger
designs at an SET or component test level, UNM constructed and is currently operating the HTF.
Bardet and Peterson [90] determined that Reynolds, Froude, and Grashof numbers can be matched by imposing the following length and temperature scale criteria,
where the subscripts mod and prot refer to the model (reduced scale) and prototype
(full scale), respectively:
!3/2

Lmod
Lprot
!
βmod
βprot

!

=
=

νmod
νprot
!
∆Tprot
∆Tmod

(4.1)
(4.2)

The preservation of the Prandtl number from prototype to model is solely dependent upon the thermophysical properties of the fluids involved. With Prandtl,
Reynolds, and Grashof numbers preserved, the Rayleigh number (Ra = GrP r) and
the Richardson number (Ri = Gr/Re2 ) are also preserved. This allows the theoretical preservation of laminar, transitional, and forced convection regimes, the relative
contributions of forced and natural convection forces, and their intersection in the
mixed convection regime. The scaling for the CIET facility at UCB is detailed in
Zweibaum, Scarlat, and Peterson [94]: for flibe at 652 ◦ C, the above non-dimensional
numbers can be preserved with Dowtherm A at 95 ◦ C with the following reductions
in scale:
!

Lmod
= 0.45
Lprot
!
umod
= 0.67
uprot
!
∆Tmod
= 0.30
∆Tprot

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
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!

τmod
= 0.67
τprot
!
Pmod
= 0.031
Pprot
!
Qmod
= 0.016
Qprot

(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)

where τ is the transient time scale, P is the pumping power, and Q is the heating
power. It is worth noting that these ratios vary when the target prototype temperature is changed; however, this change is typically modest and in practice would likely
not cause significant change to the actual design of a given reduced-scale experiment
other than its operating temperature.
In a similar manner to the hydrodynamic scaling of the DirEX2 experiment,
there are several notable distortions when using Dowtherm A as a simulant fluid.
The most salient being that radiation heat transfer at the temperatures involved in
the reduced scale experiments is too low for radiation to be significant. However,
as noted by Chaleff, Blue, and Sabharwall [51], the effect of thermal radiation on
heat transfer coefficient should be modest, and the evaluation of design concepts
without its contribution should also err conservatively. In addition, there are the
typical distortions that appear when performing reduced scale experiments, such as
the fact that the length scale in the model experiment will in actuality not be exactly
45% of the length scale of the prototype, especially when the power plant is in the
pre-conceptual and conceptual stages of its development and finalized dimensions
have not been set. Ultimately, it will be the responsibility of the designer that
brings the concept to commercialization to prove the level of validity for reducedscale experiments to the regulator. These limitations notwithstanding, the data
collected at reduced scales has proven time and again of great value to the research
and development community.
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4.2

Flow Loop Layout and Function

The HTF is composed of three flow loops: the primary loop, the secondary loop,
and the chilled water circuit. The purpose of the primary loop is to simulate the
shell-side heat transfer of the test section. The secondary loop simulates the tubeside heat transfer, and the chilled water circuit serves as a heat sink for the facility.
Three flow modes are possible in the primary loop: forced up-flow, forced downflow, and natural circulation, where up-flow and down-flow refer to the direction of
flow through the test section, and natural circulation can only be performed in the
downflow direction. Photographs of the loop as constructed in UNM’s Centennial
Engineering Center are provided in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, while a system diagram of
the loop is provided in Fig. 4.3.

4.2.1

Primary Loop

The primary loop provides control over the flow rate, temperatures, pressure, and
flow direction of the shell-side fluid in the heat exchanger test section. The loop is
heated via a custom-built electric heater designed at UNM, which can provide up
to ∼ 5 − 6 kW of thermal energy to the loop. Flow rate in the loop is determined
by a variable frequency drive (VFD) controller for the primary pump during forced
circulation, and by a balance between driving and retarding forces during natural
circulation. Valve throttling can also be used to supplement flow rate control during forced circulation and can serve as a method of increasing retarding forces (and
decreasing flow rate) during natural circulation. The primary loop also features a
number of ball valves which allow convenient switching between up-flow and downflow through the test section. During the natural circulation flow mode, the fluid
traverses the rectangular section of the loop which helps to minimize unnecessary
friction and form losses and maximize flow rate.
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Figure 4.1: Photograph of the as-built heat transfer facility, prior to insulation, with
the primary loop visible on the near side of the structure.

Temperature measurements are made by T-type thermocouples installed at various locations throughout the loop, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Flow-rate is measured via
the high-accuracy Coriolis flowmeter and the measurements are sent to a data acquisition system which processes, displays, and records the data collected during the
course of an experimental run. The LabVIEW control program was written to also
provide PID control to the electric heater to maintain a predetermined average test
section temperature. Pressure and liquid level control is performed via the cover gas
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Figure 4.2: Photograph of the as-built heat transfer facility, prior to insulation, with
the secondary loop visible on the near side of the structure and some of the cover
gas system and auxiliary systems visible in the foreground.

system described in Section 4.3.1 and measured by an Omega pressure transducer
located in the surge tank.

4.2.2

Secondary Loop

Flow rate, temperatures, and pressure of the tube-side fluid are controlled by the
secondary loop. This loop is a simple uni-directional, forced circulation circuit. Heat
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Figure 4.3: Diagram showing the three loops of the Heat Transfer Facility, with the
major components labeled.

is added to the loop in the test section and rejected by a secondary heat exchanger to
the chilled water circuit. Flow rate is controlled by a VFD with supplementary valve
throttling also a possibility to achieve lower flow rates. Temperature is monitored
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Figure 4.4: Diagram showing the three loops of the Heat Transfer Facility, with the
measurement locations and types.

by T-type thermocouples and average temperature can be controlled by adjusting
two globe valves that control the secondary heat exchanger bypass flow fraction.
Lowering the flow rate through the secondary heat exchanger results in higher sec-
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ondary loop temperatures, while maximizing flow rate through the secondary heat
exchanger reduces the secondary loop temperature. Pressure and liquid level control is performed by the cover gas system and monitored by an Omega pressure
transducer located in the surge tank.

4.2.3

Chilled Water Circuit

The chilled water circuit consists of a re-purposed Haskris water chiller and the
supply and return lines to the secondary heat exchanger. The chiller has a variable
supply set point of 55 − 90 ◦ F and dual internal positive displacement pumps for
a maximum supply flow rate of ∼ 6 GP M when run in parallel. Rotameter-type
flow meters allow the operator to monitor the supply flow rate. Temperature is
monitored by two T-type thermocouples: one at the secondary heat exchanger inlet
and one at the outlet. An integrated reservoir provides the chiller with thermal mass
and allows for fluid expansion and contraction. Ultimate heat rejection is handled by
house chilled water supplied to the chiller by the university’s Ford Utility Plant. The
Haskris chiller was used in all early experimental runs but the on/off temperature
control was found during data analysis to introduce noise into the system. Later
experimental runs bypassed the chiller and used the house chilled water supply to
directly cool the secondary loop instead.

4.3

Auxiliary Systems Layout and Functions

In support of the three loops described above are two auxiliary systems: the cover
gas system and the data acquisition system, which are described below.
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4.3.1

Cover Gas System

The cover gas system provides control over liquid level, cover gas type, and cover gas
pressure in the primary and secondary loops. It also handles venting and provides
protection in over-pressure scenarios. When performing shake-down testing of the
loop using deionized water, compressed air was used as the cover gas supply. After
the switch to Dowtherm A, nitrogen was used as the cover gas to mitigate against
oxidation of the hydrocarbon-based fluid at elevated temperatures. Figure 4.5 shows
the layout of the cover gas system with the locations of the connections to the loops.
The gas can be supplied to either the drain tanks or the surge tanks. Loop filling
is performed by using the compressed gas as a piston to push the liquid from the
drain tanks into their respective loops. After the surge tanks are ∼ 1/3 full, the
loops are considered full, and nitrogen can then be supplied to and vented from the
surge tanks to sweep out any remaining oxygen. Finally, all the exhaust valves can
be closed once the liquid free surfaces are at their desired levels.
Over-pressure events could occur through a number of operational mistakes and
have the potential to cause equipment damage and/or pose a hazard to nearby personnel. Over-filling of the loops could result in an over-pressure event following the
heat up of the liquid as thermal expansion causes the liquid to push against the loop
and would dramatically increase the pressure due to the incompressible nature of the
working fluids. An operational mistake in the use of the gas supply regulator could
also over-pressurize the loop. To reduce the risk potential of the facility, engineering
controls in the form of safety relief valves (SRVs) are implemented: one installed in
each surge tank above the normal liquid line. The SRVs are tensioned using springs
that allow the valves to open once the pressure has exceeded a certain value. For
the primary and secondary loops, the SRV actuation pressures were set at 30 psig.
After exceeding this pressure, the SRVs open and vent gas or liquid until the internal
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Figure 4.5: Diagram showing the three loops of the Heat Transfer Facility, with the
cover gas system.

pressure has returned to below the actuation pressure. Because the SRVs are located
in the surge tanks, they will not prevent over-pressurization of the loop due to a
bad valve lineup where the flow rate in the pump is reduced to zero. Operating the
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pump with zero flow rate is dangerous as the liquid inside can quickly heat up and
cause damage to the pump and seals. It is up to the operator to verify valve lineups
according to the procedures included in Appendix D and to verify that the flow rates
are above minimums specified for the pumps.
All vented gases and fluids are routed to the top of a 5 gallon stainless steel tank
to cool and separate any entrained liquid. The tank has a second port on the top to
vent the cooled and dried gas to an oil odor-removal filter. Finally, the gas is routed
from the filter output to a dedicated laboratory exhaust intake, which maintains
a negative pressure to vent fumes out of the laboratory space. This part of the
system serves to maintain odor and fumes exposure control, as well as to cool the
Dowtherm A vapors to below their flash point before mixing them with the oxygen
in the atmosphere.

4.3.2

Data Acquisition System

Data acquisition for the facility is performed with a modular CompactDAQ system
purchased from National Instruments (NI) coupled to a computer running NI LabVIEW software for data processing, display, logging, and PID control. The DAQ
system is composed of a chassis (model number NI cDAQ-9178) with eight slots for
different types of modules and a USB interface for communication with the computer. Two types of modules are currently utilized in the chassis for data collection:
the NI 9214, which is a 16-channel thermocouple module with built-in cold junction
compensation (CJC) for high accuracy, and the NI 9207, which is a combined current/voltage measurement module that can read 8 channels of 4-20 mA signals and
8 channels of ±10 V signals. See Figure 4.6 below showing the DAQ chassis with
the modules.
Bulk and surface thermocouples are read into the NI 9214 modules while the
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Figure 4.6: Photograph of the DAQ chassis and measurement modules.

flowmeter and pressure transducer signals (4-20 mA) are read into a single NI 9207
module. The LabVIEW program is run on a standard desktop computer provided
for the application. Figure 4.7 shows the LabVIEW front panel to illustrate the
operation of the facility. The LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) programmed for
the facility features five major loops: a data reading and processing loop, a display
loop, a logging loop, and two power control loops. The data reading and processing
loop communicates with the DAQ to read in the data in real time to the computer’s
memory and apply instrument calibration. It performs processing on a small subset of the data in real time: averaging the four temperature readings immediately
surrounding the test section on the primary side (two on either side). This spatial average temperature is then processed through a time-averaging filter to reduce noise,
and is provided as a process variable to the PID controller VI built into LabVIEW.
The output of the PID VI, the control variable, is a current signal which is
passed to one of the power control loops. A rate limiter is provided to the PID VI to
ensure that transitions between power levels are smooth, helping to reduce thermal
shock to the loop (in particular, the manufacturer of the Coriolis meter recommends
that the equipment not be exposed to thermal shock to increase the equipment
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Table 4.1: The PID gains used for power supply control.
Parameter

Value

Proportional gain
Integral gain
Derivative gain

20
1 min
0 min

lifespan). Values for proportional, integral, and derivative gains are passed to the
VI to determine the control behavior of the system. The gains, shown in Table 4.1,
were empirically chosen in an effort to reduce the response time and overshoot and
to increase stability. A temperature set-point is provided on the VI front panel to
allow the operator to choose the average shell-side test section temperature that is
desired. Due to the thermal inertia of the system, it typically takes some time to reach
steady-state. The correct average temperature in the test section is reached before
the heat transfer rates are steady, as the rest of the loops come up to temperature.
The operator must therefore observe the power level, calculated in real-time from
the shell-side heat balance, to determine if the system is in steady state, as opposed
to just the fluid temperatures.
The power control loops are responsible for communication with the Magna-Power
programmable power supply. The VI package was downloaded from the MagnaPower website, and includes VIs for a number of tasks: initialization, set overcurrent,
set overvoltage, set current, set voltage, apply power, as well as many more. The
set overcurrent and set overvoltage VIs are provided as safety mechanisms to control
the trip point for the PSU: if the applied voltage or current exceeds either of these
values, the PSU will trip and disconnect power to the load. The set current and set
voltage VIs communicate the desired voltage and current to the PSU, and the apply
power VI tells the PSU to attempt to apply this voltage and current to the load.
For standard operation of the facility, the set voltage VI sets the maximum voltage
that can be applied to the heater and is set from an option on the front panel. The
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PID control output provides the signal that the set current VI receives. A polling
scheme refreshes the power loop containing the set current VI that allows the PSU
to receive updated desired current values every 1000 ms. The PSU will then adjust
to match the desired current values provided it is possible to do within the limits of
the voltage setpoint and the overcurrent and overvoltage values. Finally, the power
control loops also send the current and derived power (the product of output voltage
and current) levels to the front panel for display to the operator.
The display and logging loops are straightforward “while” loops for displaying
the desired data to the front panel: temperatures of bulk and surface thermocouples,
pressure readings from the transducers, and primary and secondary flow rates. The
data is displayed in numeric formatting located with each value displayed next to
its respective measurement position on the loop and in graphical format for viewing
time histories of the data. The graphical displays allow the operator to make a
determination of the transient behavior of the system and whether it is currently in
steady-state operation or is changing with time. The logging loop serves the function
of saving the time histories of each measurement to disk to allow post-processing of
the data at a later point.

4.4

Data Reduction and Correlations for Twistedtube Heat Transfer

Figure 4.8 shows a masked photograph of the two single-wall heat exchangers used
for this study: one plain and one twisted (only results for the twisted bundle are
presented here as experimentation of the plain bundle is ongoing). Determination
of the heat transfer coefficients on the shell side and tube side was performed by
using the calculated thermal duty, log-mean temperature difference, and overall heat
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Figure 4.7: Screenshot showing the LabVIEW front panel and a sample of data collection. This data showed unstable temperature behavior due to the strong opposing
buoyancy force (low flowrate upflow through the test section).

transfer coefficient in conjunction with an estimated wall temperature through the
application of thermal resistance theory. Because the test section is a two-stream
heat exchanger, the determination of overall heat transfer coefficient requires both
shell-side and tube-side heat transfer coefficients. For most analyses, there was a
given “target” heat transfer coefficient and “non-target” heat transfer coefficient,
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Figure 4.8: Single wall plain and twisted tube heat exchangers tested in the HTF,
masked for clarity (photo credit: Hipex Pty. Ltd.).

with the target heat transfer coefficient’s value being the goal of a given analysis and
the non-target heat transfer coefficient being estimated using available correlations.
To reduce uncertainty in the estimation, the non-target heat transfer coefficient was
typically maximized (minimizing its thermal resistance) when possible to reduce its
contribution to the uncertainty in the target heat transfer coefficient.
The problem complexity was increased somewhat compared to simple single-pass
shell-and-tube heat exchangers because of the dip-type design of the bundles tested.
In the dip-type design, the tube-side inlet and outlet were both located at the top
of the bundle. The inlet led to a downcomer tube which traversed the length of the
heat exchanger and distributed its flow to the bundle tubes from a lower plenum.
At the top of the bundle, the flow was collected in an upper plenum and exited the
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exchanger from the outlet tube which was primarily co-axial with the downcomer
tube. This design increased the complexity of the analysis from two aspects: (1) the
exchanger is no longer a purely counterflow or co-currentflow heat exchanger, but
has two unequal tube-side passes, and (2) there are multiple heat transfer pathways
in parallel. For a typical shell-and-tube heat exchanger, the heat transfer problem
can be well approximated by considering only the heat transfer through the tubes;
however, because the dip-type exchanger tested here was small, it was considered
important to quantify the effects of the downcomer tube and the plena.
Figure 4.9 illustrates various forms of the thermal circuit for the heat exchanger
bundles. For the thermal resistances, the subscript tot is for the total heat exchanger,
o is for overall, s is for shell side, t is for tube side, w is for wall, tubes is for the tube
bundle (the target of this study), dc is for downcomer, p−sides is for the plena sides,
and p − ends is for the plena ends. The plena were split into their sides and ends due
to the difference in cylindrical and planar geometry. From thermal resistance theory
[43], the overall thermal resistance for the four parallel paths can be expressed as:
1
Ro,tot

=

1
Ro,tubes

+

1
Ro,dc

+

1
Ro,p−sides

+

1
Ro,p−ends

(4.9)

where the individual parallel resistances can be expressed by their constituent resistances added in series:
Ro,tubes = Rs,tubes + Rw,tubes + Rt,tubes
Ro,dc = Rs,dc + Rw,dc + Rt,dc

(4.10)
(4.11)

Ro,p−sides = Rs,p−sides + Rw,p−sides + Rt,p−sides

(4.12)

Ro,p−ends = Rs,p−ends + Rw,p−ends + Rt,p−ends

(4.13)

Assuming that the mean temperature difference of the heat exchanger holds for
each of the parallel heat transfer pathways, we can derive the following equations
(from the basic equations provided in [43]):
Qtot = Qtubes + Qdc + Qp−sides + Qp−ends
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∆Tm
∆Tm
∆Tm
∆Tm
∆Tm
=
+
+
+
Ro,tot
Ro,tubes Ro,dc Ro,p−sides Ro,p−ends

(4.15)

Estimates for the wall temperatures for the exchanger were determined in an
approximate manner by calculating, for the tube bundle, the mean temperature
drop due to either tube-side or shell-side film and adding or subtracting from the
arithmetic mean bulk fluid temperature on the tube or shell side:1
Qtubes =

∆Tm
∆Ts
∆Tw
∆Tt
=
=
=
Ro,tubes
Rs,tubes
Rw,tubes
Rt,tubes
Ts,in + Ts,out
Tw,s =
− ∆Ts
2
Tt,in + Tt,out
Tw,t =
+ ∆Tt
2

(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)

The “target” thermal resistance due to the tube-side or shell-side film for the
tube bundle can be expressed as an algebraic function of the other resistances:
1

Rt,tubes =

Ro,tot

−

1
Ro,dc

−

1
Ro,p−sides

−

1

!−1

− Rw,tubes − Rs,tubes

Ro,p−ends

(4.19)
1

Rs,tubes =

Ro,tot

−

1
Ro,dc

−

1
Ro,p−sides

−

1

!−1

Ro,p−ends

− Rw,tubes − Rt,tubes
(4.20)

The overall thermal resistances are defined as follows:
1
U Ss,tot
1
=
Udc Ss,dc

Ro,tot =

(4.21)

Ro,dc

(4.22)

1 Note

that because the MTD does not typically equal the arithmetic mean temperature
difference (AMTD) (in the limit of the temperature difference at one end of the heat
exchanger approaching the difference at the other, the LMTD approaches the AMTD, but
in many of the experimental runs here the LMTD was significantly lower than the AMTD
[34]), this method for estimating wall temperatures is not exact. Future experiments will
consider instrumenting the tube wall to provide a direct measurement of these values.
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1
Up−sides Ss,p−sides
1
=
Up−ends Ss,p−ends

Ro,p−sides =

(4.23)

Ro,p−ends

(4.24)

And the individual thermal resistances can be defined as well:
Rs,tubes =
Rt,tubes =
Rs,dc =
Rw,dc =
Rt,dc =
Rs,p−sides =
Rw,p−sides =
Rt,p−sides =
Rs,p−ends =
Rw,p−ends =
Rt,p−ends =

1
hs,tubes Ss,tubes
1
ht,tubes St,tubes
1
hs,dc Ss,dc
!
1
ddc,out
ln
2πλw L
ddc,in
1
ht,dc St,dc
1
hs,p−sides Ss,p−sides
!
1
dplenum,out
ln
2πλw Lplenum Nplena
dplenum,in
1
ht,p−sides St,p−sides
1
hs,p−ends Sp−ends
δp−ends
Sp−ends λw
1
ht,p−ends Sp−ends

(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35)

And the wall thermal resistance for the twisted tubes (see Section 5.2.2 for more
information about the form of this resistance):
Rw,tubes

1
dmax,out + dmin,out
=
ln
2πλw LN
dmax,in + dmin,in

!

(4.36)

Two simplifications were made to the above analysis: (1) the surface areas of the
plena ends were both assumed to be that of a full circle, although the upper plenum
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Figure 4.9: The thermal circuit for the dip-type heat exchanger bundles, in various
forms.

has the downcomer tube extending above it, and (2) the heat transfer coefficients for
the tube and shell sides of the plena ends were assumed equal to those of the plena
sides. These are rather small approximations as the surface area of each plenum was
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a small fraction of the total surface area of the heat exchanger.
ht,p−ends ≈ ht,p−sides

(4.37)

hs,p−ends ≈ hs,p−sides

(4.38)

With the geometric parameters measured, the inlet and outlet temperatures measured, and the flow rates measured, it was possible to estimate values for the thermal
resistance equations above. To minimize the contribution to uncertainty, the nontarget heat transfer coefficient for the bundle was maximized (thereby minimizing
its thermal resistance) when possible by running the pump at a high flow rate.
The non-target heat transfer coefficient for the bundle was estimated using available
correlations for twisted tubes, while all of the heat transfer coefficients for the downcomer and plena were also estimated using available correlations. The twisted-tube
correlations will be discussed in the following section, but the correlations used for
the downcomer and plena were as follows. For Reynolds numbers between 2300 and
10,000, the Gnielinski correlation was used [95], and for Reynolds numbers greater
than 10,000, the Sieder and Tate correlation was used [95]. For laminar, developing
flow, the Shah, Bhatti, and Hausen correlation was used [43]:
N u = 3.66 +

x∗1/3

0.0668
(0.04 + x∗2/3 )

(4.39)

where,
L
de P e

(4.40)

P e = ReP r

(4.41)

x∗ =

where L is the length, P e is the Peclet number, and de is the equivalent hydraulic
diameter.
With this information, the overall heat transfer coefficient U could be estimated
along with the individual resistances. By using the measured thermal duty Q and
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LMTD (rather than the predicted thermal duty and LMTD), it was possible to get
a reasonable estimate for the target heat transfer coefficient by estimating all others
according to the equations above. However, it was still necessary to take into account
effect of multiple unequal tube passes on the measured LMTD to make an estimate
for the actual MTD. Roetzel and Spang [96] analytically solved this problem (termed
“unbalanced” heat exchangers) for two tube-side passes. Their work demonstrated
that MTD could be estimated with the following equations:
V
∆Tm
=  2−(Φs +Φt )+V 
Ts,in − Tt,in
ln 2−(Φs +Φt )−V
V =

q

(4.42)

(Φ2s + Φ2t ) + 2 (2 − 1) Φs Φt

N T Ut,cocurrent
(U S)cocurrent
=
N T Ut,total
US
Ts,in − Ts,out
Φs =
Ts,in − Tt,in
Tt,out − Tt,in
Φt =
Ts,in − Tt,in
=

(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)
(4.46)

The thermal duty was determined by the average of the estimated shell-side heat
balance (corrected for heat losses through the insulation and thermocouples bias)
and the estimated tube-side heat balance. The inlet and outlet temperatures on the
shell side were estimated by averaging the two thermocouple readings (before and
after the static mixers) on each end of the test section. The heat balances were
defined by the following equations:
Qs = Gs Cp,s (Ts,in − Ts,out,corrected )

(4.47)

Qt = Gt Cp,t (Tt,out − Tt,in )

(4.48)

Q=

(4.49)

Qs + Qt
2

The shell-side outlet temperature was corrected for thermocouple bias and heat
losses through the insulation by running the loop in upflow and downflow configurations at different flow rates and temperatures with the secondary loop drained. Heat
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losses as a function of temperature were estimated and then the heat loss curves
for upflow and downflow were matched by adjusting slightly for directional bias in
the thermocouple readings, which was most noticeable when the temperature change
across the test section was very small. To compensate for heat losses, the corrected
outlet temperature was estimated with:
Ts,out,corrected = Ts,out − ∆Tbias +

Qloss
Gs Cp,s

(4.50)

Qloss was estimated as a linear, empirical function of the average shell-side temperature and was a particularly important adjustment at low shell-side flow rates. At
very low flow rates, the adjustment could change the outlet temperatures by several
degrees. In some cases, the uncorrected outlet temperature could be lower than the
tube-side inlet temperature, which is unphysical at steady-state operation if there is
only heat transfer between the two fluid streams. The corrected outlet temperature
compensated for these losses.
For a given test, a large number of time-dependent values for temperatures and
flow rates were recorded. Because only steady-state heat transfer is being considered
in this work, the values used in the determination of heat transfer coefficients and in
building appropriate correlations should also be steady-state. The steady-state behavior of the loop was judged from plotting the calculated power transferred through
the heat exchanger (based on Equation 4.47, pre-correction) and slicing the data set
for periods which appeared to follow, on average, a zero slope. The data set is then
reduced to several steady-state slices, each of which served to produce the measured
and predicted heat transfer coefficient pairs compared using the validation metric.
A variety of uncertainty propagation methodologies are available for determining
the uncertainty in the quantity of interest (in our case this includes the heat transfer
coefficient in dimensional form h and non-dimensional form N u, as well as the overall heat transfer Q or overall heat transfer coefficient U ). The general problem of
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propagating uncertainties from independent variables through non-linear functions is
considered immensely complex from a mathematical standpoint; however, the uncertainties can often be readily propagated through a linearization process using only
the initial linear terms of a Taylor expansion [97]. For independent variables and
independent random uncertainties, the uncertainty in a function q can be expressed
as [86]:
q = q(x1 , . . . , xN )
σq =

v
u
u
t

∂q
σx
∂x1 1

!2

(4.51)
∂q
+ ··· +
σx
∂xN N

!2

(4.52)

This linearization method has several drawbacks. The first is that its accuracy
depends upon the uncertainty in each measured variable being a small relative fraction of the measured value (best results are obtained for fractional uncertainties of
< 10%) [97]. Secondly, the method requires that the partial derivatives be determined for each function involved in the data reduction. This process can be quite
tedious and prone to human error when a large number of complex functions are
involved. When initial analysis of the data was being performed, it was unclear
whether the linearization method would be adequate from an accuracy standpoint,
given the low flow rates and unknown influence of buoyancy on the heat transfer
correlations. In addition, the data could potentially be used for future validation
work using much more complex modeling methods such as CFD, for which the linearization method cannot be applied. For these reasons, the Monte Carlo Method
(MCM) of uncertainty propagation was utilized instead where each measurement
was simultaneously sampled according to its probability distribution and the entire
data reduction calculation was performed for each sample (that is, a single sample
is taken from each input PDF to produce one output result from the model).
With a high quality random number generator and a large number of samples, it
is possible to produce a probability distribution for the result (h, N u, Q, or U ), nu-
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merically measure the median, mean, and standard deviation, and check the resulting
distribution for consistency with known distribution types (e.g. normal, log-normal,
etc.). This methodology, while requiring a vastly greater number of calculations,
lends itself very well to the capabilities of modern computing and is additionally
somewhat simpler from an analyst’s perspective to implement. In addition, while
the method is always approximate and requires detailed assumptions about the input parameters, it is quite general and has some significant advantages over the
linearization method. Notably, while the linearization method in its simplest form
propagates only best estimate and uncertainty, MCM provides a numerical approximation to the result distribution, from which best estimate and uncertainty metrics
as well as additional information can be derived [98].
For the results in this chapter, each steady-state slice comprised 900 seconds (15
minutes) of data taken at 1 Hz and averaged to produce a single data point. For
each of these points, it was possible to sample from a uniform distribution with
the center defined as the measurement point and the width defined by the instrumentation uncertainty. Uncertainties were also defined for the various geometrical
parameters associated with heat transfer prediction (tube diameters, length, etc.).
Table 4.2 defines the uncertainty widths used for some of the measurements. At the
request of the manufacturer, the exact dimensions of the heat exchanger bundles
were not published, so the uncertainties associated with these measurements were
also omitted from Table 4.2.2 Note that according to the manufacturer’s product
literature, the thermocouple calibration unit had a nominal accuracy of 1.5 ◦ C but
a much smaller stability. For calculations requiring absolute temperature accuracy
(i.e., thermophysical properties), it was necessary to assume the uncertainty width
equal to 1.5 ◦ C; however for calculations dependent only on differences in temperatures, it was considered unfair to assume such a large accuracy penalty. In these
2 For

more information, please contact the thermal-hydraulics research group at the
University of New Mexico or the original equipment manufacturer, Hipex Pty. Ltd.
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Table 4.2: Uncertainty widths assumed in the measurement values. All distributions
were √
assumed uniform and the widths shown here were scaled by an additional factor
of 2/ 3 to estimate a 95% confidence interval.
Measurement

Width

Gs
Gt
T (for absolute calculations)
T (for relative calculations)
Heat exchanger dimensions
λw
Thermophysical properties
Qloss

0.1%
0.2%
1.5 C ◦
0.15 C ◦
See note
5.0%
None
50 W

Source
Product literature
Product literature
Product literature - accuracy
Product literature - stability
Measurement
Assumed
Assumed
Estimated

cases, the important quantity is the stability of the calibration between the different
thermocouples, so the smaller width of 0.15 ◦ C was assumed. This is particularly
useful for cases where small temperature differences are measured, and assuming a
large thermocouple uncertainty can lead to dramatically amplified uncertainties that
may not reflect reality.
From each distribution, a large number n of samples were drawn (n = 100, 000
for the plots shown below) for each steady-state averaged measurement point. These
sampled values were then added to the actual measurements points at each step in
time to create an array of values of length n, which represent the total variations
expected based on assumed uncertainties in measurements at each step in time. The
heat transfer calculation was then performed using element-by-element operations
(for a total of n computations of heat transfer performance for each steady-state
point) and the target heat transfer resistance (and heat transfer coefficient) distribution was determined using Equations 4.19-4.20. The independent non-dimensional
parameters (Re, Gr, etc.) were also calculated in the process of determining the
target heat transfer coefficient, each with a distribution associated with it.
The means, medians, standard deviations, and absolute relative deviations of the
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target heat transfer coefficient and non-dimensional parameters were numerically determined from the result vectors. Because one of the goals of the experiment was
determining the accuracy of a given correlation, no inherent uncertainty was assumed
for any correlation, and instead only the uncertainties in the input parameters were
propagated. This allowed for a determination on goodness of fit between two sets
of data points: experimentally derived and predicted, each with a defined mean and
standard deviation both in value (dependent variable) and in independent variable.
Furthermore, the reduction methodology used here ignored the inherent uncertainty
in the thermophysical properties, which is an important simplification. Other simplifications include ignoring tube-side heat transfer to itself in the short co-axial section
of the tube-side outlet and inlet (downcomer tube).
With this information, it was possible to determine numerically the level of agreement between experiment and prediction, using only the correlations for heat transfer, thermophysical properties, and assumptions about the distributions associated
with each measured parameter. It was also possible to easily change or modify correlations and graphically and quantitatively view the effect on predictive accuracy.
Finally, with the experimental data available it was possible to perform least-squares
regression to determine improved correlations, such as for substituting Reynolds
dependency for forced circulation correlations with Grashof or Rayleigh number dependency to generate a buoyancy-driven correlation.

4.5

Heat Transfer Results

The heat transfer results from the experiment are divided into two sections: results
for shell-side forced circulation are presented in Section 4.5.1 and results for natural and mixed convection in Section 4.5.2. Section 4.5.1 also serves to summarize
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the predictive accuracy of existing correlations for the flow conditions tested here.
Conclusions from the results are drawn and suggestions for future work are provided.

4.5.1

Forced Circulation

A number of studies on the heat transfer performance of twisted tubes are available
in the open literature. For the reader’s reference, the author has summarized many
of the available Nusselt correlations in Appendix A. While pressure drop was not
measured in this experiment due its estimated magnitude across the bundle being too
low to reasonably measure (particularly for the low flow rate runs), available friction
factors for shell-side and tube-side flow have also been summarized in Appendix A for
the reader’s convenience. The correlations generally follow some readily recognizable
patterns, with the shell-side correlations following the general form:
N uF = f (Re, P r, (Tw /Tf ) , F rM )

(4.53)

where the modified Froude number F rM takes into account the twisted geometry
and the viscosity correction factor (Tw /Tf )−0.55 is used for gases. The majority of
the correlations shown in Appendix A were modified by replacing the (Tw /Tf )−0.55
term used by Dzyubenko, Ashmantas, and Segal [99] for gases with (µw /µf )−0.14
used in the Sieder and Tate correlation for liquids, assuming this form holds for
twisted tubes [43]. Interestingly, one of the correlations is in terms of logarithmic
polynomials with respect to Reynolds number and F rM , while the rest take simpler
linear logarithmic forms. The tube-side formulas are generally similar but use nondimensional parameters other than F rM to characterize the geometry. A few use
the ratio of the tube twist pitch to maximal inner diameter s/dmax,in , others use
the ratio of tube twist pitch to equivalent hydraulic diameter s/de , the ratio of
minor to major axes (minimal to maximal inner diameter) dmin,in /dmax,in , and one
even uses the ratio of twist pitch to minimal diameter s/dmin,in . It is worth noting
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that in some of the references, it was unclear whether the authors utilized inner or
outer tube dimensions for maximal and minimal diameters. Because the correlations
were developed for internal flow, the author of this dissertation has assumed that
the correlations always referred to inner tube dimensions. If this was an incorrect
assumption, the error should generally be small for thin-walled tubing.
It is worth pointing out some of the limitations expected of correlations available
in the literature. First, the Reynolds number range tested here was lower than most
other studies, as shown in Figure 4.10. Secondly, the tube pitch in this work is
smaller than many of those reported in similar studies, and in particular F rM is
significantly smaller than those used in the available studies (see [100, 101, 102]).
This is illustrated in Figure 4.11. The range of validity in terms of each variable is
shown with a solid line and the extrapolated values are shown with a dashed line. The
correlations are plotted as extrapolated only with respect to the specific independent
parameter for each plot - for example, in Figure 4.11, the Nusselt numbers are plotted
for Re = 100 and shown solid for their respective tube pitch ranges, although only a
couple correlations are actually valid for this Reynolds number. The plots illustrate
how the present work significantly departs from many of the available studies.
Forced circulation and natural circulation heat transfer regime maps have historically been generated for plain circular cylindrical tubes. For example, Metais and
Eckert [47] developed regime maps for flow through vertical and horizontal tubes correlated according to Re and Ra (D/L) and divided the map into regimes corresponding to forced laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow, free laminar, transitional, and
turbulent flow, and mixed laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow. As far as the
author of this dissertation is aware, such maps are not available for twisted tubes
in the open literature. However, some information is available for forced and free
convection in tubes with twisted tape inserts [103, 104]. In general, one particularly
elegant way of estimating whether forced or free convection forces are dominant is
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of available Nusselt number correlations as a function of
Reynolds numbers.

by calculating the Richardson number:
Ri =

Gr
Re2

(4.54)

where, for this analysis, the momentum diffusivity for the Grashof number was evaluated at the wall temperature. Kim and El-Genk [49] used a combination of Richardson number and the regime maps of Metais and Eckert [47] to successfully correlate
data for slow flowing water in rod bundles (shell-side). When Ri < 1, it can generally
be expected that forced convection heat transfer will tend to be of greater importance than free convection, becoming dominant when Ri < 0.1. For Ri > 1, the
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of available Nusselt number correlations as a function of
twist pitch characteristics.

effect of buoyancy begins to be of similar importance to forced convection and would
be expected to begin dominating when Ri > 10. So, generally one could expect the
mixed convection regime to lie somewhere in the range of 0.1 ≤ Ri ≤ 10, depending
on the circumstances of the geometry and the fluids involved [105].
While the general approach for the data reduction has been described above, the
specifics of the forced circulation data reduction are as follows. First, an appropriate
tube-side correlation was chosen as a starting point, as the present work departed
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less from the literature for the tube-side conditions. The Si correlation (see Appendix
A) was selected for its reasonable behavior in the Reynolds range and twist pitch-todiameter ratio of this work. It is important to note that it is potentially possible for
non-unique combinations of heat transfer coefficients to determine the same overall
heat transfer coefficient. This is an important limitation of the methodology applied
here, as the accuracy of the starting correlation used to begin the fitting determines
the accuracy of the fitted correlations that follow.
Next, the shell-side Nusselt number was treated as the “target” value and was
determined for forced flow (empirically estimated to be Res > 700, corresponding
to Ris <∼ 1) using the Si correlation as the tube-side estimate for Ret > 1000
(corresponding to its range of validity). As the data was analyzed it was found that
the forced circulation downflow data fit well as a function of Reynolds number when
restricted to Res > 700 (Ris <∼ 1); however, the available shell-side correlations
generally did not fit well, with the Dzyubenko transitional correlation over predicting
by a factor of ∼ 2−3 (see Figure 4.12). There could be several reasons for this: (1) the
tube layout was circular in this experiment rather than triangular layout for which
the correlations were developed, (2) the twist pitch (represented on the shell-side by
F rM ) was smaller than the experiments for which the correlations were developed, (3)
the Reynolds numbers were generally low compared to available correlations except
for the transitional correlation developed by Dzyubenko and Stetsyuk [106], and (4)
the method of determining heat transfer was different: whereas previous experiments
by Dzyubenko used resistance heated twisted tubes to heat gas (closer to a uniform
heat flux boundary condition), while this work is cooling a moderately high Prandtl
liquid (somewhere between idealized uniform heat flux and uniform wall temperature
boundary condition).
To determine the validity of existing correlations, the predicted value of heat
transfer Q was compared to the measured value for the various combinations of the
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available correlations for the full range of data, including forced upflow, downflow,
and natural circulation (see Table 4.3). The inlet temperatures and flow rates were
provided to the computational script and a combination of outer iterations to resolve outlet temperatures (and Q) and inner iterations to resolve the heat transfer
coefficients was used to predict Q. As a simple validation metric, the mean absolute
relative error (MARE) and maximum absolute relative error (MaxRE) were selected
for determining level of agreement, as a they provide a reasonable and intuitive estimate for the error between two sets of data (MARE was used in [107] and this
discrete form is similar to the average relative error metric defined as a continuous
function in [108], which also included a definition for MaxRE):
M ARE =

N
ypredict − ymeasured
1 X
N i=1
ymeasured

M axRE = max

ypredict − ymeasured
ymeasured

(4.55)
(4.56)

where y is the quantity of interest (such as Q, U , or N u) and N is the number
of measurement points (a total of 274 steady-state points were collected for this
study). The best combination for predicting the full range of forced and natural
circulation for upflow and downflow was found to be the Dzyubenko transitional
regime correlation on the shell-side [101] and the Yang laminar correlation on the
tube-side [109]. It should be noted that in this script execution mode, the predicted
Q is determined using predicted MTD, which corresponds to the predicted Q and U
varying by the same amount compared to the measured Q and “measured” U (since
the measured U must be estimated using the predicted MTD, given the unbalanced
tube passes requiring an F factor calculation).
The uncertainty bars in the plots were first calculated by numerical determination of the standard deviations for each set of data comprising a single steady-state
performance point. As a metric of distribution spread, the standard deviation is not
robust to outliers, so any outliers could drive the error bars to high values [110]. To
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of experimental results and predictions for shell-side forced
convection in the twisted tube bundle for the Dzyubenko transitional correlation.
The level of agreement (evaluated as MARE for Res > 700 using tube-side data for
Ret > 1000) between predicted and measured N us was ∼ 119% and MaxRE was
∼ 117%.
help reduce the effects on the mean (a metric of the central tendency of the data)
from any outliers, the median (a robust metric) was instead used in plotting the data
below, in determining residuals for least squares analysis, and for calculating level
of agreement between experiment and prediction. The median absolute deviation
(MAD) was used instead of the standard deviation [110]:
1
Mi |xi − Mj (xj )|
c

 

M AD =

(4.57)

where x represents the data, M represents the median, and c is a normalization
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constant. The MAD essentially calculates the median of the absolute deviations of
the data around the median of that data. The normalization constant c has been
taken to be 0.67449, which adjusts the scale of the MAD to match that of standard
deviation for normally distributed data (without outliers) [110]. The error bars were
calculated with 2 × M AD, which corresponds to 2σ for normally distributed results
(two standard deviations).
From heat exchanger analysis, it is well understood that the overall heat transfer
coefficient in a two-stream exchanger can be “controlled” by one fluid side if that
side’s heat transfer coefficient is much less than that of the other fluid, due to its
comprising the majority of the thermal resistance [43]. In such a situation, the
larger heat transfer coefficient could potentially vary by significant amounts while
only having a modest effect on the overall heat transfer. Because this analysis relies
on backing out the target heat transfer coefficient from the overall heat transfer
coefficient, determining a much larger heat transfer coefficient (non-controlling) from
a small one (controlling) is inherently a more uncertain venture, translating to the
rather large uncertainty bars on the forced circulation shell-side Nusselt number
measurement shown in Figures 4.12. The large uncertainty bars on the shell-side
Nusselt number prediction are a result mainly from the uncertainty in the twist
pitch measurement.
From a validation perspective, it is apparent from the results that a new shell-side
correlation could be proposed to improve experimental agreement with the data collected here. In any case, developing experiment-specific correlations for forced flow
is quite helpful in determining the effect of buoyancy on the heat transfer for those
experiment runs with higher Richardson numbers (even as purely a tool for decreasing uncertainty in determining these effects). To develop the new correlations, a new
shell-side forced correlation of the form N uF,s = dReds P rs0.4 (µw,s /µs )−0.14 was determined using the Python “Scipy” library “least_squares” function with the residuals
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Table 4.3: Tube-side and downflow shell-side forced circulation agreement for heat
transfer / overall heat transfer coefficient (evaluated as MARE / MaxRE and measured U evaluated by way of predicted MTD) with available correlations.
Shell-side Correlation/
Tube-side Correlation

Dzyubenko
Transitional

Ievlev #1

Ievlev #2

Si

Si

14.35%
41.67%

38.85%
59.52%

37.78%
58.57%

21.15%
40.15%

Asmantas

19.58%
46.73%

40.37%
61.71%

39.31%
61.30%

22.41%
55.34%

Asmantas Modified

19.92%
41.35%

39.82%
59.63%

38.74%
59.15%

21.56%
52.05%

Ievlev

37.47%
76.73%

62.17%
81.38%

61.66%
81.26%

53.83%
79.52%

Yang Laminar

7.73%
34.61%

42.53%
59.45%

41.58%
58.50%

26.63%
41.01%

Yang #1

16.03%
48.90%

42.74%
63.09%

41.76%
62.70%

26.04%
57.08%

Yang #2

62.25%
83.44%

78.07%
87.56%

77.84%
87.46%

74.18%
86.06%

between the predicted and measured N uF,s values being used as the function input [111]. To save on computational cost the Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation
was not performed during the least squares operation. The new forced circulation
correlations could then be used as a comparative baseline in estimating the effect
of buoyancy forces on heat transfer and as a starting point for fitting of buoyancyaffected flow on the tube side. The best-fit shell-side correlation for forced upflow
and downflow was determined to be:
P rs0.4
N uF,s = 0.255Re0.682
s

µw,s
µs

!−0.14

,

assisting/opposing: Res > 700 (Ris <∼ 1)

(4.58)
(4.59)

where the Richardson number range is an estimate only and the results are plotted
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of experimental results and predictions for shell-side forced
convection using the modified correlation and using the Si correlation for tube-side
Ret > 1000. The level of agreement (evaluated as MARE for Res > 700 (Ris <∼ 1)
between predicted and measured N us was ∼ 7% and MaxRE was ∼ 38%.
in Figure 4.13. The predicted N us in this case appears with smaller uncertainty bars
because it does not take F rM as an input.

4.5.2

Mixed and Natural Circulation

While the shell-side data correlated acceptably well to Reynolds number alone for
Res > 700 (Ris <∼ 1), as the Reynolds number decreased (Richardson number
increased) it became clear that the correlation was no longer adequate and in fact
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of experimental results and predictions for upflow shell-side
mixed convection in the twisted tube bundle using the new correlation and using the
Si correlation for tube-side Ret > 1000. The level of agreement (evaluated as MARE
for Res < 700 (Ris >∼ 1)) between predicted and measured N us was ∼ 3% and
MaxRE was ∼ 9%.
extremely inaccurate in many of the downflow cases. Interestingly, the upflow data
was well described by a very similar correlation based on Reynolds number (see
Figure 4.14:
P rs0.4
0.325Re0.648
s

µw,s
µs

!−0.14

,

(4.60)

opposing: Res < 700 (Ris >∼ 1)

(4.61)

N uM,s =

For downflow, the situation was more complex. At the very low end of the shell-
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side flow rate (consisting mostly of natural circulation runs), the data was surprisingly
well described by Reynolds number alone. In these cases, the shell-side heat transfer
coefficient was higher than upflow by roughly a factor of two, and was reasonably
well described by the following correlation:
N uM,s =

0.535Re0.712
P rs0.4
s

µw,s
µs

!−0.14

,

(4.62)

assisting: Res < 180 (Ris >∼ 30)

(4.63)

For downflow (assisting), the shell-side data for 180 < Res < 700 was not well
correlated to either Reynolds number or Rayleigh number alone. However, similar
to some of the buoyancy affected flow correlations for the twisted tape inserts [103]
and some correlations for mixed convection flows in plain tubes [79], the data was
found to be best correlated to a simultaneous function of both Reynolds number and
Rayleigh number. The data best fit the equation:
N uM,s =

0.0263Re0.132
Ras0.433
s

µw,s
µs

!−0.14

,

assisting: 180 < Res < 700 (∼ 1 < Ris <∼ 30)

(4.64)
(4.65)

Although static mixers were not included on the tube-side as part of the design
(as the facility was originally built with the main focus on shell-side phenomenology),
it was still possible to perform tests on low tube-side flow rates. However, thermal
stratification could have an influence on these results due to cold fluid entering from
the surge tank located a couple feet from the heat exchanger inlet. The primary
loop had three thermocouples on the top horizontal section of the loop, and thermal
stratification became quite obvious at low flow rates. The postulated mechanism is
that hot fluid rose into the uninsulated surge tank, cooled, and returned to the pipe.
This lead to decreased temperature measurements in TC-BP-6 as compared to TCBP-5 and TC-BP-7. This effect tended to increase with decreasing flow rate. Because
only a single thermocouple was installed at the heat exchanger inlet on the secondary
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of experimental results and predictions for downflow shellside mixed convection in the twisted tube bundle using the new correlation and using
the Si correlation for tube-side Ret > 1000. The level of agreement (evaluated as
MARE for 180 < Res < 700 (∼ 1 < Ris <∼ 30)) between predicted and measured
N us was ∼ 2% and MaxRE was ∼ 4%.
loop, it was unknown but considered likely the readings from this thermocouple could
be affected in a similar manner as TC-BP-6. With these limitations in mind, it was
observed that the low flow rate tube-side data correlated reasonably well to Rayleigh
number alone for Ret < 600 (Rit >∼ 1):
N ut = 0.276Ra0.260
t

(4.66)

where the results are plotted in Figure 4.16. Although the flow was pumped, the
heat transfer coefficient was reasonably correlated to buoyancy forces alone.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of experimental results and predictions for tube-side convection in the twisted tube bundle using the new correlation and using Equation 4.59 for
Res > 700. The level of agreement (evaluated as MARE for Ret < 600 (Rit >∼ 1))
between predicted and measured N ut was ∼ 6% and MaxRE was ∼ 17%.

To illustrate the effect of direction on the shell-side heat transfer, N us was plotted
for both upflow and downflow data using the proposed correlations above and using
the Si correlation on the tube-side and plotting all data for Ret > 1000. Figure 4.17
makes clear the difference in heat transfer for low shell-side Reynolds numbers, with
assisted flow (downflow) having improved heat transfer over opposing flow (upflow).
For the assisted flow, a transition appears to take place where both Reynolds and
Rayleigh number can be used together to predict heat transfer coefficient, and the
two curves converge in the range of Res =∼ 700 − 1000.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of experimental results and predictions for shell-side convection in the twisted tube bundle using the new correlations and using the Si correlation for tube-side Ret > 1000. The level of agreement (evaluated as MARE)
between predicted and measured N us was ∼ 5% and MaxRE was ∼ 38%.

As a test of the predictive capability of the proposed correlations, the predicted
and measured Q for the full range of data can be compared in the same way that
existing correlations were compared in Table 4.3. With the proposed correlations, the
level of agreement is significantly improved. Estimated U is plotted in Figure 4.18
against measured U (where the predicted MTD is used to determine the “measured”
U - this is the same as comparing predicted and measured Q but gives a sense of the
behavior over the range of overall heat transfer coefficients observed in the data).
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of experimental results and predictions for overall heat
transfer coefficient in the twisted tube bundle using the new correlations and using
the Si correlation for tube-side Ret > 600. The level of agreement (evaluated as
MARE) between predicted and measured N us was ∼ 3% and MaxRE was ∼ 14%.
For the methodology used to determine the “measured” U , this level of agreement is
the same as between measured and predicted Q.

4.6

Conclusions

In summary, the HTF, a unique heat transfer facility, was constructed at UNM with
the purpose of performing exploratory and validation data collection for different heat
exchanger designs. The facility has capabilities for studying natural circulation and
bi-directional forced circulation of the simulant fluid Dowtherm A in the primary
loop, and forced circulation flow in the secondary loop, while covering a range of
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Reynolds and Grashof numbers important to heat exchangers in the FHR. The loop
has been successfully operating for ∼ 300 hours with minimal problems.
Heat transfer data was collected for a bayonet-style twisted tube heat exchanger,
focusing on heat transfer performance especially on flow regimes relevant for decay
heat removal heat exchangers, but also extending into the lower ranges relevant for
exchangers transferring heat to the power conversion cycle or intermediate loop. Data
for the buoyancy affected regimes in particular was exploratory, but propagation of
errors from the data and parameter inputs using MCM means that the data is also
suitable for certain types of validation studies. As a validation metric, MARE and
MaxRE were used to compare the predicted values of the data using correlations with
the actual measured data. Agreement for the correlations developed here was generally in the single percentage digits, except for maximum relative errors. Tube-data
was observed to follow two regimes: inertial dominated flow correlated to Reynolds
number and buoyancy dominated flow correlated to Rayleigh number. The shell-side
data was found to correlate well to Reynolds number when the estimated Richardson
number was less than ∼ 1. When the estimated Richardson number exceeded ∼ 1,
downflow correlated well to simultaneous functions of both Reynolds and Rayleigh
numbers. Interestingly and somewhat surprisingly, when downflow Richardson numbers exceeded ∼ 30, the data again correlated well to Reynolds number alone. For
upflow, the data correlated well to Reynolds number throughout the full range of
estimated Richardson numbers.
Future suggested work could include performing the comparison to a plain tube
heat exchanger of the same dimensions and same nominal tube size. Such a heat
exchanger was purchased, and upon completion of twisted-tube data collection will
be installed in the test section for additional data. This will provide a direct comparison method between the enhanced and baseline heat exchanger designs which
will ultimately help to inform the design of the DHX in the FHR. The experimental
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instrumentation could be improved to include tube surface wall temperatures, which
would aid in determining the appropriateness of using the Si correlation as a starting point for the fits presented here. Additionally, computational simulations could
be performed to help improve understanding of the flow fields inside the exchanger
during buoyancy affected flow, which could help to explain the patterns observed in
the data. This work could improve understanding of the correlations developed here
and potentially extend them to include other fluids, tube twist pitches, and extend
Reynolds and Rayleigh ranges beyond what the experimental facility was capable
of providing. Finally, UNM is also performing research on double-wall twisted-tube
heat exchanger for coupling the FHR to an S-CO2 power conversion cycle. Part of
this work involves testing the performance of a reduced scale double-wall heat exchanger. The HTF will be modified to accommodate the new test section and will
continue providing valuable heat transfer data for the FHR research and development
community.
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Chapter 5
Heat Transfer System Design
Applications

This chapter focuses on two studies investigating different aspects of heat transfer
systems in the FHR using computational tools. The first study utilized RELAP5-3D
and MATLAB to investigate the effect of partial blockages on emergency decay heat
removal for different system redundancies and severities of blockage, summarizing the
methods and results from the paper “On the Question of Decay Heat Removal System
Redundancy for Fluoride salt-cooled High-temperature Reactors (FHR)” [112]. The
second study utilized Python and metaheuristic search algorithms to perform a design optimization of a twisted-tube, salt-to-salt IHX, summarizing the methods and
results from the paper “Engineering Performance and Economic Benefits of Using
Twisted Tube Heat Exchanger Technology in Fluoride salt-cooled High-temperature
Reactors” (submitted for peer review). The examples presented here illustrate interesting challenges and modeling opportunities for FHR heat transfer systems on
two levels: the integrated system scale (redundancy study) and the component scale
(IHX optimization study).
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5.1

Computational Investigation of Passive Decay
Heat Removal System Reliability

The following section describes a computational thermal-hydraulic study performed
utilizing RELAP5-3D in conjunction with MATLAB to investigate the decay heat
removal performance of the DRACS when partial blockages in the primary system
and DRACS are considered. The study chose two redundancy schemes, the first
nominally requiring two out of three (2/3) DRACS to operate to provide adequate
cooling to the reactor and the second requiring three out of six (3/6) operating
DRACS to provide cooling. In the study, basic event trees (ETs) and fault trees (FTs)
developed for the FHR were used to identify an important potential failure mode of
the DRACS: flow channel blockage occurring in either the DRACS loop itself or in
the DHX branch (located in the primary system). One important simplification to
the model is that the thermosyphon-cooled heat exchanger (TCHX) which normally
rejects heat from the DRACS loop in the Mk1 PB-FHR design [14] was modeled as
an idealized boundary condition in the simulation, and was assumed to be a simpler
natural draft heat exchanger (NDHX) with direct heat rejection to air in the ET and
FT analyses. The methodology and results of investigating the performance impact
from these scenarios is discussed below.

5.1.1

Motivation and General Philosophy

One of the major challenges in development of the FHR is determining, from a licensing perspective, what the important risk metrics of the system will be. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) lays out the regulations governing commercial nuclear power plants in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 10, Part
50, Section 50.46. The regulations are very LWR-centric, with the focus being on
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protecting the fuel to reduce the chance of any radiological inventory exposure to the
public. Specifically, the code lays out limits for peak clad temperature (2200 ◦ F ),
maximum local cladding oxidation (17%), and core-wide oxidation (1%) [113]. Advanced reactor designs, such as SFRs, also typically focus on maintaining either
cladding or fuel limits within an appropriate temperature range to prevent radiological release [114] The FHR features a quite different reactor design and as such the
traditional LWR risk metrics do not provide a good fit for ensuring the safe state of
the reactor during design basis transients. The TRISO particle fuel used does not
include a cladding in the traditional sense and the boiling point of flibe (∼ 1400 ◦ C
[23]) is significantly below the damage threshold for this type of fuel, which is usually
considered to be ∼ 1600 ◦ C [17]. Currently, there is an ongoing effort to develop
nuclear safety and design criteria for FHRs through the American Nuclear Society
(ANS) and American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 20.1 standard [115].
Because the fuel is unlikely to be damaged unless it is uncovered (which is unlikely
in the case of a pool-type reactor), it is worth considering other risk metrics that
might be of use for the FHR. One of the major concerns that has received a great
deal of attention is the temperatures that the metallic internal components might
reach during accident scenarios. While the expected elevated temperatures might
not harm the fuel, graphite structures, or coolant, there are a number of metallic
components present in the reactor system that could be damaged. These components
would include the reactor vessel and in-vessel heat exchangers and may also include
other structural components and piping. Load-bearing metallic structures could be
subject to time-dependent creep failure if they are exposed to high temperatures over
long periods of time. The baseline material candidate for the metallic components
in the Mk1 PB-FHR is SS 316 [14], however, the metallic alloy used in the MSRE,
Hastelloy N [116], is also under consideration for its good corrosion performance in
molten salts. Another potential risk metric is the potential for overcooling of the
salt during long outages. Because of the high melting point of flibe, it is a possibility
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that salt freezing could occur at a cold boundary in the system (such as the tube
walls of the NDHX), which could lead to a propagating freeze front. In the extreme
case, the flow channel could be frozen shut, ironically incapacitating the ability to
remove heat. For a more in-depth discussion of these issues, the reader is referred
to [20] and [117]. To aid in determining the appropriate transients to investigate in
this study, a simplified Fault Tree (FT) and Event Tree (ET) analysis was performed
and is discussed in Appendix B. From this analysis one of the interesting potential
failure modes of the DRACS was blockage (full or partial) of either the DRACS loop
or the DHX branch following a loss-of-heat-sink (LOHS) accident, and was selected
as the failure mode of interest for this study.

Previous work ([117]) utilized a simple risk metric for the FHR during transients
involving overheating: peak core outlet temperature (PCOT). The complex thermomechanical problem of time-dependent creep is here reduced to a simple scalar value:
the highest temperature that the bulk fluid leaving the reactor core sees during a
given transient. This represents the worst case for temperature, as it essentially
defines the highest temperature that metallic components inside the reactor vessel
could see (excluding any consideration of radiative heat transfer). While it does
not directly determine the outcome of the creep problem, it can easily be compared
to temperature limits for given materials to provide a sense of the risk. Based on
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel
(B&PV) Code, Section III, the allowable temperature limit for SS 316 for use in
nuclear systems was used as a simple surrogate for the system capacity (i.e., system
response limit) [118].
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Table 5.1: Response surface generation parameters.

FoNP
DHX_FL
DRACS_FL

5.1.2

Nominal Value

Standard Deviation

1.00
100
50

0.01
10
10

PDF Type
Normal
Normal
Normal

Algorithm Development and Simulation Setup

Considering the amount of graphite and high-melting point flibe comprising the reactor system, assessing the effect of partial and full blockages on emergency decay
heat removal was considered an important aspect of the fault trees presented here
and was chosen for this study. The basic methodological approach taken for the
study is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Initial predictor variables and associated probability distribution functions (PDFs) were chosen as a starting point for the analysis.
The predictor variables were sampled from their respective PDFs to determine the
uncertainty on the response variable of interest for the analysis. The predictor variables chosen were previously shown to be significant by [117]: total form losses in
the DRACS loop (DRACS_FL), total form losses in the DHX branch (DHX_FL),
and the reactor power immediately preceding the initiating event as a fraction of
reactor nominal power (FoNP, where the nominal power was taken as 236 M Wth ),
all of which were assumed to have an associated normal PDF of prescribed mean
and standard deviation (see Table 5.1). The system response of interest and system
capacity chosen for this study were the PCOT and regulatory temperature limit for
SS 316 discussed earlier.
Next, two different DRACS redundancy options were chosen for investigation.
The first (2/3) option nominally required that two out of three available DRACS must
function to provide adequate cooling to the system to avoid exceeding the allowable
PCOT. The second (3/6) option nominally required three out of an available six
DRACS to operate. In the (3/6) option, heat transfer areas were reduced to 2/3 that
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of the (2/3) option to preserve heat removal performance between (2/3) operating
DRACS in the first option and (3/6) operating DRACS in the second option (to
maintain equivalence). Next, partial and full blockage of the DRACS loops and
DHX branches were chosen as the faults to investigate. It is worth noting that
full blockage of decay heat removal systems has been investigated previously in the
High-Temperature gas-cooled Reactor-Pebble bed Modular (HTR-PM), but without
attempting to characterize the effect of partial blockages (for more information, see
[17]).
While the left-hand side of Figure 5.1 represents the analysis setup and inputs,
the right-hand side represents the actual analysis itself and post-processing. The
simulations start with those required to build the response surface for each case of
interest. Next, an uncertainty analysis is performed using Monte Carlo sampling to

Figure 5.1: A flowsheet illustrating the solution method for determining the impact
of flow blockage on reactor safety.
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Figure 5.2: A flowsheet illustrating the hierarchy of simulation runs performed for
the study for the (2/3) redundancy option (a similar tree could be drawn for the
(3/6) option).

propagate the uncertainty in the predictor variables to that of the system response
variable. It is then possible to perform a risk analysis and failure fraction determination by comparing the system response and load. Finally, the information obtained
in the analysis can be used to determine whether additional analyses are desired or
directly used to inform the design decision (for example, which redundancy scheme
is best).
The runs performed using RELAP5-3D are illustrated hierarchically in Figure 5.2.
At the top level sits the redundancy option being considered. For each redundancy
option, two systems can be affected by blockage: the primary DHX branch or the
DRACS loop. For each system type, either some or all of the redundant systems could
be affected (e.g. by a common cause failure), and for a given number of systems,
different blockage levels might be anticipated. This study chose 0% blockage (i.e.,
no blockage), 75% blockage, 90% blockage, 95% blockage, 99% blockage, and 99.9%
blockage as scenarios that could occur (as preliminary results showed little to no
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Figure 5.3: Schematic indicating the nodalization of the FHR input deck, modified
from [117].

change with 25% and 50% blockage, these were ignored in later runs to save on
computational time). Each percentage was modeled as a reduction in flow area to
a single junction (point blockage) in the RELAP5-3D input file in either the DHX
branch or DRACS loop. The different relative flow areas for these point blockages
are illustrated graphically in Figure 5.4. Finally, for each blockage case, a number
of runs were required to build a response surface.
For the central composite design (CCD) scheme with three predictor variables
used in this study, 24 data points were required for each response surface. To reduce
correlations between the generated response surface coefficients, the middle point in
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Table 5.2: Parameters built from the central composite design, with 15 unique runs
required for each surface.
Subcase #

FoNP

DHX_FL (m2 )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 − 24

0.980
0.980
0.980
0.980
1.020
1.020
1.020
1.020
0.966
1.034
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

80.000
80.000
120.000
120.000
80.000
80.000
120.000
120.000
100.000
100.000
66.364
133.636
100.000
100.000
100.000

DRACS_FL (m2 )
30.000
70.000
30.000
70.000
30.000
70.000
30.000
70.000
50.000
50.000
50.000
50.000
16.364
83.636
50.000

a three variable CCD is repeated 10 times. Because RELAP5-3D is a deterministic
code, the same simulation run multiple times gives exactly the same answer (barring some computer malfunction). Therefore, it was only to necessary to run this
middle point a single time, meaning there were 15 unique runs for each response
surface. MATLAB’s Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox includes several functions for generating design of experiments, and the “ccdesign” function was utilized
to generate the values used in this study, shown in Table 5.2.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the RELAP input deck used for the study in graphical form.

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the reductions in flow area for various blockage fractions.
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Two idealized boundary conditions were utilized: the heat transfer coefficient of the
coiled tube air heater (CTAH) (assumed as 2000 W/(m2 ◦ C) with a wall temperature
of 600 ◦ C) and the heat transfer coefficient on the salt side of the TCHX (assumed as
1000 W/(m2 ◦ C) with a wall temperature of 526 ◦ C). The two primary loops leading
to the CTAHs were modeled as a single combined loop and CTAH while the DHX
branches and DRACS loops were modeled as separate loops so that blockages could
be applied to them in various combinations. Temperature dependent thermophysical
properties of H-451 graphite and SS 316 were used for solid structures in the model.
For the (2/3) redundancy option, the run hierarchy shown in Figure 5.2 required
a total of 465 unique simulation runs (31 scenarios each with 15 runs). These were
performed on standard quad-core processor desktop computers with automated generation and placement of predictor variables in the input files to minimize the chances
for human error. The (3/6) redundancy option required 915 runs (for 61 scenarios).
On average, typical runs required 20 − 40 min of processor time to complete. Once
the runs were all completed, the data was extracted from the “.plt” files produced
by RELAP5-3D using the AptPlot software package [119]. The time histories of the
core outlet temperature were then passed to MATLAB for plotting and determination of PCOT. The 15 PCOT values for each scenario were then used to produce
response surfaces according to the form of the 2nd order polynomial in Equation
5.1, determined using the “regress” function in MATAB for multivariate polynomial
regression. One way to assess whether the response surfaces accurately reflect the
simulation results is to test their residuals for normality. These tests were performed,
with one example from each redundancy option being presented in Figure 5.5.
y = co + c1 x 1 + c2 x 2 + c3 x 3
+ c12 x1 x2 + c13 x1 x3 + c23 x2 x3
+ c11 x21 + c22 x22 + c33 x23
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.5: Normality tests for two selected runs, one from each redundancy option,
showing that the residuals from the response surfaces are normally distributed. (a)
and (b) show histograms of the residual distributions for run #2 of the (2/3) option
and run #43 of the (3/6) option, respectively. (c) and (d) show quantile-quantile
plots of the residuals corresponding to the histograms above each plot.

5.1.3

Simulation Results and Implications

Figure 5.6 presents “horsetail” graphs plotting the time histories of the core outlet
temperature (defined at node [015] in Figure 5.3) for the (2/3) and (3/6) redundancy
options. The horsetail plots simply show all of the data produced for the study
without focusing on any specific run in particular, providing a good mechanism for
observing the overall behavior of the results. For each plot, the time history begins at
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.6: Results from blockages occurring in (a) the DHX branch and (b) the
DRACS loops for the (2/3) redundancy case and results from blockages occurring in
(c) the DHX branch and (d) the DRACS loops for the (3/6) redundancy case.

the start of the transient. Bands of temperatures can be observed which correspond
to runs within a given scenario (the spread in each band comes from the variation
in the predictor variables by the design of experiments).
Immediately noticeable are qualitative differences between blockages occurring in
the DHX branches and DRACS loops. Blockages in the DHX branches (shown in
Figure 5.6(a) and 5.6(c)) tend to result in a well defined global peak, which occurs
earlier or later in the transient, depending on the run in question. Blockages in the
DRACS loops (shown in Figures 5.6(b) and 5.6(d)) may result in several local peaks.
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It can also be observed that blockages in the DHX branch tend to result in higher
temperature peaks than those resulting from blockages in the DRACS loops.
One explanation for the qualitative difference in behavior is that when blockages
occur in the DHX branch, they limit the flow rate in that branch, effectively blocking
access to the additional thermal inertia provided by the salt volume in both the DHX
branch and the connected DRACS loop. When the same level of blockage occurs
in the corresponding DRACS loop, it limits the flow rate in only the DRACS loop,
still allowing the salt volume in the DHX branch to provide a thermal damper to the
core outlet temperature. Also worth noting is several cases that have continuously
increasing core outlet temperatures. For the (2/3) option, scenarios involving either
99% or 99.9% blockage in either all three DHX branches or all three DRACS loops
continuously increased in temperature until the end of the transient simulation, which
was stopped at 9000 s after starting the transient. For the (3/6) option, continuously
increasing temperatures were observed in scenarios with 99.9% blockage in all six
DHX branches and in scenarios with either 99% or 99.9% blockage in all six DRACS
loops.
In comparing the results between the (2/3) and (3/6) redundancy options, the
general behavior is quite similar. Differences arise where more intermediate states
are available (due to the higher number of runs simulated) for the (3/6) option,
and steeper cooling gradients immediately following the PCOT for the (3/6) option,
when more DRACS are operating and the heat removal rate is higher than possible
in the (2/3) option. While a natural assumption might be that a higher redundancy
of decay heat removal systems might be more reliable, it is worth pointing out that
the potential for salt freezing in the FHR may be increased by the presence of steep
cooling transients. If a high level of redundancy is required, it will be important
to carefully balance the risk of overheating with the risk of overcooling, which is a
safety aspect unique to reactor designs with high-melting point working fluids.
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Figure 5.7: Results from blockages occurring in the (2/3) redundancy case.

From the data presented in Figure 5.6, values for PCOT were determined and
used to build response surfaces. From these response surfaces, 1, 000, 000 points were
sampled from each of the predictor variable PDFs and used to construct cumulative
probability distribution functions (CFDs) for PCOT, omitting those scenarios with
continuously increasing temperature during the course of the simulation. These CDFs
are plotted in Figure 5.7 for the (2/3) option and Figure 5.8 for the (3/6) option.
The observations generally mirror those from the horsetail plots. A large jump in
PCOTs is seen in blockages of DHX branches compared to analogous blockages in
DRACS loops.
Interestingly, the results show that high blockage fractions were required to significantly increase PCOT, particularly for blockages occurring in the DRACS loops.
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Figure 5.8: Results from blockages occurring in the (3/6) redundancy case.

For the (2/3) redundancy option, even at 99.9% blockage of two DRACS loops, the
PCOT distribution was maintained well below the system capacity surrogate. For
blockages occurring in the DHX branches, it took 99% blockage of two DRACS loops
to push the PCOT above the capacity and 90% blockage of three DRACS loops for
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the same effect. Even at 90% blockage of three DRACS loops, a fair amount of
margin exists between the system capacity and response. This can be explained by
considering that the blockages incurred in the simulation were restricting the flow
only at a single point. If the blockage were to occur over a finite length (e.g., freezing occurring over a long length of pipe), the flow rates would be reduced further,
and the PCOTs would be correspondingly higher. Additional study of this could be
an important future topic as freezing in the heat exchangers is investigated further
using higher fidelity models. Still, the general robustness of the decay heat removal
systems to single point blockages was encouraging, and further indicates that high
levels of redundancy may not be necessary to adequately reduce risk in the plant.
Similar results are observed for the (3/6) redundancy option. In this option
the blockages, even up to 99.9%, have virtually no effect on PCOT until they are
applied to four DRACS loops simultaneously, with failure only a possibility when
five or six DRACS loops are affected. However, when blockages are applied to the
DHX branches, a change in PCOT is noticeable even when blockage is applied to
a single DHX branch. Failure becomes a possibility when four DHX branches are
simultaneously affected, although the system still provides adequate cooling with up
to 90 − 95% blockage occurring simultaneously in all six branches.
A number of insights resulted from this study. Firstly, the rather high level of
robustness of the decay heat removal systems to point blockages was unanticipated
and lends support to the concept of DRACS as a robust emergency system in general.
In the future, it is recommended that this work be expanded to investigate blockages
occurring over a finite length, especially in areas of high risk for freezing (i.e., the salt
side of the NDHX or TCHX, whichever is used). Secondly, large behavior differences
were noted in the core outlet temperature time histories for blockages occurring in
the DHX branches versus the DRACS loops. These differences indicate that PCOT
may be insufficient on its own from a risk metric standpoint, especially given that
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metallic creep will be a transient process dependent on the thermo-mechanical and
thermo-hydraulic responses of the system. Additionally, this difference in behavior
for blockages occurring in different systems highlighted the importance of the primary system having access to a large amount of thermal inertia. With high levels
of redundancy, careful sizing of the systems must be performed to balance the risks
associated with near term overheating and mid-to-long term overcooling. This information should prove useful to future decision makers in the design and development
of the FHR.
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5.2

Design and Cost-reduction Optimization of a
Twisted-tube IHX Using Metaheuristics

The second computational application presented in this dissertation is a study focused on the economic optimization of a salt-to-salt IHX. The study used metaheuristic search algorithms to rapidly minimize a cost function for an IHX design
for both shell-and-tube and twisted-tube concepts. The optimization variables for
the shell-and-tube IHX were the outer tube diameter, baffle spacing, and inner shell
diameter, while the optimization variables for the twisted-tube IHX were the maximal outer tube diameter, the modified Froude number (dictates relative tube twist),
and the inner shell diameter. The results of this study were submitted for peer
review under the title, “Engineering Performance and Economic Benefits of Using
Twisted Tube Heat Exchanger Technology in Fluoride Salt-cooled High-temperature
Reactors.” The conclusions from the study were that twisted-tube heat exchanger
technology likely presents a good technological fit for the challenges of salt-to-salt
heat exchangers, and substantial cost savings could be effected by using twistedtubes over conventional shell-and-tube heat exchanger designs, particularly when
taking into account operating costs.

5.2.1

Historical Use of Metaheuristics in Heat Exchanger
Design

Optimization of heat exchangers has a long history in the literature due to the
tremendous variety of heat transfer challenges and constraints across industries and
the ever present challenge of reducing costs. Recently, heuristic and “metaheuristic”
methods have been employed in the literature to minimize the cost of shell-and-tube
heat exchangers for different applications and to test the performance of different al-
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gorithms inspired by natural processes. As examples, Caputo, et al. [95] and Selbas,
et al. [120] both applied the genetic algorithm to optimize the total present cost of a
shell-and-tube heat exchanger. The results were promising, with an estimated reduction in cost compared to standard test cases of up to 52% [95]. Many studies have
been published since, applying a large number of similar metaheuristic algorithms to
shell-and-tube heat exchanger optimization. Examples include particle swarm optimization, studied by Patel and Rao [121], biogeography based optimization, studied
by Hadidi and Nazari [122], imperialist competitive algorithm, studied by Hadidi,
et al [123], artificial bee colony, studied by Şahin, et al [124], global sensitivity and
harmony search algorithm, studied by Fesanghary [125], gravitational search algorithm, studied by Mohanty [126], bat algorithm, studied by Tharakeshwar [127],
Tsallis differential evolution, studied by de Vasconcelos Segundo, et al [128], cuckoo
optimization algorithm, studied by Asadi [129, 130], and firefly algorithm (FFA),
studied by Mohanty [131]. From comparing the results of the available papers, it
was clear that FFA and cuckoo-optimization had excellent performance. A slightly
different algorithm, cuckoo-search algorithm (CSA) and FFA were selected for the
optimization of shell-and-tube and twisted-tube IHXs (see [130] for a discussion on
the differences between the cuckoo optimization and cuckoo search algorithms).
At this point it is worth describing in more detail the concept of metaheuristics,
as defined by Yang [132]. These algorithms can be defined as improving on purely
random (i.e., Monte Carlo) heuristic searches by including some mechanism to provide for local search. Conceptually, a multidimensional parameter space can be well
covered if a sufficient number of uniformly random points are sampled throughout
the space, however, such a method, while likely effective at determining a global optimum, will be slow to converge. Alternatively, deterministic methods could be used
(for example, based on the gradient at the starting point and every point along the
path), but such methods, while fast converging, may be unlikely to determine the
global optimum if many local optima exist. Metaheuristic algorithms make up for the
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slow convergence of purely random walks by the application of some additional logic
to greatly increase the rate of convergence, while still attempting to sufficiently cover
the parameter space without missing global optima. Different algorithms take different approaches, with inspiration often taken from evolutionary systems or systems
found in nature (e.g., genetic algorithm, artificial bee colony, bat algorithm, firefly
algorithm, etc.). Usually, the algorithms take conceptually similar paths towards a
solution: start with a population of solutions, evaluate the best group of solutions,
modify or combine these solutions in some way, and repeat until convergence. In
essence, metaheuristic methods attempt to include localization (or “exploitation”)
in addition to randomization (or “exploration”) [132, chap. 1].

The following brief descriptions on FFA and CSA are summaries based on [132]
and the Yang’s MATLAB files downloaded from the MathWorks File Exchange website (a version of these files is also included in the text in [132]). FFA is an algorithm,
invented by Xin-She Yang in 2007, that is based on the bioluminescent behavior of
fireflies. While additional reasons for the light flashes that fireflies produce may exist,
there are at least two primary functions: to communicate with potential mates and
to attract prey. A metaheuristic can be defined based on a simplified version of firefly bioluminescence, where for a given population of fireflies, each firefly’s brightness
corresponds to the “goodness” of that particular firefly’s value of the function that
is being optimized (i.e., “objective function”). Each firefly “communicates” with the
others by being attracted to those fireflies which are brighter than itself. At each iteration, the fireflies move toward those brighter ones. In this algorithm, the random
components include the initial generation of the firefly population, as well as an additional random component added to the movement. Localization is provided through
the movement component due to attractiveness between the fireflies. Three simplifications or “rules” for this algorithm are listed in [132]: all fireflies are attracted
to all the other fireflies (i.e., they are unisex so real mating behavior is simplified),
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the relative attraction between fireflies is proportional to their brightness, and the
brightness of each firefly depends on its value of the objective function.
In Yang’s design of the algorithm, the brightness/attractiveness that one firefly
sees of another is determined using a Gaussian approximation to the 1/r2 rule for
intensity and the absorption coefficient γ of the transmitting medium (e.g. air):
I(r) = I0 e−γr

2

β(r) = β0 e−γr

(5.2)

2

(5.3)

where I is the intensity and β is the attractiveness. In the programming implementation, a minimum value of the attractiveness βmin is also defined, transforming the
above equation to:
2

β(r) = (β0 − βmin ) e−γr + βmin

(5.4)

For higher order parameter space, the distance between two points can be calculated from:
rij = ||xi − xj || =

v
u d
uX
t
(x
k=1

i,k

− xj,k )2

(5.5)

The movement of firefly i towards firefly j, where j is more attractive than i, can
then be written as:


2



xi gen+1 = xi gen + (β0 − βmin ) e−γr + βmin (xj gen − xi gen ) + αi

(5.6)

where i is a vector of random numbers, which is in this case sampled from a uniform
distribution between −1/2 and 1/2 (centered on 0). In addition, this work utilized
an optional parameter for reducing α with each subsequent generation, which has
the effect of decreasing the convergence time. Here, the new α is defined by:
αgen+1 = (1 − δ) αgen

(5.7)
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where the superscript gen indicates the current generation and δ is based on the
maximum number of generations Ngen :


δ = 1 − 10−4/0.9

1/Ngen

(5.8)

CSA was invented by Xin-She Yang and Suash Deb in 2009 and is based on the
parasitic brood habits of some species of cuckoo birds. A cuckoo bird in one of these
species will lay eggs in the nest of another bird (i.e., the “host” bird) belonging to a
different species. If the parasitic egg is not detected by the host bird, the cuckoo egg
will hatch. The baby cuckoo bird will then typically will attempt to eject unhatched
eggs from the nest to increase its share of food and chances for survival. CSA, as
designed by Yang and Deb and similar to FFA, incorporates three simplifying rules:
only a single cuckoo egg per cuckoo bird is laid, distributed randomly in available
nests, high-quality nests (which contain the best solutions to the objective function)
will survive to the next generation, and only a fixed number of nests are available
in each generation, with some fraction being replaced each generation with new and
random nests (as a way to account for the discovery of a cuckoo egg by the nest’s
host bird).
In the implementation described in [132] and provided in the MATLAB files, each
nest is only considered to have a single egg, so that nests, eggs, and cuckoos are all
equivalent. To start, a population of random nests are generated (recall that each
nest represents a solution). Next, new solutions are generated by a random walk
according to Equation 5.9:
xi (gen+1) = xi (gen) + α ⊕ Lévy(λ)

(5.9)

where α is the base step size, ⊕ is element-wise multiplication, and Lévy flights
choose the step size by sampling from a Lévy distribution:
Lévy ∼ u = t−λ

(5.10)
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where 1 < λ ≤ 3. One method of implementing the Lévy flights is through Mantegna’s algorithm for step size s:

s=

u
|v|1/β

(5.11)

u = randn × σu
v = randn × σv
σu =

Γ (1 + β) sin (πβ/2)
Γ ((1 + β) /2) β2(β−1)/2

(5.12)
(5.13)
!1/β

(5.14)

σv = 1

(5.15)

where randn are random numbers generated from a normal distribution centered
on 0 with a standard deviation of 1, and for this work, β = 3/2. In the actual
implementation, the step size s is adjusted by a difference factor by multiplying by
0.01 and the distance between the current nest and the best nest.
Notably, for each generation the algorithm implementation described in Yang
[132] chooses a single nest at random, avoiding the best nest from the previous
generation, and replaces this random nest with a new one based on a random walk.
The newer version from the MathWorks File Exchange Website uses a more efficient
implementation. In this variant, all of the nests except the previous best are moved
according to random walks using the Lévy flights described above, which results in
more efficient coverage of the parameter space.
For each generation of nests, there is also a step of “discovery,” where a fraction
of the cuckoos are discovered by host bird and abandoned. In this step, the discovery
rate corresponds to a fraction of randomly chosen solutions that are discarded. In
their place, new nests are generated. To improve convergence, the new nests are
generated with an adjusted stepsize (biased random walk) using differences between
randomly selected pre-discovery nests.
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5.2.2

Design Methodology for a Twisted-tube IHX

The methodology of the optimization for each type of heat exchanger is illustrated
in Figure 5.9. Initially, three categories of parameters are chosen: varied geometric
parameters, flow parameters, and fixed and derived geometric parameters. For the
shell-and-tube heat exchanger, three parameters were chosen to be varied by the
optimization algorithm: the outer tube diameter dout , the inner shell diameter dshell ,
and the baffle spacing B (the same parameters chosen in many of the optimization
studies mentioned above). For the twisted-tube heat exchanger, the three varied
parameters chosen were the maximal outer tube diameter dmax,out , the inner shell
diameter dshell , and the modified Froude number F rM , which is a non-dimensional
measure of the twist of the tubes, defined as [99, chap. 1]:
F rM =

s2

(5.16)

dmax,out de,s

where s is the twist pitch and de,s is the equivalent hydraulic diameter on the shell
side. It is worth noting that many of the references by Dzyubenko were unclear
as to whether the shell-side or tube-side hydraulic diameter should be used. Given
that the maximal outer tube diameter is used in the definition, it seemed logical to
assume that the shell-side hydraulic diameter should also be used. The interested
reader is referred to [99, chap. 7] for more information.
Several fixed geometric parameters are also required to define the heat exchangers.
For the shell-and-tube exchanger, these included the pitch-to-diameter ratio P tratio ,
the number of tube-side passes n (assumed as 1 for all of this work), the tube wall
thickness δ (assumed to be 1.335 mm based on another IHX design study [133]),
and the minimum tube-to-shell distance rt2s . For the twisted-tube exchanger, the
only additional fixed parameters were the tube-wall thickness and minimum tube-toshell distance. Next, a number of derived geometric parameters must be calculated
to determine flow areas, equivalent diameters, tube perimeters, tube numbers, and
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twist pitch. For the shell-and-tube exchanger, the following parameters are worth
pre-calculating (Equations 5.19-5.21 from [95]):
din = dout − 2δ

(5.17)

P t = dout P tratio

(5.18)

Cl = P t − dout

(5.19)

Fs =

(5.20)

de =

dshell × B × Cl
Pt

2 −πd2 /4
4
P
t

(
out )


,
πdout
2
2


 4(0.43P t −0.5πdout /4) ,

0.5πdout

square pitch

(5.21)

triangular pitch

where din is the inner tube diameter, P t is the tube-to-tube pitch, Cl is the clearance,
Fs is the shell-side flow area, and de is the shell-side equivalent hydraulic diameter.
For the twisted-tube exchanger, there are comparatively more parameters worth
pre-calculating due to the additional geometric complexity (Equations 5.22-5.27 and
5.32-5.37 derived from equations in [99] and Equations 5.28-5.29 from [53] (restated
from [134])):
dmin,out = 2rmin,out = Kdmax,out

(5.22)

dmin,in = 2rmin,in = dmin,out − 2δ

(5.23)

dmax,out = 2rmax,out

(5.24)

dmax,in = 2rmax,in = dmax,out − 2δ

(5.25)

d2shell
4
N πdmax,out dmin,out
Fs = FΣ −
4

(5.26)

FΣ = π

(5.27)

Π0in = π 3 (rmax,in + rmin,in )
−

!

q

(3rmax,in + rmin,in ) (rmax,in + 3rmin,in )

Π0out = π 3 (rmax,out + rmin,out )
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−

!

q

(3rmax,out + rmin,out ) (rmax,out + 3rmin,out )

Π0out
2π
Π0
= in
2π

rout,e =
rin,e

(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)

Πin = N Π0in

(5.32)

Πout = N Π0out

(5.33)

4Fs
Πout
N πdmax,in dmin,in
Ft =
4
4Ft
de,t =
Πin

de,s =

s=

q

(5.34)
(5.35)
(5.36)
(5.37)

F rM dmax,out de,s

where the subscripts min and max correspond to minimal and maximal tube diameters, the subscripts in and out correspond to inner and outer tube diameters,
K is the ratio of maximum-to-minimum diameters (an estimate can be made from
Table 1 in [106]), FΣ is the total cross sectional area of the heat exchanger, Ft is the
tube-side flow area, Π0 is the perimeter of a single twisted tube, calculated by the
approximate formulas provided above, Π is the total perimeter of the tube bundle,
r is a radial distance, with rout,e and rin,e being the outer and inner radii of circular
tubes with equivalent outer and inner perimeters to the twisted tube, de,t is the tubeside hydraulic diameter, N is the number of tubes, and s is the twisted-tube pitch.
The tube number is calculated via a Python program written by the author that determines, for a given outer tube diameter, pitch, inner shell diameter, and minimum
tube-to-shell distance, the maximum number of tubes that can fit. The program can
determine the number of tubes for both square and triangular tube layouts; however,
only triangular tube layouts were considered in this study. For triangular layouts,
two different possibilities are considered when calculating the maximum number of
tubes: center of the shell corresponding to the center of a tube and center of the shell
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the methodology used in the optimization, based on [95].

corresponding to the center point located between two tubes. The Python function
is provided in Appendix C.
Next, only the flow parameters and thermophysical properties are required to
make an estimate of the heat exchanger dimensions and thermal-hydraulic performance. For both types of heat exchangers, the same flow information is required:
the tube-side and shell-side mass flow rates Gt and Gs , the tube-side inlet and outlet
temperatures Tt,in and Tt,out , and the shell-side inlet temperature Ts,in . The values
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Table 5.3: Design parameters utilized in this study, loosely based on values found in
[133] and [14].
Parameter

Value

FHR baseline thermal duty
IHX thermal duty

236 M Wth
118 M Wth

Tube-side flow rate
Shell-side flow rate

423 kg/s
489 kg/s

Tube-side inlet temperature
Shell-side inlet temperature
Shell-side outlet temperature

545 ◦ C
700 ◦ C
600 ◦ C

for these parameters and the heat exchanger thermal duty assumed for this study
are provided in Table 5.3.
The thermophysical properties for the salts are estimated at the arithmetic mean
temperatures on either side of the heat exchanger. For flibe, the correlations for
thermophysical properties that were used are [135]:



2763.7 − 0.687(T

+ 273.15), (T + 273.15) > 973
ρ=

2518.0 − 0.406(T + 273.15), (T + 273.15) ≤ 973
Cp = 2.41578

(5.38)

(5.39)

µ = 0.000116e3755/(T +273.15)

(5.40)

λ = 0.629697 + 0.0005(T + 273.15)

(5.41)

and for flinak [135]:
ρ = 2729.3 − 0.730 × (T + 273.15)
Cp = (976.78 + 1.0634 × (T + 273.15)) /1000

(5.42)
(5.43)

µ = 4.0 × 10−5 e4170/(T +273.15)

(5.44)

λ = 0.43482 + 5.0 × 10−4 (T + 273.15)

(5.45)

where ρ is the density, Cp is the heat capacity, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and λ is
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the thermal conductivity. With the flow parameters and thermophysical properties,
the heat exchanger duty can be verified against Table 5.3 for both heat exchanger
types by [42]:
Ts =

Ts,in + Ts,out
2

(5.46)

Q = Gs (1000 × Cp,s ) (Ts,in − Ts,out )

(5.47)

where Ts is the average shell-side bulk fluid temperature and Q is the thermal duty
(total heat transfer rate of the exchanger). A temperature balance can then be
performed to determine the tube-side outlet temperature Tt,out , the tube-side bulk
fluid average temperature Tt , and the log-mean temperature difference ∆Tlm [42]:
Q
Gt (1000 × Cp,t )
Tt,in + Tt,out
Tt =
2
(Ts,in − Tt,out ) − (Ts,out − Tt,in )


∆Tlm =
s,in −Tt,out
ln TTs,out
−Tt,in
Tt,out = Tt,in +

(5.48)
(5.49)
(5.50)

With the geometry, flow parameters, temperatures, and thermophysical properties fully defined, it is possible to estimate the heat transfer coefficients and size the
heat exchanger. However, while the overall heat transfer for heat transfer across
a circular cylindrical tube is well known, the overall heat transfer coefficient for
twisted-tubes requires some discussion.
First, recall that the thermal duty of a purely counterflow heat exchanger is
defined as [43]:
Q = U S∆Tlm =

∆Tlm
Ro

(5.51)

where Ro is the overall thermal resistance, defined by a thermal circuit [43]:
∆Tlm
∆Tt
∆Tf oul,t
∆Tw
∆Tf oul,s
∆Ts
=
=
=
=
=
Ro
Rt
Rf oul,t
Rw
Rf oul,s
Rs
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Ro = Rt + Rf oul,t + Rw + Rf oul,s + Rs

(5.53)

where Rt , Rs , and Rw are the thermal resistances due to the tube-side film, the
shell-side film, and the wall, respectively, and Rf oul,t and Rf oul,s are the thermal
resistances due to the tube-side fouling and shell-side fouling, respectively. For a
series thermal circuit, the resistances are added in series to determine the overall
resistance (Equation 5.53).
For a plain circular tube, the overall heat transfer coefficient can then be written
out (derived from equations in [42]:
U=

1
dout dout ln dout /din
1 dout
+ Ff oul,t
+
+ Ff oul,s +
ht din
din
2λw
hs

!−1

(5.54)

where λw is the thermal conductivity of the tube wall, ht is the tube-side heat transfer
coefficient, hs is the shell-side heat transfer coefficient, and Ff oul,t and Ff oul,s are the
fouling factors on the tube and shell sides, respectively. For a twisted tube heat
exchanger, it is necessary to do a bit more work. First, the thermal resistance of the
tube wall can be considered as different due to the difference in shapes. From some
sources, the profile of a twisted tube is shown to be an ellipse [136], while in others
it is illustrated as a flattened circle (see [99, chap. 1] and [53]). For a simplified
mathematical treatment, the cross sectional profile is assumed to follow an ellipse
for the purposes of this work.
Assuming an elliptical cross section allows an estimate for the tube wall resistance
to be made based on shape conduction factors available in the literature. The shape
conduction factor is defined as S = (Rλw )−1 . The thermal resistances for the wall
for a single plain circular tube and a single twisted elliptical tube are (if there are
multiple tubes, each resistance includes the number of tubes N in the denominator
as well) [137]:
rout
1
ln
2πλw L
rin


Rw =



(5.55)
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Rw,twist

rmax,out + rmin,out
1
ln
=
2πλw L
rmax,in + rmin,in

!

(5.56)

At least two assumptions are made here for the twisted tube thermal resistance
Rw,twist . The first is that the inside and outside tube surfaces are isothermal, which
is an assumption shared between the plain and twisted tubes. For the twisted tubes,
the thermal resistance defined in Equation 5.56 is for a semi-infinite set of confocal
elliptical tubes defining the inner and outer boundaries [137]. Strictly speaking, the
confocal condition of the ellipses is likely violated, as manufacturers have indicated
that the process used to twist the tubes maintains a constant tube thickness [58]. A
paper by Shamsundar [138] has discussed this problem, and recommends that the
error introduced is small, as conduction shape factors in actuality only vary slightly
with small changes in the geometry.
Because fouling of heat exchangers is a very complex phenomenon, it is challenging to predict exactly how the fouling factors for shell-and-tube heat exchangers
might change when investigating twisted-tube heat exchangers. For this study, a
very simple adjustment was made to assumed values for shell-and-tube fouling factors: each was multiplied by the ratio of twisted-to-plain wall resistances, where the
perimeters of the circular and twisted tubes were matched according to equivalent
radii rout,e and rin,e :
Rw,twist
= Ff oul,t
Rw


Rw,twist
= Ff oul,s
Rw


rmax,out +rmin,out
ln rmax,in +rmin,in


=
ln rrout,e
in,e


Ff oul,t,twist
Ff oul,s,twist
Rw,twist
Rw



(5.57)
(5.58)
(5.59)

Π0out
2π
Π0in
=
2π

rout,e =
rin,e

(5.60)
(5.61)
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The overall heat transfer coefficient can now be defined for the twisted-tube heat
exchanger:



1
U =
ht

Πout
Πin

!

+ Ff oul,t,twist

Πout
Πin

Πout
rmax,out + rmin,out
+
ln
2πλw N
rmax,in + rmin,in

!

!

−1

1
+ Ff oul,s,twist + 
hs

(5.62)

In comparing this equation with those found in [99, chap. 7], it appears that in
previous work the approximation was made that Πout /Πin ≈ dmax,out /dmin,out . For
tubes of dmax,out = 0.012 m and thickness δ = 0.0002 m, the value of Πout /Πin is 0.7%
higher than dmax,out /dmin,out . If the tube thickness is increased to δ = 0.0020 m, then
the difference increases to 10.4%. While the approximation is quite good at small
tube thicknesses, at larger thicknesses the approximate formula using dmax,out /dmin,out
will tend to be artificially increased. To be conservative, and considering that the
data reduction performed in [99, chap. 3] appears to be based on tube perimeter,
Πout /Πin was used.
Next, the non-dimensional parameters needed for estimating heat transfer, Re,
P r, and N u, can be calculated. For shell-and-tube heat exchangers on the tube-side
(Equations 5.63 and 5.66 from [95]):

!

n
Gt
ut =
2
πdin /(4ρt )
N
ρt ut din
Ret =
µt
µt (1000 × Cp,t )
P rt =
λt



(5.63)
(5.64)
(5.65)
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0.0677(Ret P rt (din /L)1.33 )



,
3.657
+


1+0.1P rt (Ret (din /L)0.3 )







Ret ≤ 2300

















rt

√ t −1000)P
 (ft /8)(Re
1 + (din /L)0.67 ,
0.67

N ut =  1+12.7 ft /8(P rt −1)




2300 < Ret ≤ 10000

(5.66)
















1/3
µt 0.14

0.8

P
r
0.027Re
,

t
t
µw,t






Ret > 10000

The heat transfer coefficient h can then be calculated from N u. Additionally,
the temperature drops based on the LMTD can be determined using the fractional
thermal resistance of each layer. Here, the temperature drop on the tube-side film
∆Tt , the temperature drop across the tube-side fouling layer ∆Tf oul,t , and the temperature drop across the wall ∆Tw are calculated. The temperature drop across the
film is used in conjunction with the bulk fluid average temperature to estimate the
average wall temperature for correlations that include a wall viscosity correction factor. This requires an iterative procedure where an initial estimate of U is provided
and repeatedly fed into the calculation until convergence. The temperature drop
estimates shown below were derived from Equations 5.52 and 5.53.
!

λt
ht = N ut
din
!
 
U
dout
∆Tt =
∆Tlm
ht
din
!
dout
∆Tf oul,t = U (Ff oul,t )
∆Tlm
din
!
dout ln (dout /din )
∆Tw = U
∆Tlm
2λw

(5.67)
(5.68)
(5.69)
(5.70)

For the twisted-tube exchanger, on the tube side (Equation 5.71 from [99] and
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5.73 from [102]):
Gt de,t
Ft µt
µt (1000 × Cp,t )
P rt =
λt
!0.161
!−0.519
s
s
0.544
N ut = 0.396Re
P r0.33 ,
de,t
dmax,in
Ret =

(5.71)
(5.72)
(5.73)

1000 ≤ Ret ≤ 17000
6.86 ≤ (s/de,t ) ≤ 11.9
And the heat transfer coefficient and temperature drops on the tube side and in
the tube wall are (temperature drops also derived from Equations 5.52 and 5.53):
!

λt
ht = N ut
de,t
!
 
U
Πout
∆Tlm
∆Tt =
ht
Πin
!
Πout
∆Tf oul,t = U (Ff oul,t,twist )
∆Tlm
Πin
!!
Πout
rmax,out + rmin,out
∆Tw = U
ln
∆Tlm
2πλw N
rmax,in + rmin,in

(5.74)
(5.75)
(5.76)
(5.77)

For shell side, the non-dimensional quantities for the shell-and-tube heat exchanger are (Equations 5.78 and 5.81 from [95]):
Gs
Fs ρs
ρs us de
Res =
µs
µs (1000 × Cp,s )
P rs =
λs

(5.78)

us =

N us =

1/3
0.36Re0.55
s P rs

(5.79)
(5.80)
µs
µw,s

!0.14

,

2000 ≤ Res ≤ 106
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And the heat transfer coefficient and temperature drops through the shell-side
fouling layer and film are calculated by (temperature drops derived from Equations
5.52 and 5.53):
hs = N us

λs
de

!

(5.82)

∆Tf oul,s = U (Ff oul,s ) ∆Tlm


∆Ts =

(5.83)

U
∆Tlm
hs


(5.84)

For the twisted-tube exchanger, the non-dimensional quantities were calculated
by (Equation 5.85 from [99] and 5.87-5.89 from [101, 100]):
Gs de,s
Fs µs
µs (1000 × Cp,s )
P rs =
λs
Res =

(5.85)
(5.86)

0.01661−0.04373 log F rM
n = −1.572F rM

(5.87)

−0.01490−0.01040 log F rM
a = 0.269F rM

(5.88)

N us =


0.194

0.212F rM

−1.2


83.5F
r
Re
P r0.4
s

M








µw,s −0.14
−0.357


,
×
1
+
3.6F
r

M
µs







Res ≤ 3000









63.6 ≤ F rM <∼ 200




(5.89)







−2.494+0.235 log F rM


6.05 × 106 F rM




−0.14




n+a log Res µw,s

×Re
P r0.4 ,

s
µs







2000 ≤ Res ≤ 30000








63.6 ≤ F rM ≤ 1150

And the heat transfer coefficient and temperature drops were calculated by (tem-
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perature drops derived from Equations 5.52 and 5.53):

hs = N us

λs
de,s

!

(5.90)

∆Tf oul,s = U (Ff oul,s,twist ) ∆Tlm


∆Ts =

(5.91)

U
∆Tlm
hs


(5.92)

With estimates of the heat transfer coefficients and thermal resistances of all
aspects, it is possible to calculate the size of the heat exchanger. For the shelland-tube heat exchanger, the surface area S and the length L were calculated by
[95]:
Q
U ∆Tlm F
S
L=
πdout N

(5.93)

S=

(5.94)

For the twisted-tube variant, the size and length were similarly calculated by
(where F = 1 for a purely counterflow heat exchanger):
Q
U ∆Tlm
S
L=
Πout
S=

(5.95)
(5.96)
(5.97)

With the length of the heat exchanger defined, it is possible to estimate the
pressure drop. For shell-and-tube heat exchangers, the pressure drop on the tube
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side was calculated by [95] ([42] for laminar friction factor):

ft =





64/Ret ,









Ret ≤ 2000





(5.98)









(1.82 log Ret − 1.64)−2







3000 ≤ Ret ≤ 5 × 106
!


ρt u2t
2

∆Pt =

L
ft + p n
din

(5.99)

And was calculated, for twisted-tube exchangers, using (Equation 5.100 from
[136, 139] and 5.101 from [99, chap. 7], ignoring local losses and pressure drop due
to flow acceleration):
ft = 4.572Re

dmin,in
dmax,in

−0.521

5000 ≤ Re ≤ 20000
∆Pt = ft

L
de,t

!

Gt
Ft

2

1
2ρt

!−0.334

s
de,t

!−0.082

(5.100)

!

(5.101)

Pressure drop on the shell side of shell-and-tube exchangers was calculated according to [95]:
fs = 2b0 Re−0.15
s

(5.102)

Res ≤ 40000
∆Ps = fs

ρs u2s
2

!

L
B



dshell
de

!

(5.103)

And for twisted-tube exchangers (Equation 5.104 from [100] and 5.105 derived
similarly to 5.101):


−0.357
fs = 0.3164Re−0.25
1 + 3.6F rM
s
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Res ≥ 800
F rM ≥ 100
∆Ps = fs

L
de,s

!

Gs
Fs

2

1
2ρs

!

(5.105)

With the size and pressure drop of the heat exchanger determined, the capital
and operating costs can be estimated. The estimation performed here is similar to
that of [95] except that the capital cost estimation was instead performed using the
methodology of [140]. In combining these methodologies, the metaheuristic algorithm
is utilized to minimize the total present cost Ctot , which is the capital cost Ci plus
the discounted total operating cost CoD [95]:
Ctot = Ci + CoD

(5.106)

From [140], the capital cost is estimated from the following equations:
Ci = mFP FM FL CB

(5.107)

2
CB = e(11.667−0.8709 ln Simp +0.09005(ln Simp ) )



FP = 0.9803 + 0.018


FM = a +
FL =

Simp
100





2

(5.109)

b




2.156L−0.6557
imp



1,

Pimp
Pimp
+ 0.0017
100
100

(5.108)

(5.110)
+ 0.6984, Limp < 20

(5.111)

Limp ≥ 20

Here Ci is a product of several parameters: a capital cost multiplication factor
m added here as an artificial adjustment to account for any increased manufacturing
costs associated with twisted tubes, a base cost CB , a correction factor for pressure
FP , a correction factor for material of construction FM , and a correction factor
for the length FL . The equation for CB used here is the for a floating head type
heat exchanger, and Simp is the surface area of the exchanger in square feet. The
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pressure correction factor equation is provided, but the pressure rating was assumed
to be minimal (Pimp = 100 psi) so that FP = 1 for this analysis. The material
correction factor equation for stainless steel tube and stainless steel shell was used,
so that a = 2.70 and b = 0.07. The length correction factor increases the base cost
slightly for heat exchangers of Limp < 20 f t, accounting for the disproportionate
costs associated with the tube sheets.
To determine the discounted operating cost, an estimate for the annual operating
cost Co is made [95]:
1
η

P =

!



Co = P

!

!

Gt
Gs
∆Pt +
∆Ps
ρt
ρs

!

CE
H
1000

(5.112)



(5.113)

where P is the pumping power, η is the efficiency of the pump, assumed to be 80%
for this study, CE is the cost of electricity per kW h, and H is the number of hours
the equipment is operated per year. The annual operating cost is discounted to
determine the total present operating cost [95]:
CoD =

ny
X

Co
k
k=1 (1 + adr)

(5.114)

where ny is the equipment lifetime in years, and adr is the annual discount rate.

5.2.3

Results and Suggestions for Future Work

Optimization to minimize the total present cost in Equation 5.106 was performed
for both shell-and-tube and twisted-tube IHX variants using both FFA and CSA as
described in section 5.2.1. The algorithm parameters used for the study for FFA and
CSA are provided in Table 5.4. For the study, a baseline value of CE = $0.012/kW h
was assumed for the cost of electricity. In addition, the equipment was assumed
to be operated for 7000 hours per year for 10 years. The annual discount rate was
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Table 5.4: Metaheuristic search setting parameters.
Parameter

Value

CSA

Number of nests
Number of generations
Discovery rate
Lévy exponent β

25
500
0.25
3/2

FFA

Number of fireflies
Number of generations
Randomness α
βmin
Absorption coefficient γ

25
500
0.5
0.2
1

assumed to be 4%. Because the results here are primarily intended to determine the
capability of FFA and CSA to determine a cost-effective solution and to compare the
results between shell-and-tube and twisted-tube heat exchangers, no attempt was
made to adjust the cost estimate from [140] for 2016, so caution should be exercised
when considering the absolute dollar amounts.
The following range limits were prescribed for the shell-and-tube exchanger: dout
was allowed to vary between 0.010 − 0.051 m and B between 0.10 − 1.50 m. For
the twisted-tube exchanger, dmax,out was allowed to vary between 0.012 − 0.051 m
and F rM between 100 = 1150. For both exchanger types, dshell was allowed to vary
between 0.100 − 1.500 m and rt2s was kept at 0.006 m for all shell diameters. In all
cases, a triangular tube layout was used, with a pitch-to-diameter ratio of 1.25 for
the shell-and-tube exchanger, and the pitch in the twisted-tube exchanger defined as
2 × dmax,out to maintain tube-to-tube contact.
Figure 5.10 shows the cost estimates for a shell-and-tube IHX meeting the temperature and thermal duty requirements described in Table 5.3 using both FFA and
CSA. Two levels of fouling were analyzed: a clean version, where Ff oul,t = Ff oul,s =
0.00000 (m2 ◦ C)/W and a “dirty” or fouled exchanger, where Ff oul,t = Ff oul,s =
0.00025 (m2 ◦ C)/W . Mills [41] recommends a fouling factor of 0.00050 (m2 ◦ C)/W
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Comparison of Algorithm Performance for Shell-and-tube

4.0 1e6
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m
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.0
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m
, F,

FFA

CSA

.0

=1

m
, F,

.0

=1

CSA

Figure 5.10: Performance of FFA and CSA for shell-and-tube heat exchangers,
where C = clean (Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00000 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), F = fouled (Ff oul[t,s] =
0.00025 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), and m = capital cost multiplication factor.

for molten salts in general, but experience with the MSRE primary heat exchanger
indicated that no fouling was detectable over its operational period of ∼ 3 1/2 years
[141], so the middle-of-the-road value was assumed. In the bar chart, the capital
cost and total present operating cost are shown in different colors to show the cost
breakdown between construction and operation. For clean exchangers, the operating
cost comprises ∼ 53 − 54% of the total present cost and ∼ 37% if fouled throughout
its lifetime. Interestingly, it is clear that both FFA and CSA performed essentially
equivalently.
The results for twisted tubes are shown in Figure 5.11, where an additional,
intermediate level of fouling was added in consideration of the reported lower fouling potential in twisted-tube heat exchangers. The reduced fouling level assumes
Ff oul,t = Ff oul,s = 0.000125 (m2 ◦ C)/W . For this comparison, the capital cost multi-
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3.0 1e6

Comparison of Algorithm Performance for Twisted-tubes
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m
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Figure 5.11: Performance of FFA and CSA for twisted-tube heat exchangers,
where C = clean (Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00000 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), F = fouled (Ff oul[t,s] =
0.00025 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), LF = less fouled (Ff oul[t,s] = 0.000125 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), and m =
capital cost multiplication factor.

plication factor m was assumed to be 30% higher than the shell-and-tube exchanger
(m = 1.30). Again, both algorithms performed equally. However, the fraction of
the total present cost due to operation of the equipment was substantially lower
than for shell-and-tube. For clean exchangers, the fractional cost of operation was
∼ 16−18%, for intermediate fouling it was ∼ 12%, and for fully fouled it was ∼ 10%.
The detailed parameter results for clean heat exchangers in Figures 5.10 and 5.11
are provided in Table 5.5. From the table, it can be seen that not only is Ctot matched
between the two algorithms, but most of the geometric parameters are essentially
matched as well, with only minor differences. For example, the shell diameter for the
shell-and-tube IHX between FFA and CSA differs only by 0.15% and the number
of tubes is nearly the same (3920 versus 3916). For the twisted-tube exchanger, the
maximal outer tube diameter is the same within the number of significant figures
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shown in the table; however, small differences in the shell diameter meant that FFA
produced a design with 7765 tubes while CSA produced a design with 7447 tubes (a
difference of 4.3%), but the different in total present cost is negligible. The reality is
that each of these algorithms has been implemented on a continuous parameter space,
and small differences are to be expected due to the random nature of the algorithms.
In practice, only specific diameters of shells and tubing will be readily available
off the shelf, and any custom designs will require additional capital investment not
accounted for here. In addition, the inherent uncertainty in heat transfer estimation
means that the small differences observed here are of essentially little consequence
in the decision making process. For the purposes of the rest of this study, the results
are considered equivalent and the FFA was used to produce the rest of the results
presented here due to its faster runtime.
The shell-and-tube and twisted-tube results using FFA are compared in Figure
5.12 and the corresponding detailed results, presented in Table 5.6. The results show
visually the cost differences between shell-and-tube and twisted-tube exchangers.
The analysis here shows an economic advantage to twisted-tube technology in every
case, but especially when capital cost per unit area is not greater than shell-and-tube
or when a lower level of fouling is experienced. The main reason for the economic
advantage is the lower pumping power required, due to the lower pressure drops
experienced in the twisted-tube exchangers. If capital cost is solely considered, the
twisted-tube exchanger will appear more expensive in certain cases. For example, assuming m = 1.30 and equivalent fouling levels of Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00025 (m2 ◦ C)/W , the
capital cost of the twisted-tube variant is ∼ 10% higher than shell-and-tube. Some
results not presented here were observed where shell-and-tube could be cheaper than
twisted-tube exchangers, provided that unconstrained baffle spacing could be provided. With sufficiently large baffle spacing, the pressure drop for the shell-and-tube
exchanger could be greatly reduced. However, it is unclear if the correlations for heat
transfer and pressure drop might be violated in this case, where the baffle spacing
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Table 5.5: Geometric, flow, and performance parameters for the shell-and-tube and
twisted-tube IHX designs compared for FFA and CSA, where S&T = shell-and-tube
and TT = twisted tube.
Firefly Algorithm

dshell (m)
L (m)
L/dshell
B (m)
do (m)
dmax,out (m)
dmin,out (m)
Πout (m)
Πin (m)
F rM
s (m)
P t (m)
Cl (m)
N
det (m)
ut (m/s)
Ret
P rt
ht (W/m2 ◦ C)
ft
∆Pt (P a)
Fs (m2 )
des (m)
us (m/s)
Res
P rs
hs (W/m2 ◦ C)
fs
∆Ps (P a)
Ff oult (m2 ◦ C/W )
Ff ouls (m2 ◦ C/W )
Rw,twist /Rw
U (W/m2 ◦ C)
S (m2 )
m
Ci ($)
Co ($/year)
CoD ($)
Ctot ($)

Cuckoo Search Algorithm

S&T

TT

S&T

TT

0.9776
20.57
21.04
1.500
0.0116

1.1324
10.85
9.58

0.9761
20.55
21.05
1.500
0.0116

1.1091
11.11
10.01

0.0120
0.0074
240.4
176.5
100.00
0.0961
0.0145
0.00290
3920
0.0089
0.828
3563
9.44
3024
0.0430
73432
0.2933
0.0082
0.778
2029
15.00
7769
0.4595
484384
0.00000
0.00000
1531.1
2939
1.00
9.327e + 05
1.317e + 05
1.068e + 06
2.001e + 06

7765
0.0062
0.750
2220
9.44
3647
0.0824
84939
0.4627
0.0077
0.493
1201
15.00
9319
0.0911
33460
0.00000
0.00000
1.040
1725.3
2608
1.30
1.075e + 06
2.616e + 04
2.122e + 05
1.287e + 06

0.0120
0.0074
230.5
169.3
100.00
0.0961
0.0145
0.00290
3916
0.0089
0.833
3574
9.44
3041
0.0429
74182
0.2928
0.0082
0.779
2029
15.00
7781
0.4595
485387
0.00000
0.00000
1536.8
2928
1.00
9.292e + 05
1.321e + 05
1.072e + 06
2.001e + 06

7447
0.0062
0.782
2315
9.44
3731
0.0806
92481
0.4439
0.0077
0.514
1252
15.00
9521
0.0902
36828
0.00000
0.00000
1.040
1757.7
2560
1.30
1.055e + 06
2.858e + 04
2.318e + 05
1.287e + 06

significantly exceeds the shell diameter. Because of tube support considerations and
because baffle spacing is typically limited to a maximum equal to the shell diameter
[43], the baffle spacing was limited to a maximum of 1.500 m, equal to the maximum
allowed value for shell diameter. In the results presented here, the baffle spacing
exceeded the inner shell diameter by up to ∼ 54%.
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Comparison of Shell-and-tube and Twisted-tubes
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Figure 5.12: A comparison of shell-and-tube and twisted-tube heat exchanger costs,
as determined by FFA, where S&T = shell-and-tube, TT = twisted-tube, C = clean
(Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00000 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), F = fouled (Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00025 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), LF
= less fouled (Ff oul[t,s] = 0.000125 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), and m = capital cost multiplication
factor.

There are a couple of other parameters in Table 5.6 worth discussion. First, it is
noteworthy that the resulting heat exchanger aspect ratios L/dshell were significantly
different between shell-and-tube and twisted-tube variants, and also varied significantly according to the level of fouling. For shell-and-tube, L/dshell varied between
∼ 21 − 64, while for twisted tubes it varied between ∼ 9.6 − 16. It is worth pointing
out that typical values for L/dshell are usually in the range of ∼ 3 − 15 (and often
in the 6 − 8 range), with exchangers with L/dshell lower than 3 tending to result in
poor performance and exchangers with L/dshell greater than 15 tending to result in
lower cost effectiveness and greater difficulty in handling, installation, and maintenance [142]. The dramatically higher aspect ratios for the shell-and-tube variants
(especially when fouled) tends to go against common industry practice and may in-
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dicate that the shell-and-tube exchanger would benefit from splitting into multiple
tube passes with larger shell diameter or even a multi-shell design with several heat
exchangers placed in series. Design concepts for the clean exchangers are illustrated
in Figure 5.13.
The salient drawback for a multi-shell design is that additional tube-sheets must
be manufactured and the overall design of the equipment goes up somewhat in complexity. Additionally, this type of design is likely less suitable for pool type reactor
layouts where the IHX is expected to reside inside the primary reactor vessel. Less
obvious benefits may exist in the case of loop type layout where the IHX resides outside the reactor vessel; however, as the use of a multi-shell design with small diameter
shells could prove to be easier to manufacture, install, and transport than a large
monolithic exchanger, and be easier to replace in the case of fouling or other problems. Another benefit worth considering is that because the heat exchanger volume
is proportional to diameter squared and is only proportional to length, a multi-shell
unit could potentially reduce the salt volume necessary. This is a trade-off worth
further consideration as the cost of 7 Li enriched flibe is anticipated to be at least
$375/kg [67]. The design algorithm presented here could potentially be extended
to consider such cases, as it makes little difference to the optimization routine if
additional costs and complexities are implemented into the objective function.
The overall heat transfer coefficients were found to depend more upon the level of
fouling than the type of tubing used. For clean heat exchangers, the suggested shelland-tube design had an overall heat transfer coefficient of U = 1530 W/(m2 ◦ C),
while the twisted-tube exchanger had U = 1730 W/(m2 ◦ C), an increase of ∼ 13%.
For fouled heat exchangers, the shell-and-tube design saw its overall heat transfer coefficient reduced to 694 W/(m2 ◦ C) and the twisted-tube design saw 801 W/(m2 ◦ C),
higher by ∼ 15% than the shell-and-tube design. Reduction of m from m = 1.30 to
m = 1.00 for twisted tubes reduced the overall heat transfer coefficient by only 2%
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Computer renderings of multi-shell design concepts with 5.13a showing
a four-shell, shell-and-tube concept and 5.13b showing a two-shell, twisted-tube concept, both assuming no fouling. For illustrative purposes, the diameters of the shells
were increased by 6 cm for the shell thickness and the lengths were split evenly with
50 cm added to each shell to accommodate the tube-sheets. The red arrows indicate
flow of flibe (primary loop) and the blue arrows indicate flow of flinak (intermediate
loop).

(a lower capital cost means that a larger heat exchanger can be constructed, which
reduces pressure drop but also the overall heat transfer coefficient). A very big
difference between the shell-and-tube and twisted-tube designs is that the twistedtube exchangers had tube counts of ∼ 6 − 9 times higher than their shell-and-tube
counterparts. The smaller pitch and smaller tubes (especially for fouled exchangers)
increased the surface area density of the heat exchanger and the longitudinal flow
lowers the pressure drop typically associated with higher tube packing. The tube
surface area to volume density for the twisted tubes was ∼ 270 − 290 m2 /m3 , while
the density for the shell-and-tube exchangers were ∼ 102−186 m2 /m3 , meaning that

the twisted-tube design is able to maintain ∼ 67 − 184% higher surface area within
a given volume, which is also useful for reducing the salt volume in the exchanger.
Reynolds number for the twisted-tube exchanger did not exceed 2300 on the
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Table 5.6: Geometric, flow, and performance parameters for the shell-and-tube and
twisted-tube IHX designs for various scenarios compared using FFA, where S&T =
shell-and-tube and TT = twisted tube.
Clean

dshell (m)
L (m)
L/dshell
B (m)
do (m)
dmax,out (m)
dmin,out (m)
Πout (m)
Πin (m)
F rM
s (m)
P t (m)
Cl (m)
N
det (m)
ut (m/s)
Ret
P rt
ht (W/m2 ◦ C)
ft
∆Pt (P a)
Fs (m2 )
des (m)
us (m/s)
Res
P rs
hs (W/m2 ◦ C)
fs
∆Ps (P a)
Ff oult (m2 ◦ C/W )
Ff ouls (m2 ◦ C/W )
Rw,twist /Rw
U (W/m2 ◦ C)
S (m2 )
m
Ci ($)
Co ($/year)
CoD ($)
Ctot ($)

Fouled

Reduced fouling

Reduced cost

S&T

TT

S&T

TT

TT

TT

0.9776
20.57
21.04
1.500
0.0116

1.1324
10.85
9.58

1.1288
71.73
63.54
1.500
0.0241

1.2409
19.88
16.02

1.2136
15.05
12.40

1.3071
18.00
13.77

0.0123
0.0076
282.5
209.1
100.02
0.0982

0.0120
0.0074
276.2
202.8
100.03
0.0961

0.0121
0.0075
318.8
234.6
100.01
0.0966

8923
0.0064
0.612
1874
9.44
3224
0.0899
109485
0.5549
0.0079
0.411
1022
15.00
8388
0.0949
43501
0.00025
0.00025
1.039
801.4
5615
1.30
2.438e + 06
3.381e + 04
2.742e + 05
2.712e + 06

8923
0.0062
0.652
1932
9.44
3382
0.0886
95925
0.5311
0.0077
0.430
1045
15.00
8672
0.0944
36520
0.00013
0.00013
1.040
1082.4
4158
1.30
1.746e + 06
2.924e + 04
2.372e + 05
1.983e + 06

10231
0.0062
0.559
1670
9.44
3098
0.0956
89842
0.6150
0.0077
0.371
905
15.00
8021
0.0978
33641
0.00025
0.00025
1.040
784.3
5738
1.00
1.922e + 06
2.725e + 04
2.210e + 05
2.143e + 06

0.0120
0.0074
240.4
176.5
100.00
0.0961
0.0145
0.00290
3920
0.0089
0.828
3563
9.44
3024
0.0430
73432
0.2933
0.0082
0.778
2029
15.00
7769
0.4595
484384
0.00000
0.00000
1531.1
2939
1.00
9.327e + 05
1.317e + 05
1.068e + 06
2.001e + 06

7765
0.0062
0.750
2220
9.44
3647
0.0824
84939
0.4627
0.0077
0.493
1201
15.00
9319
0.0911
33460
0.00000
0.00000
1.040
1725.3
2608
1.30
1.075e + 06
2.616e + 04
2.122e + 05
1.287e + 06

0.0301
0.00601
1196
0.0214
0.474
4878
9.44
1794
0.0389
31351
0.3386
0.0171
0.674
3644
15.00
5165
0.4209
646276
0.00025
0.00025
694.3
6482
1.00
2.212e + 06
1.615e + 05
1.310e + 06
3.522e + 06

tube side and 1300 on the shell side. For shell-and-tube, the Reynolds numbers
were a bit higher, exceeding 4800 on the tube side and 3600 on the shell side for the
fouled exchanger. Interestingly, the Reynolds numbers were increased with additional
fouling for the shell-and-tube exchanger, but decreased with additional fouling for
the twisted-tube exchanger. This may be due to a balance the algorithm performed
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Figure 5.14: A comparison of shell-and-tube and twisted-tube heat exchanger costs,
as determined by FFA, where S&T = shell-and-tube, TT = twisted-tube, C = clean
(Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00000 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), m = 1.0 for shell-and-tube exchangers and 1.3 for
twisted-tube exchangers, and CE is the cost of electricity in $/kW h.

between the higher pressure drop in shell-and-tube exchanger with larger tubes,
which increases Reynolds number but also increases length due to the reduction in
surface area per unit volume. The lower limit of F rM was set to be within the range
of the correlations provided above, while the lower limit of dmax,out was set at a value
where it was clear that published data existed [106] and has a perimeter that is close
to the perimeter of a plain tube at a diameter of 0.0010 m, the lower limit of dout for
the shell-and-tube exchanger.
Within this comparison, twisted-tubes had a lower total present cost for all estimates, although the level of advantage was dependent upon the specifics of the
assumptions about the design. For clean exchangers, the twisted-tube variant was
∼ 36% cheaper than its shell-and-tube counterpart if m = 1.30 for the twisted
tube exchanger. When m is reduced to 1.00, the twisted-tube variant was ∼ 48%
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cheaper. For fouled heat exchangers, the relative advantage of the twisted-tubes
is reduced to ∼ 23% cheaper if m = 1.30 and ∼ 39% cheaper if m = 1.00. As-

suming m = 1.30 and a reduced fouling level of Ff oul[t,s] = 0.000125 (m2 ◦ C)/W ,
the twisted-tube exchanger is ∼ 44% cheaper than a shell-and-tube exchanger with
Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00025 (m2 ◦ C)/W .

An important variable in the analysis is the cost of electricity per kW h. For the
analysis, this has been assumed to be a fixed value of CE = $0.12/kW h. However,
cost of electricity varies by sector and geographical region, and may be lower for items
considered “house loads” by the power plant (that is, electricity used by the plant
for operation). Figure 5.14 shows a comparison of fouled shell-and-tube and twistedtube exchangers electricity price points varied between $0.06/kW h − $0.24/kW h.
The results indicated that at low cost of electricity, the advantage of the twistedtube exchangers tend to disappear as the additional capital cost associated with them
tends to dominate. As the cost of electricity increases, so does the advantage to the
twisted-tube exchanger, with the twisted-tube exchanger being ∼ 51% cheaper when
CE = $0.24/kW h, even when m = 1.30 for the twisted tubes. It is also worth noting
that the capital cost rises in addition to the operating cost as electricity becomes
more expensive. This is because the additional cost of operating the pumps becomes
a greater fraction of the total cost, causing the algorithm to balance the additional
pumping cost with the additional capital cost of increasing the size of the exchanger
(and decreasing the pressure drop).
A final aspect of the analysis worth investigating is the relative contribution of
each of the thermal resistances. Figure 5.15 shows a bar chart of the thermal resistance percentages for the heat exchanger designs of Table 5.6 and Figure 5.12. The
results show that for clean exchangers, by far the largest contribution comes from the
tube-side film resistance. Interestingly, this was true whether the exchanger was of
a shell-and-tube or twisted-tube design. When fouled, the contributions of the tube-
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Comparison of Thermal Resistances Using FFA
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Figure 5.15: A comparison of shell-and-tube and twisted-tube thermal resistances,
as determined by FFA, where S&T = shell-and-tube, TT = twisted-tube, C = clean
(Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00000 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), F = fouled (Ff oul[t,s] = 0.00025 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), LF
= less fouled (Ff oul[t,s] = 0.000125 (m2 ◦ C)/W ), and m = capital cost multiplication
factor.

wall, tube-side fouling layer, and tube-side film are roughly the same percentage as
the tube-side film is for the clean exchangers. Again, there are only small differences
between the shell-and-tube and twisted-tube exchangers. It is noteworthy that the
shell-side thermal resistance is only a small fraction of the total (typically ∼ 20% or
less). This information indicates that efforts to improve the overall heat transfer coefficient could be focused on the tube-side resistances for maximum effect. Decreasing
the modified Froude number to increase turbulence and decreasing the tube diameter
(if feasible from a manufacturing and structural stability standpoint) could lead to
further improvements. Other options could include inserts on the tube-side, such as
twisted-tape inserts [103, 104] or other features to improve reduce the tube-side film
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resistance. Additionally, it is clear that careful control of the fouling conditions in
the FHR will be important to prevent over-sized heat exchangers.
In summary, the results from these computational experiments indicated that
twisted-tubes enjoy a significant advantage over traditional shell-and-tube heat exchangers from a cost perspective as well as a length perspective. The study has limitations and could be improved to better deal with design constraints such as matching
baffle spacing directly to shell-diameter and investigating multi-pass and multi-shell
exchanger designs. Additional experimental data at lower modified Froude numbers
and Reynolds numbers and smaller tube diameters could be very useful in determining the limits of twisted-tube performance. From an algorithm perspective, both
FFA and CSA performed essentially equivalently, although FFA had a faster run time
due to fewer function calls in the implementation. The algorithms are conceptually
straightforward, and are very fast running (e.g. ∼ 10 − 20 s for 500 generations of 25
fireflies running on a single processor core, with the majority of the calculation time
being spent in the calculation of the heat exchanger performance and counting the
number of tubes in a given shell). However, it is clear that a good implementation
of problem constraints can further improve the usefulness for heat exchanger design.
As it stands, the algorithms are quite useful for determining what might be possible
in a given heat exchanger’s design, have proven themselves helpful in understanding
FHR IHX design, and have proven equally helpful in optimizing both shell-and-tube
and twisted-tube design variants.
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In the course of this dissertation, two reduced-scale experimental efforts and two
computational efforts were performed. A hydrodynamic testing facility, DirEX2 , was
built, data collected, and the facility ultimately dismantled. In parallel, the heat
transfer facility was designed, with light initial construction beginning in late 2012
and iterative design changes leading to its current form in early 2017. A numerical
experiment investigating the challenges to passive decay heat removal by flow blockage was performed and an additional computational project investigated the use of
metaheuristic searches for optimizing a twisted-tube salt-to-salt IHX and compared
the results to shell-and-tube exchangers.

6.1

Summary of Work

The use of simulant fluids allowed the investigation of two interesting heat transfer equipment designs: a directional DHX for minimization of parasitic heat losses
through the DRACS and the application of twisted tube technology, long utilized
in other industries, to heat exchanger design in the FHR. The hydrodynamic tests
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indicated promise in the passive reduction of parasitic heat losses during normal operation of the FHR. Over the lifetime of the plant, these reductions in heat losses
could potentially sum to substantial amounts of revenue. In the optimized diode design version, fluidic diodicities were quite high; however, the modified diode resulted
in lower fluidic diodicities but with improved bulk fluid redirection in the bundle
section. Altogether, thermal diodicities on the order of 2 − 3 were anticipated.
A twisted-tube heat exchanger was tested at reduced scale with the Dowtherm
A simulant fluid in the heat transfer facility. The measured heat transfer was compared to predicted performance over a range of shell-side and tube-side Reynolds
and Richardson numbers corresponding to forced, mixed, and natural convection,
and several correlations were developed that were able to model the exchanger with
good accuracy. Uncertainties in both the measurements and predictions were assessed using Monte Carlo sampling methodology for propagation of errors. As far
as the author is aware, this experiment is unique in the open literature in studying
buoyancy effects on heat transfer in twisted-tube bundles and as such will serve to
provide important validation data for future modeling endeavors.

6.2

Future Work

The work summarized here provides additional development towards meeting some
of the interesting heat transfer challenges in the FHR; however, a large amount of
additional work will be required as the development and design of the FHR class of
reactors progresses. A few planned and suggested next steps related to the work here
stand out in the following areas: double-wall heat exchanger development, alternative
tube surface enhancement exploration, demonstration of a heated directional heat
exchanger, and validation work.
A collaborative effort between UNM and SNL for investigating the double-wall
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twisted-tube concept introduced in Section 2.3.3 is currently funded by the DOE
[12]. Part of this work will require modifying the HTF to accommodate a singletube double-wall test assembly with a twisted outer tube and a circular inner tube.
The goal of these preliminary tests will be to understand double-wall heat transfer
performance and modeling, and to provide a platform for testing different intermediate materials for use in the annulus (solid or fluid). This work will serve to inform a
more prototypical test section that will ultimately be tested with S-CO2 in facilities
located at SNL.
The modifications of the HTF for the addition of the double-wall test sections are
anticipated to mainly involve the secondary loop, using the current test section as an
indirect heater for the secondary working fluid. In this case, the current test section
will remain for future testing. This leaves flexibility in the facility for the evaluation of
other types of augmented heat transfer, such as knurled tubing, twisted-tape inserts,
and tri-lobed tubes [103, 104, 143]. Improvements to the instrumentation, such as
including tube wall temperature measurements, could also help provide validation
for the correlation fitting assumptions utilized in this work for the reduction of the
twisted tube bundle data. It may also be deemed desirable to fund a heat transfer
experiment building on the hydrodynamic directional DHX work summarized here,
including potential improvements to the design as discussed in Chapter 3.
Data that was collected and presented here, as well as potential future data
collected in the facility, can be valuable in validating computer programs used for
thermal-hydraulics prediction. While the author used a Python script and simple
analytical and correlation based methods for determining the performance of the
heat exchanger, in the future more sophisticated tools could be validated against
this data. Such codes could vary from systems-based tools such as RELAP5-3D
to tools based more closely on first-principles: CFD packages such as Star-CCM+,
FLUENT, OpenFOAM, and others.
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Appendix A
Twisted Tube Correlations
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Nusselt Correlations
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Transitional regime
Shell-side: Ievlev #1 (modified for liquids, derived from [101])
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Appendix B
Event Tree and Fault Tree
Analysis
While Zweibaum [117] investigated a loss-of-heat-sink (LOHS) accident for the FHR
using RELAP5-3D and response surfaces under expected system conditions, the
study did not include the effect of having different types of system redundancies
or study faults that could occur during the operation or expected operation of different engineered safety features (ESFs) throughout the progression of the accident.
To help inform a study investigating some of these aspects, a simple ET (shown
in Figure B.1) was adapted from [38]. It illustrates the ESFs expected to function
during a LOHS. Following the progression of events from left-to-right, each case can
be considered a success or failure, affecting whether subsequent ESFs are required.
Ultimately, metallic damage can be considered to occur or not occur based on the
successes or failures of multiple ESFs (or the end state might be unknown, depending
on what information about the system response is available). In the FHR, the ESFs
of interest for a LOHS include the reactor trip mechanism, the removal of decay heat
by the normal active shutdown system, the transition of the primary system to natural circulation, the natural circulation of the DRACS, and the natural circulation of
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Figure B.1: Simplified event tree for a loss of heat sink accident in the FHR.

ambient air. Of note is that ETs lend themselves very well to binary systems, but are
naturally less suited to predicting the outcomes of partial successes/failures. It is also
interesting to note that in some cases different ETs might be produced by different
analysts, where ambiguity in the progression of events might occur. For example, in
the ET provided here, several of the ESFs are in reality working in parallel in time, as
the natural circulation of the DRACS and ambient air occurs simultaneously. This
aspect is particularly true of passive systems and is also not well captured by the
inherent structure of ETs.
For each ESF indicated in the ET, a FT can be generated which shows the failure
modes that might occur to cause that ESF to fail to perform its function. Like ETs,
FTs are best suited for binary systems, however, faults that could cause partial
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Figure B.2: Simplified fault tree for the primary system transition to natural circulation.

failures were included here. For this study, it was assumed that the LOHS event
was followed by a successful reactor trip but a loss-of-onsite-power, which resulted
in a failure of the normal active shutdown cooling system and the operation of the
pump. Figure B.2 shows a simple FT developed for the primary transition to natural
circulation. Assuming a failure of the ESF as the top event in the FT, the analyst can
trace out the different base, intermediate, and undeveloped events that could lead
to the failure. In this case, intermediate events that could lead to failure included
full or partial blockages of the primary system, low salt level, and insufficient driving
force. Full and partial blockages were identified as a failure possibility due to salt
freezing, geometry disruption, or foreign object occlusion of the flow channel. Partial
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Figure B.3: Simplified fault tree for natural circulation of the DRACS.

flow occlusions could start with salt freezing near the cold boundary and potentially
increase to a full blockage scenario if the salt freezes across the entire flow channel
cross sectional area. A loss of coolant inventory could lead to salt levels low enough
to not comprise a complete circuit for natural circulation to occur, while insufficient
driving force could potentially occur from a number of scenarios: core too cool, DHX
too hot, or the presence of strong local convection cells in the core.
Similar ETs are shown for the natural circulation of the DRACS and the natural
circulation of ambient air (Figures B.3 and B.4, respectively). These two FTs were
similar to the one for primary transition of the natural circulation, but with some
important differences. For the DRACS, the intermediate and base events were considered the same with the exception of convection cells in the core. Local convection
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cells in the DRACS, while perhaps a remote possibility, were considered as a less
likely event. For natural circulation of the ambient air, full or partial blockage could
occur from similar circumstances, but without the possibility of a salt freeze event.
Still, major or minor geometry disruptions could cause full or partial blockage: thermal shutters that normally throttle flow to reduce parasitic heat losses during normal
operation could fail to open, and the chance of foreign objects in the flow path is
increased because of the direction connection to the atmosphere. Unfavorable environmental conditions such as the air being too hot or the winds being too high could
disrupt the natural circulation of air. Beyond natural weather occurrences, fires (of
natural or artificial origin) near the chimney intake could dramatically increase the
air-side temperature that the NDHX sees and reduce the driving force on both the
air and DRACS sides. The driving force of the air could also be reduced if the NDHX
is cooler than expected.
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Figure B.4: Simplified fault tree for natural circulation of ambient air through the
DRACS chimney.
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Appendix C
Python Heat Exchanger Design
Code

For shell-and-tube heat exchangers:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

def pthx ( x , pattern = ’ triangular ’ , printvalues = ’ no ’ , filename = ’ ’ ) :
import math
import numpy
import json
import sys
import
import
import
import
import
x
m
C_E
R_foult
R_fouls
d_o
B
d_shell

tp_properties
Nusselt_TT
f_TT
cost_analysis
tube_number_numpy
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

numpy . asarray ( x )
x [0]
x [1]
x [2]
x [3]
x [4]
x [5]
x [6]

# constants - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b_0
p

= 0.72
# Peters and Timmerhaus for Re <
,→ 40 ,000 ( for shell - side friction factor )
= 4

# geometry - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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30
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

delta
pattern
Ptratio
r_t2s
d_i
Pt
n
if pattern
d_e
,→
if pattern
d_e
,→

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

1.335/1000
’ triangular ’
1.25
6/1000
d_o -2* delta
d_o * Ptratio
1

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

= Pt - d_o
= ( d_shell * B * Cl ) / Pt

N
N

wall thickness
tube layout pattern
pitch to diameter ratio
tube to shell distance
inner tube diameter
tube pitch
number of tube passes

in [ ’ square ’ , ’ Square ’ , ’ SQUARE ’ ]:
= (4*( Pt **2 - math . pi * d_o **2/4) ) /( math . pi * d_o )
equivalent diameter for square pitch
in [ ’ triangular ’ , ’ Triangular ’ , ’ TRIANGULAR ’ ]:
= (4*(0.43* Pt **2 -0.5* math . pi * d_o **2/4) ) /(0.5* math . pi * d_o )
equivalent diameter for triangular pitch

Cl
a_s

,→
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

#

#

# clearance
# shell - side flow area

= t u b e _ n u m b e r _ n u m p y . tube_number ( d_o , Pt , d_shell , r_t2s , plot =
’ off ’ , layout = pattern )
= N . astype ( numpy . float64 )

# tube thermal conductivity - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lambda_solid

= 16

# flow parameters
G_t
,→
T_tin
,→
G_s
,→
T_sin
,→
T_sout
,→

= 423
side fluid
= 545
temperature
= 489
side fluid
= 700
temperature
= 600
outlet temperature

# mass flow rate of tube # tube - side mean bulk inlet
# mass flow rate of shell # shell - side mean bulk inlet
# shell - side mean bulk

# duty
T_s

= ( T_sin + T_sout ) /2
# shell - side mean bulk
,→ temperature
[ rho_s , C_ps , mu_s , lambda_s ] = tp_properties . tp_flibe ( T_s )
# shell - side
,→ mean thermophy sical properties
Q
= G_s * C_ps *1000*( T_sin - T_sout )
# thermal duty

# temperature balance
T_t

= T_tin
# initial guess for tube ,→ side mean bulk temperature
tol
= 1;
# initialize tolerance
while tol > 1e -3:
T_t_old
= T_t
[ rho_t , C_pt , mu_t , lambda_t ] = tp_properties . tp_flinak ( T_t )
# tube - side
,→ mean t hermophy sical properties
T_tout
= T_tin + Q /( G_t * C_pt *1000)
# tube - side mean bulk outlet
,→ temperature
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81
84
85
86

T_t

= ( T_tin + T_tout ) /2
,→ temperature
tol
= abs ( T_t - T_t_old )
T_hi

# tube - side mean bulk

= T_sin

# assumes counter - current

= T_sout

# assumes counter - current

= T_tin

# assumes counter - current

= T_tout

# assumes counter - current

,→ flow
87

T_ho
,→ flow

88

T_ci
,→ flow

89

T_co
,→ flow

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

AMTD
LMTD

= ( T_hi + T_ho ) /2 - ( T_ci + T_co ) /2 # arithmetic mean difference
= (( T_hi - T_co ) -( T_ho - T_ci ) ) /( math . log (( T_hi - T_co ) /( T_ho - T_ci ) ) )
,→ # log - mean temperature difference

# solve heat transfer and size exchanger
rho_t_av
rho_s_av
u_t

= rho_t
= rho_s

= ( G_t /( math . pi * d_i **2/4* rho_t ) ) *( n / N )
,→ side velocity

Pr_t
Pr_s

= ( mu_t * C_pt *1000) / lambda_t
= ( mu_s * C_ps *1000) / lambda_s

T_tw

# initial guess at hot

# tube - side Prandtl number
# shell - side Prandtl number

= ( T_t + T_s ) /2
,→ side wall temperature
T_sw
= ( T_t + T_s ) /2
,→ side wall temperature

# initial guess for tube -

U

# initial guess for overall

# initial guess for shell -

= 1000
,→ heat transfer coefficient
S
= 0
,→ area
L
= 1
iterations
= 0
,→ counter

# initialize heat transfer
# initialize the length
# initialize iterations

tol
= 1
while tol > 1e -3:
iterations = iterations + 1
S_old

= S

[ rho_tw , C_ptw ,
,→ side wall
[ rho_sw , C_psw ,
,→ side wall

mu_tw , lambda_tw ] = tp_properties . tp_flinak ( T_tw )
properties
mu_sw , lambda_sw ] = tp_properties . tp_flibe ( T_sw )
properties

u_t
u_s

= ( G_t /( math . pi * d_i **2/4* rho_t ) ) *( n / N )
= G_s /( a_s * rho_s )

Re_t
Re_s

= ( rho_t * u_t * d_i ) / mu_t
= ( rho_s * u_s * d_e ) / mu_s

f_t

= (1.82* math . log10 ( Re_t ) -1.64) **( -2)
,→ factor

# shell -

# tube - side velocity
# shell - side velocity

# tube - side Reynolds number
# shell - side Reynolds number
# tube - side friction

# Taken from Mohanty , applicable to TEMA type E heat exchangers
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130
133
134
135
136
137
138

if n ==
F =
if n ==
R =
P =
F =

139
140
141

if Re_t <= 2300:
h_t
= ( lambda_t / d_i ) * ( 3 . 6 5 7 + ( 0 . 0 6 7 7 * ( Re_t * Pr_t * d_i / L ) **1.33) /(1+0.1*
,→ Pr_t *( Re_t * d_i / L ) **0.3) ) # Stephan and Preuber
if Re_t > 2300 and Re_t <= 10000:
h_t
= ( lambda_t / d_i ) *((( f_t /8*( Re_t -1000) * Pr_t ) /(1+12.7* math . sqrt (
,→ f_t /8) *( Pr_t **0.67 -1) ) ) *(1+( d_i / L ) **0.67) ) # Gnielinski
if Re_t > 10000:
# h_t
= ( lambda_t / d_i ) *0.023* Re_t **0.8* Pr_t **(0.4)
,→
# Dittus - Boelter
h_t
= ( lambda_t / d_i ) *0.027* Re_t **0.8* Pr_t **(1/3) *( mu_t / mu_tw ) **0.14
,→
# Seider - Tate

142
143
144
145
146
147
148

h_s
,→

149
150

dT_t
,→
dT_ft
,→
dT_w
,→
dT_fs
,→
dT_s
,→

151
152
153
154
155
156

= ( U / h_t ) *( d_o / d_i ) * LMTD
#
drop across tube film
= R_foult * U *( d_o / d_i ) * LMTD
#
drop across tube fouling
= ( U * d_o * math . log ( d_o / d_i ) ) /(2* lambda_solid ) * LMTD
drop across tube wall
= R_fouls * U * LMTD
#
drop across shell fouling
= ( U / h_s ) * LMTD
#
drop across shell film

= T_t - dT_t
,→ temperature
T_sw
= T_s + dT_s
,→ temperature

158
159
160

174
175
176
177
178

= ( lambda_s / d_e ) *0.36* Re_s **0.55* Pr_s **(1/3) *( mu_s / mu_sw ) **0.14
# Kern

T_tw

157

161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173

1:
1
2 or n == 4 or n == 6 or n == 8:
( T_sin - T_sout ) /( T_tout - T_tin )
( T_tout - T_tin ) /( T_sin - T_tin )
( (( math . sqrt ( R **2+1) ) /( R -1) ) * ( math . log ((1 - P ) /(1 - P * R ) ) ) /
( math . log ((2 - P *( R +1 - math . sqrt ( R **2+1) ) ) /(2 - P *( R +1+ math . sqrt ( R **2+1) )
,→ ) ) ) )

temperature
temperature
# temperature
temperature
temperature

# new tube wall
# new shell wall

U

= ( ((1/ h_t ) *( d_o / d_i ) + R_foult *( d_o / d_i ) +
( d_o * math . log ( d_o / d_i ) ) /(2* lambda_solid ) + R_fouls + 1/ h_s )
,→ **( -1) )

S
L

= Q /( U * LMTD * F )
= S /( math . pi * d_o * N )

tol

= abs (S - S_old )

# determine pressure drop
if Re_t <= 2000:
f_t
= 64/ Re_t
if Re_t > 2000:
f_t
= (1.82* math . log10 ( Re_t ) -1.64) **( -2)
,→ Incropera )

# Petukhov ( see

dP_t

= ( rho_t * u_t **2/2) *(( L / d_i ) * f_t + p ) * n

f_s
dP_s

= 2* b_0 * Re_s **( -0.15)
# Peters and Timmerhaus
= ( rho_s * u_s **2/2) * f_s *( L / B ) *( d_shell / d_e )
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179
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241

# cost analysis
ny
adr
H

= 10
= 0.04
= 7000

[ C_i , C_o , C_oD , C_tot ]
= cost_analysis . cost ( m , G_t , G_s , Re_t , Re_s , rho_t
,→ , rho_s , dP_t , dP_s , S , L , d_shell , ny , adr , C_E , H , B )
volume

= numpy . pi *( d_shell /2) **2 * L

# save the objects
if filename not in [ ’ ’ ]:
data = { ’ d_shell ’: d_shell ,
’L ’: L ,
’B ’: B ,
’ d_o ’: d_o ,
’ Pt ’: Pt ,
’ Cl ’: Cl ,
’ a_s ’: a_s ,
’N ’: N ,
’ d_i ’: d_i ,
’ u_t ’: u_t ,
’ Re_t ’: Re_t ,
’ Pr_t ’: Pr_t ,
’ h_t ’: h_t ,
’ f_t ’: f_t ,
’ dP_t ’: dP_t ,
’ d_e ’: d_e ,
’ u_s ’: u_s ,
’ Re_s ’: Re_s ,
’ Pr_s ’: Pr_s ,
’ h_s ’: h_s ,
’ f_s ’: f_s ,
’ dP_s ’: dP_s ,
’ R_foult ’: R_foult ,
’ R_fouls ’: R_fouls ,
’U ’: U ,
’S ’: S ,
’m ’: m ,
’ C_i ’: C_i ,
’ C_o ’: C_o ,
’ C_oD ’: C_oD ,
’ C_tot ’: C_tot ,
’ G_t ’: G_t ,
’ G_s ’: G_s ,
’ T_tin ’: T_tin ,
’ T_tout ’: T_tout ,
’ T_sin ’: T_sin ,
’ T_sout ’: T_sout ,
’ T_t ’: T_t ,
’ T_s ’: T_s ,
’ rho_t ’: rho_t ,
’ C_pt ’: C_pt ,
’ mu_t ’: mu_t ,
’ mu_tw ’: mu_tw ,
’ lambda_t ’: lambda_t ,
’ rho_s ’: rho_s ,
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242
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

’ C_ps ’: C_ps ,
’ mu_s ’: mu_s ,
’ mu_sw ’: mu_sw ,
’ lambda_s ’: lambda_s ,
’ lambda_solid ’: lambda_solid ,
’ delta ’: delta ,
’ r_t2s ’: r_t2s ,
’ LMTD ’: LMTD ,
’ AMTD ’: AMTD ,
’ dT_t ’: dT_t ,
’ dT_ft ’: dT_ft ,
’ dT_w ’: dT_w ,
’ dT_fs ’: dT_fs ,
’ dT_s ’: dT_s }
with open ( filename , ’w ’) as f :
json . dump ( data , f , indent =4 , sort_keys = True )

# print values to screen
if printvalues in [ ’ print ’ , ’ Print ’ , ’ PRint ’ , ’ PRInt ’ , ’ PRINt ’ , ’ PRINT ’ ]:
print ( " Q \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } W " . format ( Q ) )
print ( " d_shell \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_shell ) )
print ( " L \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } m " . format ( L ) )
print ( " L / d_shell \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( L / d_shell ) )
print ( " Volume \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } m ^3 " . format ( volume ) )
print ( " B \ t \ t = {:8.3 f } " . format ( B ) )
print ( " d_o \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } " . format ( d_o ) )
print ( " Pt \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( Pt ) )
print ( " Cl \ t \ t = {:8.5 f } " . format ( Cl ) )
print ( " N \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } " . format ( N ) )
print ( " d_i \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_i ) )
print ( " u_t \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m / s " . format ( u_t ) )
print ( " Re_t \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } " . format ( Re_t ) )
print ( " Pr_t \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( Pr_t ) )
print ( " h_t \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } W /( m ^2 - C ) " . format ( h_t ) )
print ( " f_t \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } " . format ( f_t ) )
print ( " dP_t \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } Pa " . format ( dP_t ) )
print ( " a_s \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } " . format ( a_s ) )
print ( " d_e \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_e ) )
print ( " u_s \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m / s " . format ( u_s ) )
print ( " Re_s \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } " . format ( Re_s ) )
print ( " Pr_s \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( Pr_s ) )
print ( " h_s \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } W /( m ^2 - C ) " . format ( h_s ) )
print ( " f_s \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } " . format ( f_s ) )
print ( " dP_s \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } Pa " . format ( dP_s ) )
print ( " R_foult \ t = {:8.5 f } m ^2 - C / W " . format ( R_foult ) )
print ( " R_fouls \ t = {:8.5 f } m ^2 - C / W " . format ( R_fouls ) )
print ( " U \ t \ t = {:8.1 f } W /( m ^2 - C ) " . format ( U ) )
print ( " S \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } m ^2 " . format ( S ) )
print ( " m \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( m ) )
print ( " C_i \ t \ t = $ {:8.0 f } " . format ( C_i ) )
print ( " C_o \ t \ t = $ {:8.0 f } " . format ( C_o ) )
print ( " C_oD \ t \ t = $ {:8.0 f } " . format ( C_oD ) )
print ( " C_tot \ t \ t = $ {:8.0 f } " . format ( C_tot ) )
return C_tot
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For twisted-tube heat exchangers:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

def tthx ( x , printvalues = ’ no ’ , filename = ’ ’ ) :
import math
import numpy
import json
import sys
import
import
import
import
import

tp_properties
Nusselt_TT
f_TT
cost_analysis
tube_number_numpy

x
m
C_E
R_foult
R_fouls
d_max_out
Fr_M
d_shell

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

numpy . asarray ( x )
x [0]
x [1]
x [2]
x [3]
x [4]
x [5]
x [6]

# geometry
r_t2s
= 6/1000
# tube - to - shell minimum
,→ distance
N
= t u b e _ n u m b e r _ n u m p y . tube_number ( d_max_out , d_max_out , d_shell ,
,→ r_t2s , plot = ’ off ’ , layout = ’ triangular ’ )
N
= N . astype ( numpy . float64 )
delta
= 1.335/1000
# tube wall thickness
d_max_in
= d_max_out - 2* delta
# inner maximal tube
,→ diameter
F_sig
= math . pi * d_shell **2/4
# total cross sectional area
,→ of exchanger
d_min_out
= 0.62* d_max_out
# outer minimal tube
,→ diameter
F_s
= F_sig - N * math . pi * d_max_out * d_min_out /4
# shell - side cross
,→ sectional area of exchanger
eps_s
= F_s / F_sig
# shell - side porosity
d_min_in
= d_min_out - 2* delta
# inner minimal tube
,→ diameter
Pi_in_prime
= ( math . pi *(3*(( d_max_in /2) +( d_min_in /2) ) math . sqrt ((3*( d_max_in /2) +( d_min_in /2) ) *
(( d_max_in /2) +3*( d_min_in /2) ) ) ) )
# inner tube perimeter
Pi_out_prime
= ( math . pi *(3*(( d_max_out /2) +( d_min_out /2) ) math . sqrt ((3*( d_max_out /2) +( d_min_out /2) ) *
(( d_max_out /2) +3*( d_min_out /2) ) ) ) ) # outer tube perimeter
r_oute
= Pi_out_prime /(2* math . pi )
# equivalent circular outer
,→ radius
r_ine
= Pi_in_prime /(2* math . pi )
# equivalent circular inner
,→ radius
Pi_out
= N * Pi_out_prime
# total outer tube perimeter
Pi_in
= N * Pi_in_prime
# total inner tube perimeter
d_es
= 4* F_s / Pi_out
# shell - side equivalent
,→ hydraulic diameter
F_t
= N * math . pi * d_max_in * d_min_in /4
# tube - side cross sectional
,→ area of exchanger
d_et
= 4* F_t / Pi_in
# tube - side equivalent
,→ hydraulic diameter
eps_t
= F_t / F_sig
# tube - side porosity
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49
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

s
= math . sqrt ( Fr_M * d_max_out * d_es )
# tube twist pitch
F_solid
= N * math . pi *(( d_max_out * d_min_out /4) -( d_max_in * d_min_in /4) )
,→ # cross sectional area of tube wall
eps_solid
= F_solid / F_sig
# fractional cross sectional
,→ area of tube wall

# fouling factors
R _t wi st _ R_ ra ti o
= ( math . log (( d_max_out + d_min_out ) /( d_max_in + d_min_in ) ) / math
,→ . log ( r_oute / r_ine ) ) # R_twist / R fouling ratio
R_foult_twist
= R_foult * R _ tw is t_ R _r at io
# tube - side fouling factor
,→ for twisted tube
R_fouls_twist
= R_fouls * R _ tw is t_ R _r at io
# shell - side fouling factor
,→ for twisted tube

61
62
63
64
65

# tube thermal conductivity

66
67
68
69
70

# flow parameters

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

lambda_solid
= 16
,→ conductivity

G_t
,→
T_tin
,→
G_s
,→
T_sin
,→
T_sout
,→

# tube material thermal

= 423
side fluid
= 545
temperature
= 489
side fluid
= 700
temperature
= 600
outlet temperature

# mass flow rate of tube # tube - side mean bulk inlet
# mass flow rate of shell # shell - side mean bulk inlet
# shell - side mean bulk

# duty
T_s

= ( T_sin + T_sout ) /2
# shell - side mean bulk
,→ temperature
[ rho_s , C_ps , mu_s , lambda_s ] = tp_properties . tp_flibe ( T_s )
# shell - side
,→ mean thermophy sical properties
Q
= G_s * C_ps *1000*( T_sin - T_sout )
# thermal duty

# temperature balance
T_t

= T_tin
# initial guess for tube ,→ side mean bulk temperature
tol
= 1;
# initialize tolerance
while tol > 1e -3:
T_t_old
= T_t
[ rho_t , C_pt , mu_t , lambda_t ] = tp_properties . tp_flinak ( T_t )
# tube - side
,→ mean t hermophy sical properties
T_tout
= T_tin + Q /( G_t * C_pt *1000)
# tube - side mean bulk outlet
,→ temperature
T_t
= ( T_tin + T_tout ) /2
# tube - side mean bulk
,→ temperature
tol
= abs ( T_t - T_t_old )
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95

T_hi

= T_sin

# assumes counter - current

= T_sout

# assumes counter - current

= T_tin

# assumes counter - current

= T_tout

# assumes counter - current

,→ flow
98

T_ho
,→ flow

99

T_ci
,→ flow

100

T_co
,→ flow

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

AMTD
LMTD

= ( T_hi + T_ho ) /2 - ( T_ci + T_co ) /2 # arithmetic mean difference
= (( T_hi - T_co ) -( T_ho - T_ci ) ) /( math . log (( T_hi - T_co ) /( T_ho - T_ci ) ) )
,→ # log - mean temperature difference

# solve heat transfer and size exchanger
rho_t_av
rho_s_av

= rho_t
= rho_s

u_t

= G_t /( rho_t_av * F_t )

# initial guess at hot side

= ( mu_t * C_pt *1000) / lambda_t
= ( mu_s * C_ps *1000) / lambda_s

# tube - side Prandtl number
# shell - side Prandtl number

,→ velocity
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138

Pr_t
Pr_s
T_tw

= ( T_t + T_s ) /2
,→ side wall temperature
T_sw
= ( T_t + T_s ) /2
,→ side wall temperature

# initial guess for tube -

U

# initial guess for overall

# initial guess for shell -

= 1000
,→ heat transfer coefficient
S
= 0
,→ area
iterations
= 0
,→ counter

# initialize heat transfer
# initialize iterations

tol
= 1
while tol > 1e -3:
iterations = iterations + 1
S_old

= S

[ rho_tw , C_ptw ,
,→ side wall
[ rho_sw , C_psw ,
,→ side wall
Re_dt
Re_ds

mu_tw , lambda_tw ] = tp_properties . tp_flinak ( T_tw )
properties
mu_sw , lambda_sw ] = tp_properties . tp_flibe ( T_sw )
properties

= G_t * d_et /( F_t * mu_t )
= G_s * d_es /( F_s * mu_s )

# tube # shell -

# tube - side Reynolds number
# shell - side Reynolds number

# shell - side Nusselt number determination
if Re_ds <= 3000:
Nu_ds
= Nusselt_TT . N u _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o _ t r a n s i t i o n a l _ m o d i f i e d ( Fr_M ,
,→ Re_ds , mu_sw , mu_s , Pr_s )
if Re_ds > 3000:
Nu_ds
= Nusselt_TT . N u _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o _ m o d i f i e d ( Fr_M , Re_ds , mu_sw
,→ , mu_s , Pr_s )

139
140

h_s

141
142

# tube - side Nusselt number determination

= Nu_ds *( lambda_s / d_es )
,→ coefficient
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143
146
147

h_t

148
149

dT_t

Nu_dt

151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

= T_t - dT_t
= T_s + dT_s

# new tube wall temperature
# new shell wall temperature

m_s
m_t

= 1
= 1

# number of cold side passes
# number of hot side passes

= Q /( h_t * dT_t )
,→ inside of tubes
S_s
= Q /( h_s * dT_s )
,→ outside of tubes

164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173

189

# heat transfer area on
# heat transfer area on

U_approx

= ( 1/((1/ h_t ) *( d_max_out / d_max_in ) +
R_foult *( d_max_out / d_max_in ) +
( d_max_out * math . log ( d_max_out / d_max_in ) ) /(2* lambda_solid ) +
R_fouls +
(1/ h_s ) ) )
# overall heat transfer
,→ coefficient based on maximal diameters

U

= ( 1/((1/ h_t ) *( Pi_out / Pi_in ) +
R_foult_twist *( Pi_out / Pi_in ) +
( Pi_out /(2* math . pi * lambda_solid * N ) ) * math . log (( d_max_out +
,→ d_min_out ) /( d_max_in + d_min_in ) ) +
R_fouls_twist +
(1/ h_s ) ) )
# overall heat transfer
,→ coefficient based on perimeters

S
L

= Q /( U * LMTD )
= S /( Pi_out )

tol

= abs (S - S_old )

174
175

187
188

# tube - side heat transfer

T_tw
T_sw

S_t

163

186

= Nu_dt *( lambda_t / d_et )
,→ coefficient

= ( U / h_t ) *( Pi_out / Pi_in ) * LMTD
# temperature drop
,→ across tube film
dT_ft
= R_foult_twist * U *( Pi_out / Pi_in ) * LMTD
# temperature drop
,→ across tube fouling
dT_w
= ( ( U * Pi_out /(2* math . pi * lambda_solid * N ) ) *
math . log (( d_max_out + d_min_out ) /( d_max_in + d_min_in ) ) * LMTD )
,→ # temperature drop across tube wall
dT_fs
= R_fouls_twist * U * LMTD
# temperature drop
,→ across shell fouling
dT_s
= ( U / h_s ) * LMTD
# temperature drop
,→ across shell film

150

176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185

= Nusselt_TT . Nu_ tubeside _si ( Re_dt , s , d_et , d_max_in , Pr_t )

# determine pressure drop
f_t

=
,→ # tube - side
dP_t
=
,→ # tube - side

f_TT . f _tubesid e_gao ( Re_dt , d_max_in , d_min_in , s , d_et )
friction factor
f_t *( L / d_et ) *( G_t / F_t ) **2*1/(2* rho_t )
pressure drop

f_s

= f_TT . f _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o ( Fr_M , Re_ds )
,→ # shell - side friction factor
dP_s
= f_s *( L / d_es ) *( G_s / F_s ) **2*1/(2* rho_s )
,→ # shell - side pressure drop

190
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191
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251

u_t

= G_t /( rho_t * F_t )
,→ # tube - side velocity
u_s
= G_s /( rho_s * F_s )
,→ # shell - side velocity

# cost analysis
ny
adr
H

= 10
= 0.04
= 7000

[ C_i , C_o , C_oD , C_tot ]
= cost_analysis . cost ( m , G_t , G_s , Re_dt , Re_ds ,
,→ rho_t , rho_s , dP_t , dP_s , S , L , d_shell , ny , adr , C_E , H )
volume

= numpy . pi *( d_shell /2) **2 * L

# save the objects
if filename not in [ ’ ’ ]:
data = { ’ d_shell ’: d_shell ,
’L ’: L ,
’ d_max_out ’: d_max_out ,
’ d_max_in ’: d_max_in ,
’ d_min_out ’: d_min_out ,
’ d_min_in ’: d_min_in ,
’ Pi_out ’: Pi_out ,
’ Pi_in ’: Pi_in ,
’ Pi_out_prime ’: Pi_out_prime ,
’ Pi_in_prime ’: Pi_in_prime ,
’ Fr_M ’: Fr_M ,
’s ’: s ,
’N ’: N ,
’ d_et ’: d_et ,
’ u_t ’: u_t ,
’ Re_dt ’: Re_dt ,
’ Pr_t ’: Pr_t ,
’ h_t ’: h_t ,
’ f_t ’: f_t ,
’ dP_t ’: dP_t ,
’ d_es ’: d_es ,
’ u_s ’: u_s ,
’ Re_ds ’: Re_ds ,
’ Pr_s ’: Pr_s ,
’ h_s ’: h_s ,
’ f_s ’: f_s ,
’ dP_s ’: dP_s ,
’ R_foult ’: R_foult ,
’ R_fouls ’: R_fouls ,
’ R _t wi st _R _ ra ti o ’: R_twist_R_ratio ,
’U ’: U ,
’S ’: S ,
’m ’: m ,
’ C_i ’: C_i ,
’ C_o ’: C_o ,
’ C_oD ’: C_oD ,
’ C_tot ’: C_tot ,
’ G_t ’: G_t ,
’ G_s ’: G_s ,
’ T_tin ’: T_tin ,
’ T_tout ’: T_tout ,
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252
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315

’ T_sin ’: T_sin ,
’ T_sout ’: T_sout ,
’ T_t ’: T_t ,
’ T_s ’: T_s ,
’ rho_t ’: rho_t ,
’ C_pt ’: C_pt ,
’ mu_t ’: mu_t ,
’ mu_tw ’: mu_tw ,
’ lambda_t ’: lambda_t ,
’ rho_s ’: rho_s ,
’ C_ps ’: C_ps ,
’ mu_s ’: mu_s ,
’ mu_sw ’: mu_sw ,
’ lambda_s ’: lambda_s ,
’ lambda_solid ’: lambda_solid ,
’ delta ’: delta ,
’ r_t2s ’: r_t2s ,
’ LMTD ’: LMTD ,
’ AMTD ’: AMTD ,
’ dT_t ’: dT_t ,
’ dT_ft ’: dT_ft ,
’ dT_w ’: dT_w ,
’ dT_fs ’: dT_fs ,
’ dT_s ’: dT_s ,
’ F_sig ’: F_sig ,
’ F_t ’: F_t ,
’ F_s ’: F_s ,
’ F_solid ’: F_solid ,
’ eps_t ’: eps_t ,
’ eps_s ’: eps_s ,
’ eps_solid ’: eps_solid }
with open ( filename , ’w ’) as f :
json . dump ( data , f , indent =4 , sort_keys = True )

# print values to screen
if printvalues in [ ’ print ’ , ’ Print ’ , ’ PRint ’ , ’ PRInt ’ , ’ PRINt ’ , ’ PRINT ’ ]:
print ( " Q \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } W " . format ( Q ) )
print ( " d_shell \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_shell ) )
print ( " L \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } m " . format ( L ) )
print ( " L / d_shell \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( L / d_shell ) )
print ( " Volume \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } m ^3 " . format ( volume ) )
print ( " d_max_out \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_max_out ) )
print ( " d_min_out \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_min_out ) )
print ( " Pi_out \ t \ t = {:8.1 f } m " . format ( Pi_out ) )
print ( " Pi_in \ t \ t = {:8.1 f } m " . format ( Pi_in ) )
print ( " Fr_M \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( Fr_M ) )
print ( " s \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( s ) )
print ( " Pt \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_max_out ) )
print ( " N \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } " . format ( N ) )
print ( " d_et \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_et ) )
print ( " u_t \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m / s " . format ( u_t ) )
print ( " Re_t \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } " . format ( Re_dt ) )
print ( " Pr_t \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( Pr_t ) )
print ( " h_t \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } W /( m ^2 - C ) " . format ( h_t ) )
print ( " f_t \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } " . format ( f_t ) )
print ( " dP_t \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } Pa " . format ( dP_t ) )
print ( " d_es \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m " . format ( d_es ) )
print ( " u_s \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } m / s " . format ( u_s ) )
print ( " Re_s \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } " . format ( Re_ds ) )
print ( " Pr_s \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( Pr_s ) )
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316
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332

print ( " h_s \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } W /( m ^2 - C ) " . format ( h_s ) )
print ( " f_s \ t \ t = {:8.4 f } " . format ( f_s ) )
print ( " dP_s \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } Pa " . format ( dP_s ) )
print ( " R_foult \ t = {:8.5 f } m ^2 - C / W " . format ( R_foult ) )
print ( " R_fouls \ t = {:8.5 f } m ^2 - C / W " . format ( R_fouls ) )
print ( " R_w_twist \ t = {:8.4 f } " . format ( R_ t wi st _R _r a ti o ) )
print ( " U \ t \ t = {:8.1 f } W /( m ^2 - C ) " . format ( U ) )
print ( " S \ t \ t = {:8.0 f } m ^2 " . format ( S ) )
print ( " m \ t \ t = {:8.2 f } " . format ( m ) )
print ( " C_i \ t \ t = $ {:8.0 f } " . format ( C_i ) )
print ( " C_o \ t \ t = $ {:8.0 f } " . format ( C_o ) )
print ( " C_oD \ t \ t = $ {:8.0 f } " . format ( C_oD ) )
print ( " C_tot \ t \ t = $ {:8.0 f } " . format ( C_tot ) )
return C_tot

Nusselt number correlations for twisted-tube heat exchangers:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

# Nusselt number correlations for twisted - tubes , both shell side and tube side
import math
import numpy

#
#
#
#
#
#

N u _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o _ m o d i f i e d calculates the Nusselt number for shell side twisted tube heat transfer based on equations (3.41 , 3.42 , and 3.46)
from Dzyubenko , B . V . " Modeling and Design of Twisted Tube Heat
Exchangers ." Assumes the logarithms in these equations are base 10. The
correlation is based on heating a gas on the shell - side .
VALID 63.6 <= Fr_M <= 1150 , 2000 <= Re_df <= 30000

def N u _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o _ m o d i f i e d ( Fr_M , Re_df , mu_w , mu_f , Pr_f ) :
n
= -1.572* Fr_M **( 0.01661 -0.04373* numpy . log10 ( Fr_M ) )
a
= 0.269* Fr_M **( -0.01490 -0.01040* numpy . log10 ( Fr_M ) )
Nu_df

= ( 6.05 e6 *
Fr_M **( -2.494+0.235* numpy . log10 ( Fr_M ) ) *
Re_df **( n + a * numpy . log10 ( Re_df ) ) *
( mu_w / mu_f ) **( -0.14) *
Pr_f **0.4 )

return Nu_df

#
#
#
#
#

N u _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o _ t r a n s i t i o n a l _ m o d i f i e d calculates the Nusselt number
for shell - side twisted tube heat transfer in the transitional regime based
on equation (5) from Ievlev , V . M . et al " In - line and Cross - flow Helical
Tube Heat Exchangers ."
VALID 63.6 <= Fr_M <~ 200 , Re_df < 3000

def N u _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o _ t r a n s i t i o n a l _ m o d i f i e d ( Fr_M , Re_df , mu_w , mu_f , Pr_f ) :
Nu_df
= ( 83.5*
Fr_M **( -1.2) *
Re_df **(0.212* Fr_M **(0.194) ) *
Pr_f **(0.4) *
(1+3.6* Fr_M **( -0.357) ) *
( mu_w / mu_f ) **( -0.14) )
return Nu_df

# Nu_tube side_si calculates the Nusselt number for tube - side twisted tube
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44
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

#
#
#
#
#

heat transfer based on Q . Si , et al " Investigation of Heat Transfer and
Flow Resistance on Twisted Tube Heat Exchanger ." The correlation is based
on diesel with d_in = 21 mm , d_o = 19 mm ( outer circular tube diameter ) ,
s = 144 , 192 , 250 mm , and ( s / A_o ) = 6.86 , 9.14 , 11.9 mm .
VALID 1000 <= Re <= 17000 , 6.86 <= ( s / A ) <= 11.9 , 0.144 <= s <= 0.250

def Nu_tube side_si ( Re , s , d_e , A , Pr ) :
Nu_t
= ( 0.396*
Re **(0.544) *
( s / d_e ) **(0.161) *
( s / A ) **( -0.519) *
Pr **(0.33) )
return Nu_t

Friction factor correlations for twisted-tube heat exchangers:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

# Friction factor correlations for twisted - tubes , both shell side and tube side
import math

#
#
#
#
#
#

f _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o calculates the shell - side friction factor
f = 2* d * dP /( L * rho * u ^2) for a twisted tube bundle based on B . V . Dzyubenko
" Experimental Determination of Thermal Hydraulic Ch ar a ct er is t ic s ." The
correlation is based on heated air . The correlation is based on equation
(3.51) .
VALID Re_df >= 800 , Fr_M >= 100

def f _ s h e l l s i d e _ d z y u b e n k o ( Fr_M , Re_df ) :
f
= ( 0.3164
* Re_df **( -0.25)
*(1+3.6* Fr_M **( -0.357) ) )
return f

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

f_tubes ide_gao calculates the tube - side friction factor
f = 2* d * dP /( L * rho * u ^2) for a twisted tube based on X . N . Gao , et al " Heat
Transfer and Flow Resistance Properties in Twisted Oblate Tube with Large
Twist Ratio ." The correlation is based on water with d_o = 19 mm , s = 200 ,
300 , 400 mm , A_i = 19.8 , 21.2 , 21.8 mm , and B_i = 9.4 , 7.0 5.8 mm .
VALID 5000 <= Re <= 20000 , 0.200 <= s <= 0.400 , 0.0198 <= A_i <= 0.0218 ,
0.0058 <= B_i <= 0.0094

def f_tubes ide_gao ( Re , A_i , B_i , s , d_e ) :
f
= ( 4.572
* Re **( -0.521)
*( B_i / A_i ) **( -0.334)
*( s / d_e ) **( -0.082) )
return f

Tube number calculator and plotter for square and triangular pitch layout with
a single tube-side pass:
1
2
3
4
5

# determine tube number in shells with triangular and square tube layouts
import math
import numpy
import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
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6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

def tube_number ( d_out , pitch , d_shell , clearance , disp = ’ off ’ , plot = ’ off ’ ,
,→ layout = ’ triangular ’ ) :
r_out
= d_out /2
x_shell
y_shell

= 0
= 0

r_shell
ang
xp_shell
yp_shell

=
=
=
=

d_shell /2
numpy . linspace (0 ,2* math . pi ,100)
r_shell * numpy . cos ( ang )
r_shell * numpy . sin ( ang )

# define clearance boundary
r_clearance
= d_shell /2 - clearance
xp_clearance
= r_clearance * numpy . cos ( ang )
yp_clearance
= r_clearance * numpy . sin ( ang )

# define centers boundary
r_centers
= r_clearance - r_out
xp_out
yp_out

= r_out * numpy . cos ( ang )
= r_out * numpy . sin ( ang )

if layout in [ ’ triangular ’ , ’ Triangular ’ , ’ TRIANGULAR ’ ]:
# pitch
xpitch
ypitch

= pitch
= 2* pitch * math . cos (30* math . pi /180)

# figure out centers
Nx1
= 0
distancex
= 0
while distancex < r_centers :
Nx1
= Nx1 + 1
distancex
= ( Nx1 - 1) * pitch
Nx1
= Nx1 + 2
Ny1
distancey
while distancey
Ny1
distancey
Ny1

=
=
<
=
=
=

0
0
r_centers :
Ny1 + 1
( Ny1 - 1) * pitch * math . cos (30* math . pi /180)
Ny1 + 2

# # possibility 1
# initialize arrays by number of pitches from origin
x e v e n _ l o c a t io n s 1
= numpy . arange (2* Nx1 )
x od d_ lo c at io ns 1
= numpy . arange (2* Nx1 )
y e v e n _ l o c a t io n s 1
y od d_ lo c at io ns 1

= numpy . arange ( Ny1 )
= numpy . arange ( Ny1 )

# turn number of pitches into coordinates
x e v e n _ l o c a t io n s 1
= x ev e n _ l o c a t i o n s 1 * xpitch
x od d_ lo c at io ns 1
= xo d d_ lo ca t io ns 1 * xpitch
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69
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 1
y od d_ lo c at io ns 1

= - y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s 1 * ypitch
= - yo dd _l o ca ti on s 1 * ypitch

# shift tubes into place
x e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 1
= x e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s1 - xpitch * Nx1
x od d_ lo c at io ns 1
= x o dd _l oc at i on s1 - xpitch *( Nx1 + 0.5)
y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 1
y od d_ lo c at io ns 1

= y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s1 + ypitch * Ny1 /2
= y o dd _l oc at i on s1 + ypitch *( Ny1 - 1) /2

# check radial distance from origin
even_ location 1
= numpy . zeros ([ Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ,2])
odd_location1
= numpy . zeros ([ Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ,2])
x e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 1
y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 1
y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 1

= numpy . broadcast_to ( xeven_locations1 ,( Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ) )
= numpy . broadcast_to ( yeven_locations1 ,(2* Nx1 , Ny1 ) )
= numpy . transpose ( y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s 1 )

x od d_ lo c at io ns 1
y od d_ lo c at io ns 1
y od d_ lo c at io ns 1

= numpy . broadcast_to ( xodd_locations1 ,( Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ) )
= numpy . broadcast_to ( yodd_locations1 ,(2* Nx1 , Ny1 ) )
= numpy . transpose ( yo dd _ lo ca ti on s 1 )

even _locatio n1 [: ,: ,0]
even _locatio n1 [: ,: ,1]

= xeven_locations1
= yeven_locations1

odd_location1 [: ,: ,0]
odd_location1 [: ,: ,1]

= xo d d_ lo ca t io ns 1
= yo d d_ lo ca t io ns 1

radial_even1
,→ [: ,: ,1]**2)
radial_odd1
,→ [: ,: ,1]**2)
Neven1
Nodd1
N1

= numpy . sqrt ( even_loc ation1 [: ,: ,0]**2 + even_lo cation1
= numpy . sqrt ( odd_location1 [: ,: ,0]**2 + odd_location1

= ( radial_even1 < r_centers ) . sum ()
= ( radial_odd1 < r_centers ) . sum ()
= Neven1 + Nodd1

# # possibility 2
# initialize arrays by number of pitches from origin
x e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2
= numpy . arange (2* Nx1 )
x od d_ lo c at io ns 2
= numpy . arange (2* Nx1 )
y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2
y od d_ lo c at io ns 2

= numpy . arange ( Ny1 )
= numpy . arange ( Ny1 )

# turn number of pitches into coordinates
x e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2
= x ev e n _ l o c a t i o n s 2 * xpitch
x od d_ lo c at io ns 2
= xo d d_ lo ca t io ns 2 * xpitch
y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2
y od d_ lo c at io ns 2

= - y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s 2 * ypitch
= - yo dd _l o ca ti on s2 * ypitch

# shift tubes into place
x e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2
= x e v e n _ l o c a t i o ns 2 - xpitch * Nx1
x od d_ lo c at io ns 2
= x od d _l oc at i on s2 - xpitch *( Nx1 + 0.5)
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131
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184

y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2
y od d_ lo c at io ns 2

= y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s2 + ypitch *( Ny1 + 1) /2
= y o dd _l oc at i on s2 + ypitch *( Ny1 ) /2

# check radial distance from origin
even_ location 2
= numpy . zeros ([ Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ,2])
odd_location2
= numpy . zeros ([ Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ,2])
x e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2
y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2
y e v e n _ l o c a t i on s 2

= numpy . broadcast_to ( xeven_locations2 ,( Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ) )
= numpy . broadcast_to ( yeven_locations2 ,(2* Nx1 , Ny1 ) )
= numpy . transpose ( y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s 2 )

x od d_ lo c at io ns 2
y od d_ lo c at io ns 2
y od d_ lo c at io ns 2

= numpy . broadcast_to ( xodd_locations2 ,( Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ) )
= numpy . broadcast_to ( yodd_locations2 ,(2* Nx1 , Ny1 ) )
= numpy . transpose ( yo dd _ lo ca ti on s 2 )

even_ location 2 [: ,: ,0] = x e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s 2
even_ location 2 [: ,: ,1] = y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s 2
odd_location2 [: ,: ,0]
odd_location2 [: ,: ,1]

radial_even2
,→ [: ,: ,1]**2)
radial_odd2
,→ [: ,: ,1]**2)

= xo dd _ lo ca ti o ns 2
= yo dd _ lo ca ti o ns 2

= numpy . sqrt ( even_loc ation2 [: ,: ,0]**2 + even_l ocation2
= numpy . sqrt ( odd_location2 [: ,: ,0]**2 + odd_location2

Neven2
Nodd2
N2

= ( radial_even2 < r_centers ) . sum ()
= ( radial_odd2 < r_centers ) . sum ()
= Neven2 + Nodd2

N

= max ( N1 , N2 )

if plot in [ ’ plot ’ , ’ Plot ’ , ’ PLot ’ , ’ PLOt ’ , ’ PLOT ’ ]:
if N == N1 :
for i in range ( 0 , Ny1 ) :
for j in range ( 0 , 2* Nx1 ) :
if numpy . sqrt ( e ven_loca tion1 [i ,j ,0]**2 + even_lo cation1 [i ,j
,→ ,1]**2) < r_centers :
plt . plot ( x e v e n_ l o c a t i o n s 1 [i , j ]+ xp_out , y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s 1
,→ [i , j ]+ yp_out , ’k ’ )
if numpy . sqrt ( odd_location1 [i ,j ,0]**2 + odd_location1 [i ,j
,→ ,1]**2) < r_centers :
plt . plot ( x od d _l oc at i on s1 [i , j ]+ xp_out , yo dd _l o ca ti on s 1 [i
,→ , j ]+ yp_out , ’k ’ )
if N == N2 :
for i in range ( 0 , Ny1 ) :
for j in range ( 0 , 2* Nx1 ) :
if numpy . sqrt ( e ven_loca tion2 [i ,j ,0]**2 + even_lo cation2 [i ,j
,→ ,1]**2) < r_centers :
plt . plot ( x e v e n_ l o c a t i o n s 2 [i , j ]+ xp_out , y e v e n _ l o c a t i o n s 2
,→ [i , j ]+ yp_out , ’k ’ )
if numpy . sqrt ( odd_location2 [i ,j ,0]**2 + odd_location2 [i ,j
,→ ,1]**2) < r_centers :
plt . plot ( x od d _l oc at i on s2 [i , j ]+ xp_out , yo dd _l o ca ti on s 2 [i
,→ , j ]+ yp_out , ’k ’ )

plt . plot ( xp_shell , yp_shell , ’k - ’ , linewidth =2.0 )
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185
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248

#

plt . plot ( xp_clearance , yp_clearance , ’k - - ’ )
plt . axis ( ’ equal ’)
plt . show ()

if layout in [ ’ square ’ , ’ Square ’ , ’ SQUARE ’ ]:
# pitch
xpitch
ypitch

= pitch
= pitch

# figure out centers
Nx1
= 0
distancex
= 0
while distancex < r_centers :
Nx1
= Nx1 + 1
distancex
= ( Nx1 - 1) * pitch
Nx1
= Nx1 + 2
Ny1
distancey
while distancey
Ny1
distancey
Ny1

=
=
<
=
=
=

0
0
r_centers :
Ny1 + 1
( Ny1 - 1) * pitch
Ny1 + 2

# # possibility 1
# initialize arrays by number of pitches from origin
x_locations1
= numpy . arange (2* Nx1 )
y_locations1
= numpy . arange (2* Ny1 )

# turn number of pitches into coordinates
x_locations1
= x_locations1 * xpitch
y_locations1
= - y_locations1 * ypitch

# shift tubes into place
x_locations1
= x_locations1 - xpitch *( Nx1 + 1/2)
y_locations1
= y_locations1 + ypitch *( Ny1 + 1/2)

# check radial distance from origin
location1
= numpy . zeros ([2* Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ,2])
x_locations1
y_locations1
y_locations1

= numpy . broadcast_to ( x_locations1 ,(2* Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ) )
= numpy . broadcast_to ( y_locations1 ,(2* Nx1 ,2* Ny1 ) )
= numpy . transpose ( y_locations1 )

location1 [: ,: ,0]
location1 [: ,: ,1]

= x_locations1
= y_locations1

radial_1

= numpy . sqrt ( location1 [: ,: ,0]**2 + location1 [: ,: ,1]**2)

N1

= ( radial_1 < r_centers ) . sum ()

# # possibility 2
# initialize arrays by number of pitches from origin
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249
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312

x_locations2
y_locations2

= numpy . arange (2* Nx1 )
= numpy . arange (2* Ny1 )

# turn number of pitches into coordinates
x_locations2
= x_locations2 * xpitch
y_locations2
= - y_locations2 * ypitch

# shift tubes into place
x_locations2
= x_locations2 - xpitch *( Nx1 )
y_locations2
= y_locations2 + ypitch *( Ny1 + 1/2)

# check radial distance from origin
location2
= numpy . zeros ([2* Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ,2])
x_locations2
y_locations2
y_locations2

= numpy . broadcast_to ( x_locations2 ,(2* Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ) )
= numpy . broadcast_to ( y_locations2 ,(2* Nx1 ,2* Ny1 ) )
= numpy . transpose ( y_locations2 )

location2 [: ,: ,0]
location2 [: ,: ,1]

= x_locations2
= y_locations2

radial_2

= numpy . sqrt ( location2 [: ,: ,0]**2 + location2 [: ,: ,1]**2)

N2

= ( radial_2 < r_centers ) . sum ()

# # possibility 3
# initialize arrays by number of pitches from origin
x_locations3
= numpy . arange (2* Nx1 )
y_locations3
= numpy . arange (2* Ny1 )

# turn number of pitches into coordinates
x_locations3
= x_locations3 * xpitch
y_locations3
= - y_locations3 * ypitch

# shift tubes into place
x_locations3
= x_locations3 - xpitch *( Nx1 )
y_locations3
= y_locations3 + ypitch *( Ny1 )

# check radial distance from origin
location3
= numpy . zeros ([2* Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ,2])
x_locations3
y_locations3
y_locations3

= numpy . broadcast_to ( x_locations3 ,(2* Ny1 ,2* Nx1 ) )
= numpy . broadcast_to ( y_locations3 ,(2* Nx1 ,2* Ny1 ) )
= numpy . transpose ( y_locations3 )

location3 [: ,: ,0]
location3 [: ,: ,1]

= x_locations3
= y_locations3

radial_3

= numpy . sqrt ( location3 [: ,: ,0]**2 + location3 [: ,: ,1]**2)

N3

= ( radial_3 < r_centers ) . sum ()

N

= max ( N1 , N2 , N3 )
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313
316
317
318
319
320
321

if plot in [ ’ plot ’ , ’ Plot ’ , ’ PLot ’ , ’ PLOt ’ , ’ PLOT ’ ]:
if N == N1 :
for i in range ( 0 , 2* Ny1 ) :
for j in range ( 0 , 2* Nx1 ) :
if numpy . sqrt ( location1 [i ,j ,0]**2 + location1 [i ,j ,1]**2) <
,→ r_centers :
plt . plot ( x_locations1 [i , j ]+ xp_out , y_locations1 [i , j ]+
,→ yp_out , ’k ’ )
elif N == N2 :
for i in range ( 0 , 2* Ny1 ) :
for j in range ( 0 , 2* Nx1 ) :
if numpy . sqrt ( location2 [i ,j ,0]**2 + location2 [i ,j ,1]**2) <
,→ r_centers :
plt . plot ( x_locations2 [i , j ]+ xp_out , y_locations2 [i , j ]+
,→ yp_out , ’k ’ )
elif N == N3 :
for i in range ( 0 , 2* Ny1 ) :
for j in range ( 0 , 2* Nx1 ) :
if numpy . sqrt ( location3 [i ,j ,0]**2 + location3 [i ,j ,1]**2) <
,→ r_centers :
plt . plot ( x_locations3 [i , j ]+ xp_out , y_locations3 [i , j ]+
,→ yp_out , ’k ’ )

322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340

plt . plot ( xp_shell , yp_shell , ’k - ’ , linewidth =2.0 )
plt . plot ( xp_clearance , yp_clearance , ’k - - ’ )
plt . axis ( ’ equal ’)
plt . show ()

#

return N

Cost analysis function for heat exchangers:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

# Cost and analysis estimation
import numpy
# capital cost estimation taken from Seider , W . et al - Product & Process Design
,→ Principles

def cost ( m , G_t ,
,→ C_E , H , B
S_imp
=
,→ square
L_imp
=
C_B

G_s , Re_t , Re_s , rho_t , rho_s , dP_t , dP_s , S , L , d_shell , ny , adr ,
= 0 ):
S *10.764
# convert from square meters to
feet
L *3.281
# convert from meters to feet

= numpy . exp (11.667 -0.8709* numpy . log ( S_imp ) +0.09005* numpy . log ( S_imp )
,→ **2) # base cost for floating head type

F_P

= 1
# assumes minimum pressure
,→ rating
F_M
= 2.70 + ( S_imp /100) **0.07
# constants for stainless steel
,→ shell and tubes
if L_imp < 20:
F_L
= 2.156*( L_imp ) **( -0.6557) + 0.6984 # fitted to table data
else :
F_L
= 1
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21
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

eta

= 0.80

C_i

= m * F_P * F_M * F_L * C_B

# pump efficiency

P = (1/ eta ) *(( G_t / rho_t ) * dP_t +( G_s / rho_s ) * dP_s ) # pumping power
C_o = P *( C_E /1000) * H
# annual operating cost
C_oD
= 0
for k in range (1 , ny +1) :
C_oD
= C_oD + C_o /((1+ adr ) ** k )
C_tot

= C_i + C_oD

return C_i , C_o , C_oD , C_tot
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HEAT TRANSFER FACILITY EXPERIMENTAL LOG
LABVIEW FILENAME (RENAME IN LABVIEW FRONT PANEL)

TYPE OF EXPERIMENT
Natural circulation
Forced circulation
Downflow
Upflow

BRIEF TEST DESCRIPTION

NOTES (GENERAL COMMENTS)

EXPERIMENTER
Signature
Print

1
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DRAIN PROCEDURE
PERFORM SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE IF LOOP HAS BEEN RUNNING
**SEE FIGURE DRAIN FOR VALVE CHANGES***
Shutoff compressed gas source
Close VP-5 if open
Close VS-3 if open
Close VCG-12 if open
Set VCG-1 towards drain tanks (see FIGURE DRAIN)
Open several fluid valves:
VP-1
VP-2
VP-3
VP-4
VS-1
VS-2
Slowly release cover gas pressurization
Open VCG-9 if closed
Slowly and partially open VCG-5, let de-pressurize, and fully open
Slowly and partially open VCG-6, let de-pressurize, and fully open
Open drain tank exhausts to allow liquid to fill tanks
Slowly open VCG-8
Slowly open VCG-7
Drain primary loop by slowly and partially opening VP-5, letting drain, and fully opening
Drain secondary loop
Slowly and partially open VS-3
Slowly open VCG-13
Let drain and fully open VS-3 and VCG-13
NOTE: LIQUID WILL REMAIN INSIDE HEAT EXCHANGER DUE TO LOCAL LOW POINT. THIS LIQUID MUST BE
REMOVED BY SYPHONING/VACUUMING OR OTHER METHODS. ADDITIONAL LOW POINTS MAY INCLUDE THERMOCOUPLES,
PUMPS, AND STRAINERS.

2
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Figure 1: DRAIN valve positions, O = OPEN and C = CLOSED.

3
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STARTUP PROCEDURE
Visually inspect that fluid leaks are not present
Visually inspect that fluid levels are within range
Primary surge tank
Secondary surge tank
Test section
Check electrical heater lug connections are tight
Check electrical heater shock cover is installed
Check and note valve positions on EXPERIMENTAL LOG
Natural circulation - reference Figure 2
Forced circulation - downflow - reference Figure 3
Forced circulation - upflow - reference Figure 4
Turn on equipment switches
Primary flowmeter
Secondary flowmeter
Primary pump
Secondary pump
Programmable power supply (PSU) wall switch
PSU front panel switch
Check PSU COM port setting (nominally COM3) in LabView front panel
Rename filenames to reflect current test date (and avoid overwriting older data files)
Start LabView program execution
Start data acquisition loop and verify data readouts and graphs are updating in LabView
front panel
Temperatures
Pressures
Flowrates
Power
Start data logging loop in LabView front panel and verify file is updating in Windows explorer
Pressurize primary and secondary surge tanks simultaneously to ∼ 13−16 psig using nitrogen
supply and regulator
PERFORM EXPERIMENTS

4
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SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE
Turn off PSU current output
PREFERRED: set PID temperature set point to zero in LabView front panel
ALTERNATE PREFERRED: slowly ramp down current set point in LabView front panel
QUICK SHUTOFF: set current set point to zero (turn off PID control if necessary) in LabView
front panel
ALTERNATE QUICK SHUTOFF: activate stop button on PSU front panel (red button)
Wait for temperatures to stabilize
Turn off PSU power application in LabView front panel
Stop pump controllers
Set primary pump VFD to 0 Hz
Set secondary pump VFD to 0 Hz
Shutoff chilled water supply (both valves)
De-pressurize loop by slightly opening VCG-5 (secondary surge tank exhaust)
Stop data logging loop in LabView front panel
Stop LabView program execution when comfortable with no longer seeing parameter display
updates
Turn off equipment switches
PSU front panel switch
PSU wall shutoff switch
Primary pump wall shutoff switch
Secondary pump wall shutoff switch
Primary flowmeter unistrut-mounted switch
Secondary flowmeter unistrut-mounted switch

***EMERGENCY SHUTOFF PROCEDURES***
PSU SHUTOFF: Pull the wall shutoff switch to the “OFF” position
PRIMARY PUMP SHUTOFF: Pull the wall shutoff switch to the “OFF” position
SECONDARY PUMP SHUTOFF: Pull the wall shutoff switch to the “OFF” position

5
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NATURAL CIRCULATION - STEADY STATE
FOLLOW STARTUP PROCEDURES
Open chilled water supply (both valves)
Set secondary pump speed and press run on VFD front panel
(
Hz)
CONSTANT CURRENT MODE:
Verify PID ON/OFF switch is set to OFF on LabView front panel
Set PSU over-voltage and over-current trip points in LabView front panel
V) (
A)
(
Set PSU voltage set point in LabView front panel
V)
(
Set PSU power to ON in LabView front panel
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE MODE
Verify PID REINITIALIZE is set to ON in LabView front panel
Set PID ON/OFF to ON in LabView front panel
Set PSU over-voltage and over-current trip points in LabView front panel
(
V) (
A)
Set PSU voltage set point in LabView front panel
(
V)
Set desired temperature set point in PSU controller in LabView front panel
◦
C)
(
Set PSU power to ON in LabView front panel
Set PID REINITIALIZE to OFF in LabView front panel
PERFORM EPERIMENTS AND LOG SET POINT CHANGES BELOW
FOLLOW SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE
NOTES (LOG SET POINT CHANGES AND TIMES HERE)

6
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Figure 2: NC-SS valve positions, O = OPEN and C = CLOSED.
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FORCED CIRCULATION - STEADY STATE DOWNFLOW
FOLLOW STARTUP PROCEDURE
Open chilled water supply (both valves)
Set primary pump speed and press run on VFD front panel
(
Hz)
Set secondary pump speed and press run on VFD front panel
(
Hz)
CONSTANT CURRENT MODE
Verify PID ON/OFF switch is set to OFF in LabView front panel
Set PSU over-voltage and over-current trip points in LabView front panel
V) (
A)
(
Set PSU voltage set point in LabView front panel
(
V)
Set desired current in PSU controller in LabView front panel
(
A)
Set PSU power to ON in LabView front panel
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE MODE
Verify PID REINITIALIZE is set to ON in LabView front panel
Set PID ON/OFF to ON in LabView front panel
Set PSU over-voltage and over-current trip points in LabView front panel
(
V) (
A)
Set PSU voltage set point in LabView front panel
(
V)
Set desired temperature set point in PSU controller in LabView front panel
◦
(
C)
Set PSU power to ON in LabView front panel
Set PID REINITIALIZE to OFF in LabView front panel
PERFORM EXPERIMENTS AND LOG SET POINT CHANGES BELOW
FOLLOW SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE
NOTES (LOG SET POINT CHANGES AND TIMES HERE)

8
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Figure 3: FC-SS-D valve positions, O = OPEN and C = CLOSED.
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FORCED CIRCULATION - STEADY STATE UPFLOW
FOLLOW STARTUP PROCEDURE
Open chilled water supply (both valves)
Set primary pump speed and press run on VFD front panel
(
Hz)
Set secondary pump speed and press run on VFD front panel
(
Hz)
CONSTANT CURRENT MODE
Verify PID ON/OFF switch is set to OFF in LabView front panel
Set PSU over-voltage and over-current trip points in LabView front panel
V) (
A)
(
Set PSU voltage set point in LabView front panel
(
V)
Set desired current in PSU controller in LabView front panel
(
A)
Set PSU power to ON in LabView front panel
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE MODE
Verify PID REINITIALIZE is set to ON in LabView front panel
Set PID ON/OFF to ON in LabView front panel
Set PSU over-voltage and over-current trip points in LabView front panel
(
V) (
A)
Set PSU voltage set point in LabView front panel
(
V)
Set desired temperature set point in PSU controller in LabView front panel
◦
(
C)
Set PSU power to ON in LabView front panel
Set PID REINITIALIZE to OFF in LabView front panel
PERFORM EXPERIMENTS AND LOG SET POINT CHANGES BELOW
FOLLOW SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE
NOTES (LOG SET POINT CHANGES AND TIMES HERE)

10
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Figure 4: FC-SS-U valve positions, O = OPEN and C = CLOSED.
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HAZARDS
1. High temperature surfaces when in operation:
tanks - DO NOT TOUCH!

piping, pumps, valve bodies, test section,

2. Shock hazard when in operation: electrical heater and connections - DO NOT TOUCH! Heat
insulating gloves may be worn when adjusting valve throttling when in operation.
3. Hard hat required when working on the mezzanine: many fixed objections (unistrut, piping,
conduit, etc.) are easy to knock your head against; in addition, high temperature surfaces
are present when loop in operation.
4. Slippery surfaces can exist when spills are present - always be aware of your surroundings.
5. Dowtherm A presents a chemical hazard - review MSDS in the RIGHT TO KNOW folder located
near the double-door entrance to the laboratory and ensure you are wearing any proper PPE if
potential for Dowtherm exposure is present (the university can have you fitted for a respiratory
face mask).
6. Narrow ladder to mezzanine: use caution when ascending and only ascend when necessary if it feels unsafe, it is possible to move the computer desk and use a ladder to ascend on
the side with the chiller (will require moving chain, but may present a better long-term solution).
7. Eye protection with non-removable side shields required at all times within laboratory:
fixed objects can hit your face, power tools can eject chips, and chemical spills/sprays can
all cause damage to your eyes.
8. No food or drink in the laboratory at any time.

12
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